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RE: Joel Stein’s “How Trolls are Ruining the Internet”
By Matt Parrott

T

tradyouth.org

en years ago, Joel Stein published an
article in the L. A. Times entitled, “Who
Runs Holly wood? C’mon!” In it, he
gleefully explains that his hostile globalist
tribe has a stranglehold on the popular
media, rubbing our noses in the Jewish
domination of our nation’s entertainment
industry. He strikes a different tone today,
woefully groaning about how the new
media – social media – are dominated by a
de fiantly non-Jew ish cul tural van guard
which barely existed way back in 2008.
“How Trolls Are Ruining the Internet”
is a beautiful inversion of his triumphant
article celebrating Jewish power. The
future didn’t quite play out like our elites
hoped, with the internet unleashing a
transformative backlash of White male
creative energy and talent that had been
suppressed by the gatekeepers of popular
infotainment. Today’s anti-globalist global
network is inherently anti-elitist, an organic
meritocracy where Jewish nepotism and
elite networking counts for nothing.
Not only does her uncle being Chuck
Schumer not win her any sitcoms or specials
on Twitter, it counts against poor Amy.
The opening line gave me a chuckle, a
window into how privately distressed they
are by the revolution taking place.
“This story is not a good idea. Not for
society and certainly not for me. Because
what trolls feed on is attention. And this
little bit – these several thousand words – is
like leaving bears a pan of baklava.”
He belongs to the dominant school of
thought which goes that if everybody just
stopped reacting to us, we would cease to
matter. I don’t know what more we’ve got
to do to make it clear that we’re not merely
a handful of alienated and isolated jerks on
the internet. When a handful of alienated
and isolated jerks are winning major party
primary campaigns, threatening to elbow
our way into the Senate and winning every

single online poll known to man, perhaps
there are more of us than you’re willing to
admit and you’re the one who’s growing
alienated and isolated.
The Jews who run Hollywood openly
despise gentiles. Their culture of contempt
for White Chris tian culture per meates
nothing more completely than their teenori ented fare. In their fe vered Se mitic
imaginations, the goyim are all big, mean
jocks who go around beating up on the
little guy. That’s what we are to them.
We’re the Pharaoh and the Philistines to
their Hebrews, unintelligent brutes who
constantly threaten the helpless but gifted
and chosen implicitly Jewish protagonists.
“Trolls are turning social media and
comment boards into a giant locker room
in a teen movie, with towel-snapping racial
epithets and misogyny.”

What he’s saying here is that the internet
has become unbearably goyische. He’s
obviously not objecting to crudeness and
vul gar ity. He’s a huge fan of Sa rah
Silverman and Amy Schumer’s vile insults
to our own habits and morals. Silverman
carrying on with her obnoxious vocal fry
about crucifying Christ all over again and
Schumer’s chortling about abortion is
good clean fun for him and them. You see,
it’s funny when White culture is under
constant attack, and it’s not funny when the
shoe is on the kosher foot.
“…after feminist Anita Sarkeesian started
a Kickstarter campaign to fund a series of
YouTube videos chronicling misogyny in
video games, she received bomb threats at
speaking engagements, doxxing threats, rape
threats and an unwanted starring role in a
game called Beat Up Anita Sarkeesian.”

While liberals and Jews kvetch about
toothless anonymous troll threats, I’ve had
bricks thrown through plate glass windows
of political events I was hosting. I’ve been
physically attacked multiple times. Our
director Thomas Buhls got a brick with a
death threat through his home’s window.
Matthew Heimbach receives more death
threats per month than poor little Anita in
her entire career. Just this weekend alone,
we’ve casually rearranged our local events
around credible plans to shoot us.
Grow up. Whether in the early days of
Nazi Germany when the Nazis emerged to
fight back against the Bolshevik gangs or
today in my own White Nationalist work,
these globalists always throw the first
punches and then cry up a storm when we
fight back. As the reliable old proverb
goes, “The Jew cries out as he strikes you.”

My pledge of allegiance
By Michael Hill
leagueofthesouth.com

I’ll turn 65 on my next birthday. I was
born only six years after the end of World
War Two. I was alive at the same time as
Winston Churchill and Josef Stalin. In
other words, I’ve been around a while and
have seen a lot.
I remember a time when
I felt comfortable pretty
much everywhere I went,
from the rural, the suburban,
to the urban. And the reason
was sim ple: the White
European man was clearly
in control of all those areas.
I never thought of taking a pistol with me
when I went to downtown Birmingham, or
Memphis or Atlanta. The South in particular
was still thoroughly White Man’s Land (but
that was slowly changing because of the
fed eral gov ern ment’s in volve ment in
forcing “civil rights” for Negroes down our
throats).

Of course that world is now gone, or has
all but disappeared. Excepting the rural
areas where my people still dominate, I
feel like an exile when going to much of
the sub ur ban and urban South (not to
mention the hell holes outside of it). I
surely go armed these days!
The Brown ing of
Amer ica, and my
native South, was not
something to which I
assented, and I surely
do not approve of it.
It is n ot what my
ancestors intended for
me to inherit. But truly
I have only myself to blame for this tragic
fate. While it was happening I did not do
enough to stop it. Now, my children and
grandchildren may have to pay the price
that will come from being a hated White
minority in a majority non-White land.
And non-Christian, too, I might add, so I
don’t expect any mercy will be shown

them.

Apartheid now!

So whatever time the Lord of Hosts –
whom I gladly will serve with all my heart,
mind and strength – may allot for me from
here to the end, I pledge to spend fighting
to restore the South as White Man’s Land. I
do this because I believe the admonition in
1 Timothy 5:8. “But if any provide not for
his own, and specially for those of his own
house, he hath denied the faith, and is
worse than an infidel.” (KJV)
So, in di rect con tra dic tion to the
politically correct dictates of the current
day, I pledge to be a White supremacist,
a racist, an anti-Semite, a homophobe, a
xenophobe, an Islamophobe and any other
sort of “phobe” that benefits my people, so
help me God!
And I encourage you all to do the same,
for this is what it will take for us to save the
South for our dear progeny. Anything else
is merely a half measure and should be put
away with contempt.
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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

All these wars are Soros/Rothschild’s wars
“WHEN you go to Syria, which I did last
month, the popularity of the government
and the Syrian Arab Army is rampant. It’s
not out of some dream fantasy. It comes
obviously from the government and the
army being the only thing between living a
secular life on the one hand and the hatred
and violence of ISIS and the various other
terrorist groups underwritten by the terrorist
Saudis and U.S. and their allies on the other.
The refugees who don’t leave Syria do not
flee to the terrorist side, they flee to the
government side, in huge numbers. So
would all of us in similar circumstances.
Syrians do not want their country turned into
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Yemen, Sudan,
Somalia or any of the other countries the
U. S. has ‘liberated.’” – Henry Lowendorf
of the fact-finding U. S. Peace Council
FIVE years ago the U. S. government
had declared that Assad must go. As the
battle for Aleppo raged, major political
and military realignments were in the
works. Syria bombed Kurdish security
forces, even with American commandos
nearby. The U. S. scrambled fighter jets,
warned Syria while patrolling that area.
Russia increased air strikes from a base
in Iran, also deployed a combat ship to
the Gulf of Aden. How much of this have
the Soros/Rothschilds planned?
LEPROSY cases have tripled and, no,
as Mike Rivero says, this isn’t the result of
armadillos or global warming! Armadillos
have been around for a long time, probably
millions of years. Yet, after the increased
flow of “refugees” and illegals into Florida,
lo and behold we have tripled leprosy.
FIFTEEN recently released prisoners
from Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, was the
largest single transfer yet. However, as
the U. S. loosens its clutches on certain
detainees, the CIA’s grip on keeping
them silent remains tight as ever. Even
the military kangaroo court allows that
most of these people never committed
any crimes, so the only thing the CIA
needs to keep secret is the torture used
on them trying for “confessions”!

STRAINS reaching back more than
sixty years now turn the western Pacific
into one of the most hazardous spots on
the globe. This tension between China
and the United States “is one of the most
striking and dangerous themes in international politics,” opines The Financial
Times. Warships from both countries –
including Washington’s closest ally in
the region, Japan – have done all but
ram one another. And, with Beijing
building new bases on scattered islands
in the South China Sea, the U. S. is now
deploying long-range, nuclear-capable
bombers in Australia and Guam.

MILLIONS of dollars were lost by the
Zog after inmates at U. S. prisons made
defective helmets for the army. According
to a U. S. Department of Justice report last
month, two companies, privately-owned
Federal Prison Industries and ArmorSource,
had Department of Defense contracts to
produce lightweight helmets for the U. S.
Army. From 2006 to 2009, ArmorSource
and the FPI received more than $30 million
while delivering 126,052 useless helmets.

ONE of the biggest stories is unfolding
right now, though most people probably
haven’t heard it. It’s the leaks of emails by
the thousands from George Soros’ “Open
Society Foundation,” which document in
detail the strategy, tactics, grants and more
from his global network. Today, across the
U. S. and Europe, Soros’ largesse has been
exposed as a major prop behind much of
our society’s hegemonic liberal discourse.
Light is also shed on the plans and tactics
being used, particularly against Russia, to
undermine traditional family structures and
European identity worldwide.

Milking Kentucky taxpayers since ’77

TURKISH President Erdogan has no
faith in NATO and the E. U., is pivoting
toward the East, observes ex-Pentagon
official Michael Maloof. As Ankara and
Moscow discuss military ties, this offers
an intriguing new opening for regional
cooperation. Turkish Foreign Minister
Mevlut Cavusoglu, in an interview with
Sputnik news agency, said that Ankara
is considering military cooperation with
Russia, since NATO seems to be shying
away from relations with Turkey.
NUMEROUS American military aircraft
of the unmanned variety, though with the
possibility of being armed and dangerous,
have apparently been violating Russian
airspace, leading to the Russians shooting
– yes, shooting – them down following the
refusal of the Americans to acknowledge
Russian diplomatic notes of protest.
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Challenging a Zionist-controlled mediacracy to tolerate the truth

Sec. of the Interior (1867)

BETTER at dumping garbage cans
into its compactor truck tailgates, the
Zog’s Black inmates (freed from slavery
by a Zionist occupied government) earn
17¢ an hour, no private haulers needed.

Scalawag of the Month
“Mitch” McConnell
By Nancy Hitt

K

hunleyhitt@gmail.com

entucky’s longest-serving U. S. Senator
“Mitch” McConnell defines the two words
hypocrite and scalawag; he’s both insincere
and a scamp born in the South.
Addison Mitchell “Mitch” McConnell,
Jr., was born February 20, 1942, in Sheffield,
Alabama. His family moved to Louisville,
Kentucky, when McConnell was a teenager.
Having graduated from the University of
Louisville, he gained his law degree from
the University of Kentucky at Lexington.
In 1977, McConnell was elected Jefferson
County Judge/Executive and re-elected in
1981. Since 1985, “Mitch” has been the
U. S. Senator from Kentucky.
Once upon a time, McConnell proudly
received recognition from a Kentucky Sons
of Confederate Veterans meeting where as
a speaker he was photographed before the
Confederate battle flag with a grin on his
face when receiving a framed SCV Reunion
program from the J. H. Morgan Camp.
But more recently McConnell joined the
loud-mouths of Black Lives Matter along
with the NAACP history destroyers and
denounced the Confederate banner, even
saying now that the statue of Confederate
President Jefferson Davis standing in the
State Capitol rotunda should be removed
from public view there and placed in some
museum.

Decent respect

The United Daughters of the Confederacy
commissioned that statue of Confederate
President Jefferson Davis, a native son of
Kentucky. Carved from Tennessee marble
by Fredrick Cleveland Hibbard, this Davis
statue was financed with private donations
and a $5,000 appropriation by the State in
1934. Governor “Happy” Chandler then
accepted the completed statue on behalf of
the Commonwealth on December 10, 1936.
McConnell is one of those po litical
insiders who sticks his wet finger into the
PC airs to feel which way the media are
blowing. Apparently honor and birth mean
little when you are a powerful politician
shifting with that wind toward re-election.
Nothing new here.
These are words spoken by a real patriot
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at that 1895 dedication of the Louisville
Confederate monument: “A people who
can forget, or regard with indifference, its
patriotic dead, is on the verge of National
decadence and disgrace, from which no
patriotic effort can save it, even if among a
people any remnant of patriotic spirit can
survive. There may come a time, but woe
to the world if it shall come, when men will
cease to feel this sentiment. When that time
comes, all that makes life worth living will
have been banished from the earth.”
– Basil Wilson Duke
Currently, due to the unilateral midnight
decision by Louisville Mayor Greg Fischer
and ex-University of Louisville President
James Ramsey, that same monument whose
construction funds those women dedicated
several years to raise is now targeted for
removal. Doesn’t it even matter that this
noble Confederate monument stands on
the National Register of Historic Places?

Seriously, now
A rabbi and a priest collide in this auto
accident and it’s a bad one. Both cars are
totally demolished. But, amazingly, neither
of the clerics is hurt.
Emerging from their vehicles, the rabbi
sees the priest’s collar and says, “So you’re
a priest. I’m a rabbi. Just look at our cars!
There’s nothing left, but we remain unhurt.
God must have meant that we should meet
and be friends, living together in peace the
rest of our days.”
The priest replies, “I agree with you entirely. This must be a sign from God.”
The rabbi continues: “And look at this.
Why, it’s another miracle. While my car is
completely demolished, here’s this bottle
of Kedem wine that didn’t break. Surely
God would wish us to drink this wine and
celebrate our good fortune.” He hands the
bottle to the priest. The priest agrees, takes
a few big swigs and returns the bottle to the
rabbi.
The latter immediately recaps the bottle
and hands it back to the priest, who asks,
“Aren’t you having any?” To which the
rabbi replies, “No… I think I’ll wait for the
police.”
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“Make America White Again” Conference Action Report
By Matthew Heimbach

T

tradyouth.org

he event this weekend in Tennessee to
support Rick Tyler, engage in activism, and
have a series of great
political speeches and
live mu sic was an
overwhelming success.
I want first of all to thank
my Party com rades
and our friends in
multiple organizations
who came to the event
and made it one to
remember. Comrades
from the Traditionalist Worker Party, the
American Freedom Party, the National
Socialist Movement and the League of the
South were in attendance, coming together
in the spirit of uniting for faith, family and
folk.
The day began at Mr. Tyler’s Whitewater
Grill, the Tyler family’s business. While
Mr. Tyler has faced an economic boycott
and threats against his business, home and
family, he has refused to give in to the
threats and economic terrorism of the Left.
He’s standing tall for the principles of
Nationalism, strong traditional values and
White American families.
We filled the entire meeting room of the
Whitewater Grill with comrades and allies
to eat great Southern cooking and hear Mr.
Tyler give a speech on the concept that we
must unite and fight together against our
common enemies, using truth
as our primary weapon to cut
through the lies of a corrupt and
decaying globalist regime. Mr.
Tyler received a hearty amount
of applause and support from
all those in attendance and local
Na tion al ists look for ward to
providing him with support in
his campaign.

Main event
After the Whitewater Grill we went to a
local hotel meeting hall to host a variety of
exciting speeches on
a number of subjects.
Matt Parrott was
gracious enough to
be our emcee and
introduced speakers
throughout the day.
Speeches kicked off
with a pas sion ate
talk by Commander
Jeff Schoep of the
Matt Parrott
National Socialist

Paddy Tarleton

PUT IT BACK
Your “representatives” – forbidden by the Southern Puberty Lechery Center, a
federal Affirmative Action Apparatchik and those new voting machines to display
such reminders in a building full of judges, lawyers and politicians – have banished
the Ten Commandments from Alabama’s Supreme Court now for
months.

156

who seek disunity or continue to promote
de struc tive po si tions such as fa nati cal
racial hatred, violence or inter-movement
squab bling must be cut from the herd
while those who are dedicated to making
political, social, demographic and economic
progress for our people must band together.
Next I spoke on the idea that we mustn’t
Our new banners and flags were flying proudly
in Cleveland, Tennessee.

let the media define our movement to us.
The line, “They’re all gonna laugh at you!”
has been used to bully our movement into
dividing among ourselves on presentation,
symbolism and class lines. Each faction
hears that if they stand with another group

the Jewish community had active and
well-armed militias that often would attack
or ha rass Chris tians and Na tion al ists,
usually on Holy Days and religious or
pro-Tsarist days of celebration. When the
Russian people would respond against these
violent acts by returning fire or organizing
in groups like The Black Hundreds to fight
against Jewish tyranny, the Jewish aggressors
would then cry out to the foreign media
that they were being oppressed and were
mere victims, when they were the ones
who started the violence in the first place.
With the time-honored truism of “The
Jew crying out as he strikes you,” Jewish
Bolsheviks in Tsarist Russia were able to
use the global media against Russia and
provoke anti-Russian sentiment, something
that continues to this day. Dr. Johnson’s
speech concluded with a perspective on
what we can learn about the media lies and
half-truths, cutting through them with facts
and earnest devotion to our Cause.

Camaraderie in song

Jeff Schoep

Move ment.
Schoep and I have worked a great deal
over the past several months to craft the
Constitution of the ANA. It’s an alliance
designed to transcend petty factionalism
and infighting among White advocates, to
adapt our messaging to the challenges
contemporary Nationalists face and build a
united front against our well-funded and
highly organized opposition.
On this subject, Schoep spoke about the
need for our cause to come together and to
work towards a better and brighter future
for our people. When White Nationalists
fight one another, the enemy wins. Those

that might have a slightly different message
or style, then the world will mock you. Our
social anxiety and fixation on optics has
crippled us, allowing enemies to define our
movement and ideology to us, either the
Hol ly wood car ica ture or a fu tile quest
towards being “respectable” enough for
the Jews to not attack us. We must reject
attempts by the Jewish press to turn us
against one another and instead march
forward, and together we will be victorious.
Next, we had Dr.
Matthew John son of
The Barnes Re view
discuss the lies about
Tsarist Russia regarding
their treatment of the
Jews. The six million
figure, used as a bully
club against Europeans
for seven decades due Matthew Johnson
to the Holocaust, had been used previously
in attacks on Tsarist Russia.

Masters of deception
Dr. Johnson went into detail about how
at the time of the Bolshevik Revolution
and the years preceding it that in Russia

Next was Paddy Tarleton, mid-Atlantic
chapter leader of the Traditionalist Worker
Party and rising Nationalist folk star. Paddy
performed a great set of music, including
his recent hit “Join the BLM” and classics
like “The Ballad of Tiny Tim Wise.” Paddy

performed not only originals but classic
America folk music, linking the present and
the past in a celebration of the melodies
and musical styles of our people.

Honesty is the parent of happiness
The event was wrapping up when one of
the hotel staff heard a negative comment
about Jewish oligarchs and got upset. As is
typical with some folks, they have been
programmed by the Jews to love the very
people who are working on destroying
their people, religion and Nation. We had
finished the event so we politely tipped our
hats, thanked the staff for having been so
accommodating, and headed out to our
activism for the day.
There is a mon u ment in Cleveland,
Tennessee, to the Confederate soldiers from
the area who fought and died for their
Homeland and their people. While some of
our comrades headed up to prepare our
evening fellowship and meeting, public
activists marched to the monument to pay
tribute to our Confederate ancestors and to
remind those in attendance. Whether you
are from the North or the South, if you are
White, your culture is under attack and we
must stand together to preserve it.

Better late than never
If the men of both the Union and the
Confederate armies could have seen what
multicultural America would become, they
would have marched together to Washington,
DC, and New York to drive out the bankers,
elites and corrupt politicians that paved
the way for the breakdown of our morals,
families and Nations.
The occasion concluded with a fantastic
evening of food, fellowship and music
performances by Paddy and several other
talented comrades. In celebration of our
unity, a successful day of action and plans
for the future, we ended the night with a
rousing chorus of “Sovereignty and Blood
Forever.” The future is bright for our Party
and the Nationalist movement in general.
Our vision is clear, our forces mobilized,
and victory shall be ours.
From coast to coast, TradWorker is
mobilizing effective White Action. The
best is yet to come. Hail Victory!

And “Damn the torpedoes!”
spiritoflindbergh.com

Keep your focus on winning fellow
Whites to our cause, not on trying to win
the opposition’s approval.
We need to concentrate on converting
Whites, not anti-Whites. For the liberalminority-media-government coalition will
continue to fight us.
They will always hate race realism. The
facts about IQ and other genetic racial

OLD SOUTH
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Weogufka, AL CSA 35183 (256)249-9100
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Guns · Tools
Confederate
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Lloyd Caperton @ Facebook – CapeCSA1@aol.com
Treasurer, Alabama League of the South

Cash Loans
Pawn · Buy
Sell · Trade

differences undermine their whole “It’s
Whitey’s fault” ex cuse for Black and
Hispanic dysfunctions. The anti-White
coalition will do all it can to keep the facts
about race hidden by destroying those who
dare speak them.

Rather curious ideas about
who owes whom what
They will always hate White Nationalism.
A separate White Nation would take away
the White wealth that keeps their debt-ridden
anti-White government’s dysfunctional
welfare State from collapsing.
They will al ways hate White ra cial
consciousness. They know that the instant
Whites start looking out for themselves as
a race, the game will be over.
We’re under no illusions about the depth
of their hostility toward our cause. We
shouldn’t alienate the opposition without
reason, but neither should we engage in
futile attempts to win their approval.
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We owe our highest loyalty to the noble White race
By Matt Hale
creativitymovement.net

Dear Brothers and Sisters, Friends and
Supporters!
If someone were to
ask me what we need
more of as a race than
anything else, I would
have to respond with
one word: children, for
the simple fact of the
matter is that our race
is not having nearly
enough children and, because of that, is
dying out. In the final analysis, even the
greatest race on earth will still perish in its
competition with inferiors if it fails in the
most basic duty of all for any race: the
replenishing of its stock. That, of course, is
the situation that our White race finds itself
in to day. White women are not having
babies. White men are not impregnating
White women. White families are not being
established. Yes, that may seem a crass way
of putting it but is it not true nonetheless?
And, most importantly, what are we going
to do about this problem? Problems are
meant to be solved, not tossed around on a
plate like those foods which we don’t want
to eat. So, it behooves us to work towards
resolving this non-generation of our kind
without wasting any more time!
It is a subject not spoken of nearly
enough in our movement, apparently for
fear of causing offense. Well, we had better

start talking about it regardless of any
feelings on the matter and, what’s more,
start doing our own part in our lives to turn
“the birth dearth” of the White race around.
As the Founder of our Church of the
Creator Ben Klassen said, getting married
and raising a family is quite simply the
most important thing you could possibly
do for your White race. After all, long after
memories of our own lives have faded,
those de scen dants will live on into the
limitless future! For my part, the biggest
regret from when I was a free man – at this
time anyway, since I am still imprisoned on
a forty year sentence for no crime – is that,
being so active for our great cause, I failed
to “populate the world with my own kind,”
as the Creativity religious doctrine would
say. So, when studying this fact that our
White race is simply not replenishing itself,
dying out before our eyes accordingly, I am
moved at this juncture and urge you – my
comrades who are free, unlike me! – to find
a suitable mate without delay and do your
duty for the future of our White race.

Continuity
Invest the necessary time, effort and
money in establishing your family, because
nothing, simply nothing, could be more
important than that. Have as many children
as possible, the financial burden be damned.
Refuse the liberal democratic propaganda
that it is more important to have cash than a
child for your race! And, yes, sire and bear

those children within the bonds of holy
matrimony, for that is the better way.
I cannot tell you how many “single
White males” I hear from, but the great
majority of my correspondents no doubt
fall into that category. Many of those
White brethren have even given up on
finding a suitable mate altogether. That,
though, is a mistake. You simply have to
try harder and not give up. Remember: if
our White Race doesn’t breed, it is doomed.
It won’t matter how great a cause or what

our particular merits were as individual
White men. Rather, our race will become
submerged and destroyed in the simian
cesspool and everything accomplished in
its history forgotten. It is more important
that you make the effort to find a wife and
sire children than write me a letter. It is
more important to populate the world with
your own kind than start a new website.
Again, take the time, effort and money to
give back to your White race in the most
important way that you can: new sons and
daughters for the future of your kind! Your
race will one day thank you. Racial life
has to matter more than anything else, and
the pursuit of that is a full time job more
important than any other. We must rebuild
the shrinking numbers of our people, and,
as racial loyalists, let us set the example.
Babies is where it’s at. Yes, our wives
should be barefoot and pregnant! Yes, a
woman’s highest honor is the bearing of
White children, not “breaking glass ceilings”
and other such tripe! Yes, we are in a race
for our very survival and must win that
race!
So I am raising this issue and hope that
my words will not be in vain. We must defy
the mores of this present society and get
back to brass tacks: breeding our White
race so that it will survive, not die.
Yours truly for our folk!
Rev. Matt Hale
creativitymovement.net
freematthale.net

Israel is a terrorist State
By Nancy Hitt
hunleyhitt@gmail.com

The controlled media have instilled two
beliefs into the sheeple
brain: Firstly, that the
coun try we know as
Palestine, before having
become Jewish Israel,
was virtually an
unpopulated desert.
Secondly, the native
Palestinians opted to
be come wan der ing
refugees rather than
peacefully share Palestine with the Jews.
Both these distortions of fact are from
the Zionists’ playbook of Orwellian BS, as
the year 1948 ushered in a bloody Zionist
land grab and removal or extermination of
the native population. In a matter of a few
months beginning in December of 1947,
through May of 1948, Zionists demolished
two hundred villages – creating 350,000
refugees. Ultimately, they would drive
over 700,000 Palestinians out of their
homes as refugees.

There was a Jewish ditty
that went like this: “A land
without people for a people
without land.”
Before the Jewish invasion of 1948, at
least 1,000 Pales tin ian villages were in
existence often with a mixture of Moslems,
Christians, Druze and Jews. Some of them
dated to the time of the Crusades. Villagers
were uninformed as to what it would mean
when the British Mandate was to end on
May 15, 1948.
This date came to be called in Arabic the
“Nakba” meaning the catastrophe. The
native people had little understanding of
the United Nations partition’s irregular and
poorly defined divisions of land masses.
Typically, Arab villages retained few arms,
usually outdated weapons. Some of the
Arab countries surrounding Palestine were
experiencing nationalistic turmoil and so
were able to forward only limited military
assistance.
“Until the British left (May 15, 1948), no
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Jewish settlement, however remote, was
entered or seized by the Arabs, while the
Haganah… captured many Arab positions
and liberated Tiberia and Haifa, Jaffa and
Safad… So, on the day of destiny, that part
of Pal es tine where the Haganah could
operate was almost clear of Arabs.”
– Polish Jew terrorist David Ben-Gurion

Truth at last
Ilan Pappe is the author of the book The
Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine. It is a real
“stinker,” but I forced myself to read it in
spite of pages full of remorseless cruelty.
Pappe was honorable enough to recognize by
name a few of the courageous Palestinians.
I consider this book essential reading if
one wants to fully understand the actual
foundation of the rogue State of Israel. Ilan
Pappe’s extensive Israeli records include
official military reports. I suppose Pappe, a
native of Israel, must be one of Israel’s
most hated historians. He now holds the
Chair in History at the University of Exeter
in England, undoubtedly a burr under the
Zionists’ sordid saddle pads as the author
of several books on the Middle East.
From the Preface: “I am for compulsory
transfer; I do not see anything immoral in
it.” – David Ben-Gurion to the Jewish
Agency Executive, June 1938. “In this
building (in Tel Aviv), on a cold Wednesday
afternoon, 10 March 1948, a group of eleven
men, veteran Zionist leaders together with
young mili tary Jew ish offi cers, put the
final touches to a plan for the eth nic
cleansing of Palestine. That same evening,
military orders were dispatched to the units
on the ground to prepare for the systematic
expulsion of the Palestinians from vast
areas of the country. The orders came with
a detailed description of the methods to be
employed to forcibly evict the people:
large-scale intimidation; laying siege to
and bombarding villages and population
centres; setting fire to homes, properties
and goods; expulsion; demolition; and,
finally, planting mines among the rubble to
prevent any of the expelled inhabitants
from returning. Each unit was issued with
its own list of villages and neighborhoods as
the targets of this master plan… The aim of
the plan was in fact the destruction of both
the rural and urban areas of Palestine.”
Often the Israeli soldiers would attack
villages in the middle of the night and force
its inhabitants to leave with whatever they

were wearing. Usually the men and women
were separated. Snitches would point out
particular individuals to be executed or
jailed. Pappe in cludes sev eral of the
massacres that took place such as Deir
Yassin. Egyptians were able to capture and
execute two Jews who were caught in the
act of infecting an Arab water supply with
typhoid. Villagers came down with typhoid
or were poisoned by tainted water. The
Jews at tempted sci en tific stud ies to
determine if it would be possible to blind
the Palestinians!
Historic churches and mosques were
destroyed along with homes. Jews settled
upon the rubble, renaming those former
villages, even creating fraudulent Jewish
histories about their new settlements. Olive
and citrus trees which the Pal es tin ians
depended upon were destroyed. Zionists of
the Hagana, Stern Gang and Irgun bombed,
fired mor tars, planted mines, tortured,
even raped and looted. A complete record
of atrocities perpetrated upon the native
Palestinians of all religions would take
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more pages than my review allows. These
actions were not the result of a few irrational
Jews precipitated by Arab attacks. The
British soldiers and U. N. observers did
little other than to observe the results of
those demolitions.

“Judeo-Christian” paradox
While the Janus two-faced Jews cried
out publicly that they were facing a second
holycaust, this hidden face spoke candidly
that the Arabs were completely unable to
defend themselves against the might of the
Zionist military. Unfortunately, that Janus
Jewish face will likely never be understood
by naïve Christian Zionists who bow down
to Judaism.
The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine, by
Ilan Pappe, will help you understand why
the Palestinians still throw stones and face
off against their 70-year Zionist oppressors.
A softbound copy of The Ethnic Cleansing
of Palestine contains 313 pages, photographs
and maps. I purchased my copy from a
local bookstore for $18.95. The Zionists’
war crimes have been swept under today’s
historical carpet, the Palestinians retaining
two slivers of land: the Gaza and West
Bank enclosures. Jewish Israel was in 1948
– and continues to be – a terrorist State.
Please hold your nose and study this
“stinker.”

Chutzpah pah pah
Let’s hear it from the supremacists in their
own words.
“Our race is the Master Race. We are divine gods on this
planet. We are as different from the inferior races as they are
from insects. In fact, compared to our race, other races are
beasts and animals, cattle at best. Other races are considered
as human excrement. Our destiny is to rule over the inferior
races. Our earthly kingdom will be ruled by our leader with a
rod of iron. The masses will lick our feet and serve us as our
slaves.” – Israeli prime Minister Menachem Begin in a
Begin
speech to the Knesset [Israeli Parliament] quoted by Amnon Kapeliouk, “Begin and the
Beasts,” New Statesman, June 25, 1982
“There is no such thing as a Palestinian people.
It is not as if we came and threw them out and
took their country. They didn’t exist.”
– Golda Meir, Prime Minister of Israel,
to The Sunday Times, June 15, 1969
“How can we return the occupied territories?
There is nobody to return them to.”
– Golda Meir (quoted in Chapter 13 of The
Zion ist Connection II: What Price Peace, by
Alfred Lillienthal)
Meir
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Truth, heresy and heroes
By Christian Miller

W

theoccidentalobserver.net

hite identity politics is a form of
heresy, and heresy has grave consequences.
Advocating White Nationalism or merely
defending White interests often results in a
loss of social standing. Moral cowards,
amoral sycophants and racial traitors are
rewarded while heroes and righteous
guardians are demonized. Pretending that
Whites are so cial con structs or have no
legitimate interests to defend is accepted,
even celebrated, in a society infested with
anti-White multiculturalism. White racialists
realize that the cornucopia of cultures is
designed to exclude any White culture, and
the future rainbow of races is actually a
muddled mess of miscegenation.
It is therefore a tremendous challenge
to steadfastly support the White extended
genotype. The anti-White opposition is
well-funded, well-organized, malicious and
persistent. White advocacy is beset on all
sides. Campaigning against White genocide
attracts derision and scorn from antiWhites. Lamenting the decline of the White
population into minority status is attacked
as intolerance. Merely calling attention to,
let alone denouncing, the maliciously
dis pro por tion ate amounts of vi o lent
interracial crime committed against White
people is paradoxically described as hate.

Jewish mediacracy
Protecting the continuity of family lineage
by expecting exclusively White marriages
and White procreation is seen as backwards,
provincial or outdated. Suggesting that many
trends or ideas that harm White interests
have been dis pro por tion ately cre ated,
organized, disseminated or financed by
Jewish interests can lead to accusations of
insanity or mental instability.
This derision, scorn, and accusations of
intolerance, hate and insanity are reactions
that re quire White Na tion al ists to have
a thick skin in or der to main tain their
viewpoints. It is hard to be a heretic. But
the requisite resilience to carry forward is
about more than insensitivity to insults or
threats. It is inspired by the love of truth.
White racialists know that race is real and
that it has impor tant consequences for
civilization and ethnic genetic interests.
White Nationalists realize they are being
systematically dispossessed and ethnically
cleansed from their homelands. Defenders
of White identity understand that there is
nothing hateful or unhealthy about wanting
to continue their heritage by having White
babies in White societies.
The steely res o lution that guides a

White Nationalist is a personality trait or
perhaps a spiritual constitution that values
eternal truth more than ephemeral social
standing. A patriotic White man understands
that truth can be directly opposed to popular
opinion, and that such a situation is not
without historical precedent. An exemplary
White man is willing to act in accordance
with that wisdom. A heroic White man can
marshal these convictions into effective
action and change the dynamics of society.
The White race is in desperate need of
more heroes.
White people are known to be more
individualistic than other races. In a Whitedominant society, free from ethnic or racial
competition from non-White groups, this
individualism helped propel White people
beyond the established limits of science,
technology, philosophy and religion. The
in divid u alist re fusal to con form to the
“pop u lar con sen sus” – which al ways
op poses sci en tific break throughs or
heretical ideas – is precisely why so many
White historical figures persist within the
col lective memory as ti tans of Western
civilization. Nobody cares for a conformist,
but everybody remembers the successful
catalyst of righteous revolution. The reward
for success in such a struggle is immortal
fame. How could it be any other way?
Why would anyone remember Galileo if
he were not individualistic and self-assured
enough to confront the ruling dogma of a
geocentric universe? Whose bookshelf would
carry the works of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
if he decided to bow his head to Soviet
oppression because speaking out was not
worth going to the gulag? Who could call
themselves Protestant if Mar tin Lu ther
lacked the courage and conviction to stand
before the Catholic Church and criticize it
without fear? All of these White men had
radical ideas that stood directly against the
ruling orthodoxies of their societies. These
men would be scattered to the winds of
time had they not found everlasting fame
by tenaciously promoting important ideas
despite intense societal opposition. These
were all rebels with a cause, and that cause
was truth. Truth before it is accepted as
such is heresy, so all of these men were
once called heretics.
White Nationalists face similar pressures
because being pro-White is heresy in
modern America. Professors will express
hostility to ideas about White interests, and
this may translate to lowered grades in
school or a denial of tenure in the academic
world. Employers often terminate workers
who openly defend the civil rights of
Whites in their private lives. Former friends

may cut ties when they sense the imminent
risks to social standing that follow from
associating with a racially-conscious White
person. Sometimes even immediate family
members will choose material security and
peer-group acceptance rather than support
a rel a tive who is pro tect ing the en tire

extended family. For heresy has social
consequences, as Galileo, Solzhenitsyn and
Luther knew all too well.
“Racist!” is the modern equivalent of
“heretic!” Words like “intolerance” and
“hate” are used as shibboleths to shout
down dissension and preclude debate.

How long, White man?
By Michael Hill

H

leagueofthesouth.com

ow long, White
man, will you pretend
you are still at peace?
The Negro rampage
in Mil wau kee is but
the lat est and most
high profile example
of “Get Whitey.” No
matter that the feral
young Negro who was
killed reportedly fell at
the hands of a Black policeman. It does not
matter: this is but another excuse to target
White peo ple. When one adds up the
numerous and mounting attacks on Whites
in both America and Europe at the hands
of dark-skinned, Third World orcs, the
pattern is undeniable: there is a racial war
going on against Whites, and only one side
is participating!

Call to vigilance and action
It is not my intention to catalogue these
murders and other violent assaults, both in
the South and abroad. What we hear about
in the elite media is sadly only the tip of the
proverbial iceberg, which means that most
dark-on-White assaults never make it out
of the police files or beyond the local news.
We White folks are all too familiar now
with media attempts to hide the identity of
Negroes and Muslims when they attack,
burn, rape, and kill White peo ple. In
Order extra copies of
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Europe, the police are not even bothering
to seriously investigate and report such
attacks at all.
So what we have here is simply this: the
governments, media and other Establishment
institutions are encouraging – overtly or
covertly – a war on White people by darkskinned Third World peoples whom they
have empowered in one way or another.
The goal appears to be White displacement
and even physical genocide. We would be
fools indeed to presume anything less.

As President of The League
of the South, I am calling on
all members and supporters
to arm and train with open
warfare in mind.
This war is not something we have
started. In fact, Whites have shown too
much restraint heretofore while an epidemic
of violent crime has been loosed against
them. From police officers to octogenarian
grandmothers, no White person is safe from
being a target.
I believe White Southern men still possess
a war rior spirit and the will ing ness to
undertake physical combat in defense of
their families, their property and civilization.
Be vigilant, my compatriots, and return
violence with a double portion of violence;
it is all the savages understand and it is
what their White collar masters fear most
from you. We are now living in an active
combat zone. Behave as such.

“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

Those who can’t fit in anywhere should go elsewhere
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)

T

aloe910@aol.com

he Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals
has refused to stay its earlier
order decreeing that North
Carolina’s State legislature
cannot write up “the most
restrictive voting law North
Carolina has seen since the
era of Jim Crow” – and that
lawmakers had thus intended
when enacting the Voter ID
law to disenfranchise Negro
voters. Of course, nothing could be further
from the truth, because the purpose of the
Voter ID law was to keep the illegal alien
Mexicans, for whom the United States has
allowed easy access into the innermost
reaches of America, from voting.
Our own State Board of Elections has
admitted to me that there has been “at
least” one State election invalidated due to
unregistered voter participation. That was
in Siler City, which has by now become
almost totally inhabited by illegal aliens.
In addition to striking down the State’s
re quire ment that vot ers pres ent photo
iden tification when casting ballots, the
appeals court also canceled provisions of
the law that scaled back early voting,

prevented residents from registering and
voting on the same day and eliminated the
ability of voters to vote outside their assigned
precincts. In other words, any measure
aimed specifically at eliminating voter
fraud was struck down.

Duh-mocracy
Voting advocates say the provisions
are important in providing greater
access to the polls for minorities and
poor people who rely more on flexible
voting methods and are less likely to
possess State-issued photo IDs, which we
know is total nonsense, since these same
people are most likely to be on government
subsistence which requires them to have
some sort of ID.
Governor McCrory has appealed to the
U. S. Supreme Court, but it will take five
justices to allow such a ruling. As the court
now sits, there appears little chance that
five justices are available who will rule in
favor of anything which protects our State
sovereignty.
House Bill 2, a.k.a. HB2 – the “Public
Facilities Privacy and Security Act” – has
also been in the news of late with the NBA’s
announcement that it was pulling its 2017
All-Star game out of North Carolina

because of the State’s insistence that one
can only use public restrooms based upon
his/her natural sexual identity. That is, if a
man’s birth certificate says “Male,” then he
may only use the restroom marked “Men.”
I personally don’t understand why that is
so difficult for some people, obviously not
a majority, to understand.

Don’t need ’em

In other words, “Don’t sweat the small
stuff.” If those humanistic, mercenary
businesses want to leave North Carolina, we
don’t care. Our conservative, Republicancontrolled legislature is doing what we
hired it to do. Those who don’t like it
always have the option of leaving the State.
We don’t want them here, especially the
almost all-Black NBA franchises. If we
stop buying tickets, the NBA will collapse.

Such businesses withdrawing from this
State are not going to hurt North Carolina
financially, but they may hurt themselves.
As Andrew Heath, Governor McCrory’s
State Budget Director observes, “Major
eco nomic in di ca tors over whelmingly
show North Carolina’s strong economic
performance both before and after HB2.
Under Governor McCrory’s leadership,
North Carolina has one of the fastestgrowing economies in the nation. Regardless
of one’s position on HB2, he must conclude
based on the facts that any purported fallout
from HB2, which is mostly speculative and
unquantifiable, pales in comparison to the
actual economic impact of our pro-growth
policies that have led to the creation of
300,000 net new jobs since 2013. These
policies have continued to benefit the
State.”

One of the most interesting aspects of
this discussion on State sovereignty is that
our State Attorney General, Roy Cooper,
is refusing to join the governor and the
majority of our General Assembly members
in defending our laws against encroachment
by the United States. The reason? He is the
Democratic candidate for governor this fall
opposing Governor McCrory, and we all
know that modern Democrats couldn’t
care less about the survival of this country
as we have known it.
After all, those who elected Barack
Obama, twice, and now threaten to elect
Hillary Clinton to finish the job, are the
vic tims of their own “free and pub lic
education.” They should be pitied – right
before they’re deported.

Dreamer team
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The antithesis of apartheid
Here’s the interim solution that
our enemies hope you won’t learn
about.

T

newobserveronline.com

he all-Afrikaner settlement of Orania
in South Africa is the very “antithesis of
apartheid” and has achieved a miracle “not
seen anywhere else in the world,” a leading
South African liberal has written.
Andrew Kenny, a British National who
emigrated to South Africa decades ago and
made a living as a miner before turning his
hand to whining liberal journalism prior
to 1994, seems to have come full circle in
his understanding of the concept behind
Orania and the striving for Afrikaner
self-deter mination.
Currently, Kenny pens a weekly column
in a daily newspaper in Johannesburg
called The Citizen, and, after attending a
conference in Orania, decided to devote a
column to the Afrikaner settlement.

The column was rejected
by The Citizen’s Black editor
as being “offensive,” which
prompted Kenny to distribute
the article on the internet. It
contains not only impressions
of Orania, but also a broader
discussion on race, anti-White
dis crim i na tion and me dia
con trol.
Below is Kenny’s article, verbatim, as
published on Politicsweb.co.za (English
translations from the Afrikaans are shown
in parentheses).

Welkom in Orania (Welcome in Orania)

Andrew Kenny discusses what
The Cit i zen’s re jec tion of his
column on the town says about
broader attitudes to Afrikaners.

Orania and free speech

O

By Andrew Kenny

n Thursday, 8 October, I visited
Orania for the first time. I stayed there for
four days, attending a
Libertarian Conference.
Orania was a revelation
to me. I was enormously
i m p r e s se d b y i ts
success, decency, safety,
modesty, friendliness,
cleanliness, by its spirit of goodwill, by its
egalitarian attitudes and, above all, by its
prevailing philosophy of freedom.
I write a column for The Citizen newspaper, which appears every Tuesday. So on
Sunday, 11 October, from Orania I wrote my
400 words on Orania, reporting what I had
seen and saying how extremely different
Orania was from apartheid South Africa.
The editor of The Citizen, Steven Mutale,
rejected my column.
He would not allow it to be published.
Below is my account of this episode and
my thoughts on Orania, race and freedom
of speech in South Africa. I shall explain
why fa vor able re ports on Orania seem
forbidden by most of the big media.
My traveling companion and I, setting
out from Cape Town, entered Orania on
Thursday afternoon at a slow pace in my
1984 Suzuki SJ410 (which is incapable of
a fast pace). Orania lies on the south bank

of the Orange River between Colesberg
and Hopetown on the R369. Since there
are no border fences we did not know
when we were entering the area of Orania
until we came to the town of Orania.
There, turning off the R369, our only
reception was a sign saying “Welkom in
Orania” and featuring the Orania icon, a
little boy rolling up his sleeve, either to
engage in muscular Christian good work or
to defend the righteous against the school
bully.
I am the least perceptive of men but upon
entering Orania I was immediately aware
of a mood of peace and safety. Driving to

Orania fulfilled libertarian ideals.

Can-do miracle

our accommodation – the charming “Aan
Die Oewer (“On the Banks”) hol i day
resort – we looked left and right at the
houses on our way. Some were Cape Dutch,
some were steel frame, some were wooden
but there were no mansions and no shacks.
Some houses were sparse and prefab;
there were some people living in caravans;
there were indications of “poor Whites”;
but there was no destitution. There was a
spirit of simple dignity. The streets were
clean, sim ple and tidy. We no ticed
immediately that all the menial labor was
being done by White men and women:
White garden laborers,
White wait resses,
Whites cleaning the
streets, White petrol
attendants, and Whites
washing the linen and
cleaning the lavatories.
Never before in my
life in South Africa
have I felt so safe.
For the first time ever,
when I spoke to
Afrikaners in my
appalling Afrikaans,
they replied in
Afrikaans (rather than looking horrified
and replying in English). All the street
signs, all orange, and all the menus in the
restaurants were in Afrikaans only, which
as an Engelsman (Englishman) pleased me.
We passed the famous Koeksuster (a
sticky dough sweet) statue and the Betty
Verwoerd mu seum, whose simplic ity

Orania was es tab lished as a place to
protect the Afrikaans culture and Christian
values. In 1991, the founding fathers bought
500 hectares of parched Karoo scrubland
for R1.6 million Rand. Photos of the place
then show a desolate, abandoned wasteland
whose only redeeming feature was proximity
to the Orange River. 25 years later there
has been a remarkable transformation –
perhaps unrivaled on Earth.
Orania now is over 8,000 hectares (80
square kilometers) and worth over R500
million. Just over 1,000 people live there.
Efficient, modern irrigation systems have
turned the brown semi-desert green,
growing crops of lucerne, maize, almonds,
olives and, for some reason I don’t understand, pecan nuts. Orania seems to have
developed a niche market in pecan nuts.
It also grows fruit, vegetables and flowers
in green houses, and has live stock. Its
industrial center provides for all of its water,
sewerage and electricity infrastructure. It
provides its own services yet pays taxes to
South Africa.
It is acutely sensitive of environmental
protection, and uses in a sensible way the
best ben e fits of so lar power, mod ern
agriculture and waste separation (at our

chalet, there were two rubbish bins marked
“Herwinbaar” and “Nie Herwinbaar,”
recyclable and non-recyclable).
The schools in Orania, us ing both
traditional and informal teaching methods,
have got a 100% matric success, sending
their pupils to universities all over South
Africa. There is essentially no crime. There
is no unemployment.
I tried to summarize all of this
in 400 words and sent it off to
The Citizen. I made a big point of
saying that Orania was nothing
like apart heid, was in fact the
antithesis of apartheid.

Rejected

matched the mood of the place.

Definitions
We spent a wonderful four days there.
The Libertarian Conference was the usual
lively, argumentative and interesting event,
which as usual came to no conclusions at
all. I think “Lib ertarian” is a silly word
but it has been introduced to distinguish it
from the correct word “Liberal,” which has
lost its meaning.
I am a classic liberal, believing in liberty,
rule of law, small government and equal
rights for all. The trouble is that in the
USA, and to a lesser ex tent the U. K.,
“liberal” means “socialist” or “illiberal.”
A “lib eral” in the USA be lieves in big
government and State control. Naturally
there was much discussion about whether

On 12 October, the editor of
The Citizen, Steven Motale, sent
me this email:
Hi Andrew,
I’m afraid this piece might be
interpreted by many as a tacit glorification
of segregation and may be highly offensive
to victims of apartheid. I have therefore
decided not to publish it.
Regards,
Steven Motale
Editor, The Citizen
On 15 Oc to ber, I re plied to him as

follows:
Dear Steven,
Thank you for the
courtesy of informing
me t h at y o u h a d
rejected my column
on Orania.
You, as the editor,
have the right and
the duty to ac cept
or reject articles as
you see fit. That is
paramount.
But I have to say I
am puzzled that you think my column
“may be highly offensive to victims of
apartheid.” In my column I made it clear
that Orania could not be more different
from “apartheid, an oppressive, racist,
socialist system.”
President Mandela, President Zuma and
Julius Malema (when he was in the ANC)
have all visited Orania, and have all been
graciously received and respected. None of
the three seemed to have found anything
offensive at all in Orania.

Orania has no exploitation, no coercion,
and no Black “maids” or Black “garden
boys” working for the White madam or the
White baas (boss). The Whites do all their
own menial labor.
Orania is a com plete re jec tion of all
the horrible ways of apartheid. I think it
serves as a fine example to all Nations in
South Africa who might wish to have a
tra di tional com mu nity of
their own to honor their own
language, religion, culture and
values.
Please treat this email as
public information to show to
anyone you please. I shall do
the same for your emails.
Best wishes,
Andrew Kenny
When I told a friend about this, she
replied, accurately I think, that a White
editor would be more likely to reject my
column than a Black editor. Why do the big

media in South Africa regard Orania with
such hostility? I believe I know the reason
why, and I shall explain it, but first let me
set out my thoughts on freedom of speech
in South Africa.

Today’s ugly understanding
Is anyone in South Africa free to publish
her or his views on any subject in a truthful
way? Of course not. Our newspapers and
broadcasters are technically free to publish
what they want but in fact a stifling selfcensorship prevents all but a small selection
of politically-correct views from being
heard. On all dis cus sions about race,
there is a large range of topics, facts and
opin ions that are for bid den. The great
racial problems may not be discussed, even
though everybody knows perfectly well
what they are.
No newspaper or broadcaster is fair,
balanced and impartial. This is humanly
impossible. Publicly-owned media should,
I suppose, aim to be unbiased but in fact
all of them are greatly biased, the BBC in

— Whites will win —
Britain even worse than the SABC in
South Africa.

But I see no reason why
privately owned media should
even pretend to be unbiased.
Freedom of speech depends
not on every newspaper being
fair but on every newspaper
being free to write what it
wants. As I said to Motale,
he must have the right to
reject or publish any article
as he sees fit.
Why did he reject my Orania column? I
believe most editors in South Africa would
probably have done the same. The reason
ob vi ously has to do with race, the
Afrikaners, their culture and their history of
oppressing Black people under apartheid.
The fact that Orania is the com plete
antithesis of apartheid doesn’t seem to
matter. There is something in the notion
and philosophy of Orania that does seem to
matter. I believe the answer lies in African
and Afrikaner history.
The moral history of the Afrikaner has
two themes, one good, one bad. Most of
Afrikaner history is a struggle for liberty
and independence. Their Great Trek was
mainly in pursuit of a land of their own,
beyond the fetters and humiliations of the
British Empire, a land where they could
be free and could enjoy in full their own
culture, their own language and their own
religions. They fought a terrible war
against the British Empire for exactly the
same reasons.
Afrikaner society, as it existed from the
18th Century on, was liberal, democratic
and egalitarian – within their own ranks.
Unlike traditional African or European
societies, they had no royal families or
deep class divisions. They were highly
constitutional people who never experienced
a coup or a civil war amongst themselves.
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The rule of South Af rica by Black
Africans since 1994 has been profoundly
different from that of White Afrikaners from
1910 to 1994. One has been democratic
and the other not. But it is the cultural
differences that explain hostility to Orania.
Both Black Africans and White Afrikaners
railed against British colonial rule. Both
wished for own culture and language. But
when they came to power, only one of them
made their wishes come true.
When the Afrikaners came to power,
they put a huge effort into unifying and
formalizing the Afrikaans language. They
set up schools and universities teaching in
Afrikaans and, most critical of all, Afrikaner

Whenever you hear an African politician
calling for “African solutions for African
prob lems,” you know that by “African
solutions” he means a German car, English
suits, Italian shoes, a clinic in London and,
above all, education for his children in a
European language.
The African leaders who have these
self-doubts and who want their children to
be taught in English are painfully aware that
the Afrikaners have no such self-doubts, are
proud of their culture and their language,
and want their children taught in Afrikaans.
Afrikaner pride shows up African doubt,
and this infuriates a section of the Black
ruling classes. This explains their anger

libertarian experienced for himself. There
is no ra cial dis crim i na tion within the
community but the community seems to
be all White. (I’m not sure about this and
obviously cannot define “White.” Some of
the Whites looked pretty dark but then so
do I.)

leaders sent their own children to be taught
in Afrikaans. They tried to make sure all
Afrikaner children, including the poor, got
a good education.

against Afrikaners teaching in Afrikaans at
Afrikaans universities.
At a Curro school (a private school)
recently there was outrage because two
classes seemed racially segregated. It
turned out that one class was taught in
Afrikaans, which all the White parents
chose, and the other in English, which all
the Black children chose. Somehow or
another, the critics managed to see racism
in this, but all they were really experiencing
was African self-doubt.

and an atheist might be accepted provided
they fitted in with the Afrikaner, Christian
culture.
Would a Black man, a Black African or a
Coloured, be accepted if he spoke Afrikaans
and was a devout Christian? We asked this
question several times of the Orania fathers,
and ev ery time they emphasized there
was no of fi cial race dis crim i na tion in
the se lec tion. But was there un offi cial
discrimination? Would the residents just
feel that a man with a dark skin wouldn’t fit

This is the rea son why Orania is so
resented by the big media. Orania shows
Afrikaners celebrating their own language
and their own culture in a way that
self-doubting Blacks do not. This upsets
the self-doubters. Politically-correct White
ed i tors are acutely aware of Black
self-doubt, even though they
would never dare to admit it or
write about it.

in with the Orania culture? The answer
was always that that would depend on the
circumstances. The fathers, I have to say,
were charming, thoughtful, intelligent men.

Self-interest of chiefs only
When the Africans came to power, they
did noth ing of the kind. They made no
effort at unifying Black languages. They
did not set up schools and universities
teaching in Black languages. African leaders
made a point in sending their own children

Qualification

Orania is a pri vate company not a
municipality. To become a resident of
Orania, you must appear before a selection
committee consisting of existing residents.
The two main criteria are that you must
re spect Af ri kaner tra di tions and the
Afrikaans language, and you must respect
the Christian religion. A non-Afrikaner

Self-interested like all
But, on the other hand, they abused the
Black people of South Africa. Until 1948,
their conquest and enslavement of native
people was no worse, and often much
better, than that of Eu ro pean peo ple
in vad ing and con quer ing the na tive
peoples of North America and Australia. In
1948, the White people of the USA, Canada
and Australia, thanks to the annihilation of
the natives through disease and genocide,
were in a huge majority.
In 1948, the White people
of South Af rica then led by
Afrikaners were in a rather
small mi nor ity. This is the
complete and total explanation
why South Af ri can Whites
chose apartheid and the others
chose democracy.
Apartheid was nothing other
than an excuse for White minority
rule. It differed from the old
colonial rule in only two ways.
First, the racial policies and exclusions
were all written down in law and brutally
en forced. Sec ond, it de vised a moral
justification for the enforced separation of
the races: it said that unless Black Africans
were protected in their own “Bantustans”
or “home lands” their Af ri can cul ture
would be crushed and displaced by the
dominant European culture. This is exactly
what is happening in South Africa right
now. But of course the Bantustans were
just a cruel farce based on coercion not
choice.
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to be taught in Eng lish. Many seem
deliberately to choose schools where most
of the teachers are White. With good schools
for their own children, they betrayed the
great mass of Black children having truly
awful schools.
A West In dian scholar, Lloyd Best,

Enigmatic confusion

devised the term “Afro-Saxon” to describe
the Black African who yearns for everything
British and European and is ashamed of
ev erything Black and Af ri can. Rob ert
Mugabe is a prime example, showing
con tempt for Black peo ple and try ing
always to dress, drive, talk and act like a
White Englishman. Afro-Saxons dominate
the rul ing Black classes of ex-Brit ish
colonial Africa.

Self-absorbed
ANC rulers are predominantly
Afro-Saxon. The louder they shout
about African values, the more
ashamed they are of them. A deep
and profound self-doubt about
their African iden tity cripples
them psy cho log i cally, and
manifests itself in resentment
and rage, as you can read almost
every day in the comment sections
of our newspapers.

If there were a Black African
version of Orania somewhere in
South Africa, operating in the
same way, celebrating the culture,
traditions, language and religion
of say, Pondo, Venda or Swati
people, I doubt if anyone would
have the slight est ob jec tion.
Fa vor able re ports about it would be
published in our newspapers. It is the fact
that Orania is Afrikaans that bothers the
politically correct.
The big questions about Orania are over
race. Does Orania discriminate on race? If
it does, should it be allowed to do so?
There is no racial discrimination at all
for any visitors to Orania, as our Black

Freedom of association
If Orania in practice does discriminate
on race for the selection of its residents,
should this be allowed? Unhesitatingly I
say “Yes.” I’d say the same of a similar
Pondo, Venda or Swati community; I’d say
that it should be free to discriminate
against Whites and other races becoming
residents.
Everybody feels that a degree of private
discrimination should be permitted. When
you have a dinner party in your home, you
should be able to choose whom you want to
come, on any grounds you wish, including
race. A lesbian club should be able to
discriminate against men and straight
women, and the managers of the club should
make the clas sifi cation as they choose.
South Af rica has many orga ni za tions
restricted to Black membership, such as
the Black Busi ness Coun cil. I see no
reason why a private residential community
such as Orania should not be able to choose
its member residents on race.

At human scale
Down the ages, thinkers of all
political and religious persuasions,
from Karl Marx to Ayn Rand,
have tried to design the perfect
society. Most practical realizations
of these de signs have been
nightmares, with Commu nism
being the prime example. Small
religious communities have done
much better, and perhaps “small”
is the key to success. Another key
(See “Recollections,” page 9)
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Er Ist Wieder Da: The joke is on you
M. Jaggers

I

theoccidentalobserver.net

n this humorous film about Hitler’s
return to modern-day Berlin, Er ist Wieder
Da (English title: “Look Who’s Back”),
Germans are caught on camera saying true
things about Germany that are not what our
elites want to hear. And it happens in the
cur rent year. They are so des per ate to
speak the truth that they are even willing to
do so to an actor playing Hitler, Oliver
Masucci (Italian and German her itage).
This is remarkable, and it speaks to the
desperation of German society. There must
be such an infinite longing when one cannot
dare utter the most commonsensical social
observation, without reasonable fear of
prosecution or at least censorship; and then
to proclaim it for a film crew! It is ironic,
and yet also somehow poetic. One cannot
whisper the truth, yet one may broadcast it
for millions, so long as they are willing to
be cast as the fool in a masque of Cultural
Marxism; a fool in the Shakespearean
sense, which is to say, one who utters
un speak able tru isms to an oth er wise
intolerant authority.

Double-edged sword
At times the viewer may cringe, insofar
as these civilians are being made fun of,
but also the viewer may exalt, in that there
is man and frau in Deutschland still capable
of rational thought. Likewise, the character

re sponds. Hit ler later
meets an elderly Jewess
with dementia whom he
mistakes for a gentile,
and therefore affords her
misplaced cordiality: “I
wasn’t harsh enough with
that old Jew ish hag.”
Also, contemplating the
prospect of Hitler being
on primetime, an other
ex ec u tive spec u lates,
“The Jew ish Coun cil
will be all over us.” Yet
the JQ is hardly con sid ered in all its
implications. As is the standard practice,
Hitler is portrayed as having an animus
against Jews as an effect without a cause.
The movie be gins with with er ing
mockery and disdain. This means slapstick
humor at the level of slipping on banana
peels. We see Hitler bring in his stinky
uniform to the dry cleaners. We see Hitler
being called a retard by some kids whom
he mis takes for Hit ler-Jungen, be ing
zapped by an electric fence, stung by bees,
und so weiter.
Because a bit of time has elapsed since
its re lease – the film re cently be came
available with English subtitles on Netflix,
we’re able to gauge the reaction from the
Lügenpresse (lying press). The Hollywood
Re porter quips that Hit ler is back to
“make Germany great again” (written by
Euro-cuck Boyd van Hoeij). Yes, the
timing could not be more perfect for those
hop ing to make fresh Trump-Hit ler
com par i sons.

Hitler engages modern world

Hitler is capable of speaking to taboo
themes in film that would not otherwise
be permitted in that diversity-whipped
country. As Gavriel Rosenfield notes in his
review of the 2011 bestselling novel on
which the film is based, it risks “glamorizing
what it means to condemn”: readers can
“laugh not merely at Hitler, but also with
him.” One may call it artistic license but, in
any case, it does make for interesting art.
One of the best examples of this truthin-satire is a woman who works in a small
restaurant. She responds to Hitler’s prompt
as to whether she has “a say in democracy”:
No. And honestly, I don’t vote. Out
of principle. I still think the elections
are manipulated. Nothing changes. I
come from the former east. And we
had to put our X where it belonged. I
think somebody puts the X somewhere
else afterwards. Really…You can’t
say anything either. If you do, they’ll
call you xenophobic. The immigrant
kids around here are just awful. They
throw things at the window. If I say
anything, the parents might stab me.
Hitler concludes, “During my absence,
democracy had only left a minimal impact
on people.” Keep in mind that these are
real interactions with the German public.
Now, honestly, are we to think the woman is
making this up in some diabolical attempt to
slander immigrants? What exactly are we
to glean from this anecdote other than to
take it at face value? In this sense, the film
backfires in its transparent quest to further
the leftist narrative.

The plot is that Hitler has
been inexplicably transported
straight from the Führerbunker circa 1945 to modern
Berlin. The returning Hitler
is offered a TV show, having
gone viral on YouTube.
He gives an amusing and impassioned
performance to the television executives.
The director admonishes Hitler, “We do
agree, the topic of Jews is not funny.”
“You are com pletely right,” Hit ler

If you can sit through that, you reach the
more interesting aspects of what a Hitlerean
perspective of mod ern day Germany
would be; and that is an in teresting
gedankenexperiment, similar to ruminating
on how the Founding Fathers would look
on with contempt at America in 2016.
What would George Washington’s reaction
be if he woke up in 2016 America and
was brought up to speed on transgender
bathrooms? I would contend that he would
not be indignant and give a well-reasoned
argument against transgenderism; rather,
he would be completely bemused and at a
loss for words, which is how the transported
Hitler reacts here.
“Turks in Berlin? ” he ex claims,
ex as per ated to find so many Arabic
newspapers. The tone is not anger; it is
disbelief at a stark reality with which we

are all too familiar. In fact, Hitler interprets
the pres ence of Turks as ev idence of a
resurgence of the Ottoman Empire; but,
still, his tone is one of befuddlement
rather than rage. So either Hitler or
the Found ers en coun ter ing their
respective, modern-day countries is
not a pretty thought. When we
consider the revulsion these historical
fig ures would have to wards our
current societies (albeit hypothetical),
we must take this as a repudiation of
the direction we have taken. For, in
divining the intent of the founders,
or divining the sensibilities of other
historical figures, we need only to
imagine their reaction to where their
countries have gone, were they placed
in a comedic situation as premised in
Er ist Weider Da.
Hitler’s amazement on studying
the technology of modern television
is quickly followed by his disgust at
what is actually on that screen. This
leads him to a profound insight into

what is ailing us as a society: we are being
distracted by bread and circuses while we
are engulfed in utter depravity and spiritual
(and ethnic) ruination. Hitler expands upon
these thoughts for a studio audience during
his stint as a reality TV star. The audience
is enraptured (just as they were back in the
1930s; he has not lost it). He comes to the
stage to the tune of Wagner, and gives one
of his signature pauses, the anticipation
growing, and after a “breathless silence”:
“The television in my hotel is… a marvel
of human ingenuity. But what is shown on
that television? Just trash. When times are
bad people need light entertainment. That’s
why, in 1944, we broadcast light comedies.
But how bad can times get for
the people to be bombarded with
such idiotic nonsense! What kind
of country is this? Child poverty,
old-age poverty, unemployment,
birthrate lower than ever. No
wonder! Who wants to have a
child in this coun try? We are
racing towards the abyss. But we
don’t see it. Because on TV you
cannot see the abyss. You see …
a cooking show. I will keep fighting
against TV until we only see the abyss, but
until we overcome it!” (rapturous applause,
Die Valkyrie music).

The public reaction
We don’t know whether the Germans
who posed for selfies with pseudo Hitler
giving the Roman salute were being ironic
or earnest, or perhaps some combination of
both. But it is inevitable that we seek some
meaning in the public reaction to Masucci
as Hitler, which was much more positive
than negative. According to actor Masucci,
“I didn’t really have to perform – people
felt a need to talk, they wanted to pour their
hearts out to a fatherly Hitler figure who
was listening to them.” He claims to have
been horrified by the reaction. Hitler also
met with Alternative für Deutschland and
NPD members, though it’s hard to imagine
why they would agree to such a bad
photo-op, given the MO of these rightwing German parties is to disassociate
themselves from Nazism. To appearances,
the NPD members gave Hitler a respectful
hearing in a spirit of irony.
There are also, however, some Eurocucks who are simply too triggered to
countenance a Hitler impersonator on the
loose. (Keep in mind these are real-life
public interactions with the actor playing

Hitler.) Says one such
gutmensch while Hitler
has, in a nod to his early
career aspirations, set
up a business drawing
portraits on the street:
“And today, if someone
co mes to the cen tral
square in Bay reuth
im per son at ing Hit ler,
and if that is tolerated
by the general public,
then I have to say: That
is bad for Ger many.
And if it were up to me, I would have
chased you off.”
Yes, he actually said, “in the current
year.” The gutmensch gets himself so
worked up that all he can manage to utter is
“this is bad for Germany” (Das ist Schlecht
für Deutschland). Even his condemnation
is weak and flabby. He puts himself forward
as a potential vigilante hero, implying that
if he were around in the 1930s, things
would have gone quite differently. And we
all know how much moral cour age is
required to oppose Hitler these days. But,
if one is so ea ger to fol low the cur rent
Zeitgeist unquestioningly, doesn’t that prove
in fact that he would not have opposed

National Socialism in its zenith? We all
would love to ascribe to ourselves such
moral heroism, but somehow I really doubt
very many have it.
On the other hand, most of the public
seems either amused or openly grateful for
encountering pseudo Hitler. One soccer
enthusiast youth yells, “Deutschland ich
liebe dich” (“Germany, I love you”), before
hug ging Hitler affec tion ately, whereas
another youth says, “Fuck Germany, you’re
all Nazis.” Hitler asks the patriotic soccer
fans, “Are you going to take that?” They
quickly accost and assault the anarchist.
“That’s what hap pens to par a sites,”
comments Hitler. An Aryan-looking blonde
in a camouflage jacket with a German flag
patch looks on with a look of near ecstasy
at the escalating fracas. Reportedly this is
all real and spontaneous, even the violence.
If so, the filmmakers were willing to go
far in order to make a point – their point
being, apparently, that German patriotism
equals Nazism and vice versa. I’m not sure
what else one is supposed to get out of the
movie thematically. As the Daily Mail put
it, the film “cast uncomfortable light on
tensions and growing support for far
right-wing extremism in Germany.” While
“extremism” is obviously a weasel word, the
film does in fact show that on the street, your
average German is much more amenable to

— The awakening —
right-wing policies than you would be
otherwise inclined to believe by the mediaman u fac tured con sen sus. And, though
the intent is to raise alarms among more
“moderate” and “sensible” citizens, in fact,
one may draw the opposite conclusion,
which is that the same elements which
made Germany fertile for Nazism are once
again manifest. In other words, it’s not the
“right wing extremists” that should raise
alarms in and of themselves; but rather the
conditions to which those individuals are
reacting, i.e., a media and political class
hos tile to the in ter ests of the Ger man
peo ple.
From the filmmaker’s perspective, the
joke is on average Germans who articulate
right wing views. Caught on film, they
prove that the Nazi bogeyman is real. It’s
the old Jon Stewart routine of heaping scorn
and derision on those with non-liberal
opinions in or der to “make the White
gentry feel morally superior,” to quote John
Derbyshire. In this metaphor, the actor
playing Hitler can be seen as a Jon Stewart
correspondent who entraps his interviewees
into saying something that’s shockingly

unacceptable in the current year.
Yet the situation on the ground is such
that mockery cannot contain it; the horrible
truth bubbles up to the surface and blows
up in the face of the conniving filmmakers
and au dience alike. The resentment of
immigrants expressed by these average
Germans is so visceral, and self-evidently
justified, that they defy this snarky satire
al to gether. The clos ing cred its fea ture
footage of various PEGIDA demonstrations
and other skep tics of mass Is lamic
immigration such as Marine Le Pen and
Geert Wilders, with a kind of Clockwork
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Orange symphony happening in the background, as if to say, “Behold: fascism is
happening once again.”
One clip shows the PEGIDA protestors
chanting, “Wir sind das Volk.” We’re taken
back to Hitler, and he comments, “I can work
with this.” Couldn’t they just as easily have
put together a montage of the dastardly
acts of immigrant crime and made the
opposite appeal? If the point of the film is
that the public is infinitely malleable to
propaganda, they were correct, but in the
opposite direction. To ferret out that truth
requires more than the Daily Show style of
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spurious analysis to which this film aspires.
So the joke is on the filmmak ers
themselves because they fail to realize that
the common sense views expressed by
these people, and the scathing analysis
provided by the farcical Hitler, hit much
closer to home than they might have
suspected. They did not smear PEGIDA by
associating them with National Socialism;
they merely as so ci ated Hit ler with a
righteous backlash currently percolating in
Germany. This could be a classic case of
unintentionally creating a hero out of a
character meant to be the villain.

For some it’s always rap time
The Milwaukee police officer who killed Sylville Smith,
leading to riots there, had posted a rap video last year
poking fun at Baltimore’s shenanigans. This same officer
Dominique Heaggan-Brown, a.k.a. K. B. Domo, pursues
music in his spare time and featured in the version of
Monster as recorded by Milwaukee hip-hop artist D.A.E.
Flywalker in 2015.
“Mess with my circle and I’m gonna start a riot like it’s
Baltimore,” rapped Heaggan-Brown, in reference to the
fallout over the death of Freddie Gray in Baltimore last
year, for which no officers were convicted.
Milwaukee Police claim that Smith pulled a gun on
Heaggan-Brown after initially fleeing a routine traffic
stop on August 13, although they have yet to present any
proof of that allegation.
Heaggan-Brown is then said to have shot Smith, but
police body cam footage which is supposed to back up
their version of events hasn’t been released into the public
domain. Somehow the “mainstream” media missed out
on this followup – scooped again by The First Freedom.

What’s more American than resistance
to tyranny? We must stop entering that
sheepfold called the voting booth!

American Defense Party

South African leftists abandon their own farm
newobserveronline.com

Two South African leftists who opened
their farm to hundreds of Central African
invaders having fled “xenophobic violence”
in the country have completely evacuated
that property after an Indian-origin High
Court judge refused to rule in their favor.
Andrew and Rae Wartnaby had offered
the Africans shelter on their farm in July
2015, but, as reported earlier, their guests
then just seized the land and refused to
move.
Af ter suffer ing vi o lent threats
from the “refugees,” the Wartnaby
couple moved off their farm while
they tried to resort to legal means to
evict the Africans.

which had been providing the refugees
with legal and other support, said that an
agreement had been reached with most of
the group but a few had “ir ra tio nally
believed” they should be resettled in a third
country.
As reported by News24, Wartnaby said
he and his family are now living in fear for
their lives due to threats made by refugees
still remaining on the farm who during

approach the high court for help. “Currently
the situation on the farm is not conducive
to enable me to enjoy the fruits of my farm
or provide for my family,” said Wartnaby.

illegal occupiers would invade his house.
“They have become extremely violent and
the police had a tough time controlling
their anger,” he said.

Law of the jungle

Judge Pillay gave no reason
for her re fusal to make a
decision on the application,
and Wartnaby has now been
left high and dry because of
his do-goodism.

Wartnaby said that he and his family
continued to be threatened and he was
scared that the refugees would burn his
farm and kill him and his family. Their
actions constitute a serious threat to his
constitutional ownership of property rights
and were unlawful, he said.
He submitted that it was likely that the

The Nationalist Times

Less eager beaver
Now, however, Wartnaby said last
month he had completely abandoned
his farm after his application to evict South African leftist Andrew Wartnaby explains to media
the 31 “ref u gees” was ad journed in 2015 why he had let the Africans stay on his farm.
indefinitely by Judge Kate Pillay in
violent protest action had prevented the
the Pietermaritzburg High Court.
family from leaving their property.
“I regret having extended a humanly
Poorer but wiser?
hand to help these people, not knowing
that was endangering the lives of my
Wartnaby said he and his family – his
family.
wife Rae and eight children (including his
“These peo ple, despite having been biological and adopted children) – had
offered a place to stay while they were managed to “sneak off” the farm after the
supposed to be sorting out their refugee situation became “volatile” on April 14
status, have caused only drama on my and 15 last year when police had to be
farm,” Wartnaby said.
called in.
In July last year, Wartnaby took in about
They escaped to a location which he
140 Blacks from central Africa on his refused to disclose, as their lives were in
20-hectare farm. At the time, the “refugees” danger, he said.
had been arrested for refusing to leave
Wartnaby said since attempts to mediate
another State-run refugee camp to which the situation had failed, he was forced to
they had fled after local Africans attacked
them in an outbreak of violence against
“foreign” Blacks.
Wartnaby has said he had offered to (Continued from page 7)
accommodate the refugees so they could to success is organic development, guiding
be reunited with their children until they principles rather than implementation of a
could get back on their feet. However, a rigid master plan. Orania seems to me a
group of the refugees turned against the great success.
farmer.
It has many of the at trib utes that all
Wonder why?
libertarians seek, such as liberty, voluntary
“No one seems to sympathize with us. co-operation, mutual respect among all, a
All I did was out of the goodness of my free market and a spirit of enterprise and
heart, with my wife supporting me,” hard work. The garden laborer lives next
Wartnaby said.
door to the business leader, with not much
Sheena Jonker, head mediator of Access difference in their houses. There is dignity
to Jus tice, a not-for-profit orga ni za tion for all. The sense of community and shared
purpose is tangible, even to insensitive
people such as me.
Near the center of town is “Monument
Koppie” (Monument Hill). It is a rather
eerie little hill, especially at sunset, which
isn’t for everybody. But
is when we vis ited it. There on plinths
you know someone who
are the busts of Paul Kruger, Hendrick
needs it.

Subscribe to America’s best patriotic
newspaper. In each month’s issue, The
Nationalist Times tackles immigration,
politics, economics, race, privacy issues,
the rapidly growing high-tech Police
State and Washington, D.C.’s rush to
totalitarianism, and all the latest doings
of the New World Order subversives,
and we do it from a per spec tive that
in fu ri ates lib er als and neo-cons and
delights patriots.
Published since 1985, The Nationalist
Times is politically independent and
promotes common sense, intelligent and
passionate alternatives to the reigning
“party line.”
Readers of The First Freedom may
subscribe to The Nationalist Times for
the special introductory offer of just
$29 for one year, or S55 for two years.
That’s more than half off the regular
subscrip tion price! Send to: TNT,
P. O. Box 218, Wildwood, PA 15091.

In many ways, the Wartnaby experience
ex presses in micro cosm White lib eral
attitudes and their inevitable consequences
when dealing with these illegal, nonWhite
invaders.
It also demonstrates once again that the
current “refugee” invasion of Europe can
only end in violence: either when Europeans
force them to leave, or when the settled
invaders turn on those liberals who have let
them in.

Let’s bring ’em into the light
Ten extra copies of The First Freedom
(specify which issue) are yours for $15 PPD
anywhere in C.S.A. or U.S., plus – if you
want them, ask – one sheet containing 80
of these labels in Confederate red, white
and blue.
New subscribers! Get 6
If you
issues of rebel news for
$5 to TFF, PO Box 385
de sire a
Silverhill, Ala. 36576.
few extra
labels, they’re $1 per sheet of 80, PPD.
Where to put them? Inside books, on the
literature and envelopes you pass out, any
old place that comes to mind. Let’s roll!

Recollections and a boy of promise

The First
Freedom

Verwoerd, John Vorster and other Afrikaner
leaders, including apartheid leaders. The
busts form a crescent, all facing into its
center, where there is a small statue (about
400 mm high) of the young boy rolling up
his sleeve. One must beware of reading too
much symbolism into things but I wonder
if the message is this: “For good or bad all
of you men are part of our Afrikaner past,
and so we honor you, but this little boy is
our future.”

Distinction

I should say that Orania does indeed
represent an Afrikaner ideal, and indeed
does embody the virtues of their struggle
and their history. A rather good publicity
DVD for Orania calls it “A homecoming
for our people.” That seems true.
I experienced one regret there, or rather
one irritation. I hate the fact that in South

Africa you are not allowed to put petrol into
your own car but must have an attendant do
it for you. This takes much longer. It is
such a luxury when you are abroad to do it
yourself. At the petrol station in Orania I
was delighted to see a sign on the pump
saying “Selfhelp Diens” (self service). But
then I saw a big “Geen” (No) above it. So I
had to have my Suzuki filled by an attendant,
a White man of course. (A big jolly
Afrikaner in shorts and a hat, who had no
objection at all to my taking photographs
of him; in fact he encouraged me to take
more.)
Was this because Orania is making some
sort of point about the need to provide labor
for all? Not at all. I’m sure it’s just that it is
against the law in South Africa for you to
fill up your own car – and Orania is very
law abiding.
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— Renewing the Zog’s license —

“Democracy” – the chess game all may stand and watch
You can vote for whichever pawn
is cutest, or “neither of the above.”
By John Peeples
firstfreedom.net

As we already know, George Soros is
the largest supporter of leftwing/Marxist/
Socialist/Communist causes and Democrats.
He finances the Commu nist non profit
outfit “Media Matters,” whose only role is
to repudiate conservative media. It hits for
the most part at traditional White Southern
values. So, during this present presidential
pretender cycle, Soros is heavily invested
in Hillary Clinton, having donated millions
to her Super PAC Priorities U.S.A. Action.
Despite Soros’ leftist ideology, he is still
a businessman – and is hedged with Jeb
Bush of the Bush Crime Family. Thus, as

Breitbart News revealed, Bush is chairman
of BH Logistics, the $24 million private
equity fund incorporated in April 2014.
The firm’s major investor is the private
Chinese equity firm HNA Group, which
has a reserve capital of over $58 billion.
The firm was founded by Chen Feng, one
of China’s wealthiest businessmen – who
owes his career to George Soros. The latter
gave Feng $25 million in startup capital to
fund HNA. Not only is Feng his business
partner, but Soros considers him a protege.
They hold multiple investments together.
Therefore, Feng’s investment in Jeb Bush
is/was insurance for Soros in the 2016 U. S.
presidential pretender election. Mr. Trump
put the skids on Jeb’s ambitions to become
pretender-in-chief.
For other examples of how the election

game is played: In the 2008 presidential
pretender election, John Insane McCain
(R-Arizona) was financed by the Senior
(Lord!) Jacob Rothschild. Jewish Democrat
Senator Joe Lieberman took McCain to the
London home of Jacob Rothschild for a
fundraiser. Hillary Clinton was bankrolled
by Lynn Forester de Rothschild, who later
supported McCain also. Mrs. Rothschild
financed Mitt Romney in his 2012 bid for
pretender-in-chief.

Out of nowhere
And, most deceptively, Hussein Obama
the native Kenyan was backed by George
Soros. This sitting pretender-in-chief was
handpicked by Zbigniew Brezinski – CFR
member, former National Security Advisor
and master geostrategist – author of The

WANTED

Grand Chessboard, 1998.
Soros has a tight historical relationship
with the Rothschilds. His longtime buddy
in investing was James Goldsmith, a close
cousin of the Rothschilds, their families
having lived as neighbors for centuries.
Soros is ranked as the 22nd richest man
in the world, worth $20 billion, the most
influential leftist globalist on the planet
and public face of the Rothschild family
banking dynasty. Soros, a leading member
of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR),
Bilderberg, the Trilateral Commission and
other globalist groups, has decisive power
in directing the entire New World Order
apparatus.

Home office

The Rothschilds and their descendants
at the center of that bankers’ web directing
the world’s economies now occupy many
European countries. Their nexus of control
is the City of London, with Jacob Rothschild
as that branch’s senior dynasty member.
Centuries ago the House of Rothschild’s
founder declared, “I care not who makes
the laws or sits on the throne as long as I
control the money!”
– Mayer Amschel Bauer Rothschild
Vote Lincoln Republican or Communist
Democrat, two wings of the same turkey,
wholly owned by the ruling elite – whose
flight path never changes: an all-powerful
centralized government lording it over tax
slaves and directing them at bayonet point
toward a New World Order.
Where does Donald Trump fit in?
He is the wild card in this mix. By no
means did Trump get where he poses today,
business wise or otherwise, on his own. He
has associates who are members of the
CFR, the Bilderberg Group and Trilateral
Commission. Keep in mind that the CFR
is one of the most influential semi-public
organizations in the field of foreign policy.

2016

George Soros
(Real name Gyorgy Schwartz)
Billionaire Terrorist – International Sponsor
of Terrorism, War and Genocide

It is composed of the most elite names in
the world – of government, labor, business,
finance, communications, the foundations
and academies. CFR members control both
political parties and their overall agenda is
to create a one world government. Trump
is many things, but he ain’t stupid. Aware
of how the real world works, to survive he
must play the game or end up like JFK.
This is understood by all, both present
and past, Lincoln Republican or Socialist
Democrat, who have ever contended to be
presidential pretender-in-chief. Therefore
why continue participating in this charade
every four years? NOTA 2016!
Deo vindice,
Jn. Peeples
Prisoner of the U. S. FAG’s
phony “War on Drugs”
Captive 25 years 10 months

— Chessmasters can’t win ’em all —
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Turkey: yet another CIA operation outed by journalists
By Martin Berger

N

once Turkish officials threatened
to ban U. S. military personnel
from using the Incirlik military
base. Yet the main reason behind
the failed military coup that was
prepared in much haste turned out
to be rap proche ment between
An kara and Mos cow. That was
perceived by the White House as a
major threat to U. S. domination in
the Middle East.

journal-neo.org

on-corporate media sources have
re cently un cov ered yet an other CIA
operation that shocks even experienced
analysts because of Washington’s blatant
con fi dence that its crim i nal ac tions in
differ ent re gions of the world will go
unnoticed and unpunished. We see once
again that, in order to secure its foreign
interests along with the interests of U. S.
military contractors, the White House is
demanding the CIA constantly develop new
covert operations aimed at overthrowing
political figures who object to Washington’s
designs upon the international scene.

Grasping for total control
No one should be surprised if tomorrow
a CIA agent appears and
demands his obedience to
American dictates. If only
the international community
would rally against such
ma li cious prac tices and
demand that the White
House and the CIA answer
for their actions in front of
an international tribunal.
According to the Turkish
newspaper Yeni Safak Daily,
the failed military coup in Turkey was
staged by the White House. The newspaper
is providing details regarding who exactly
was behind the preparations of this bloody
event, noting that due to rapidly deteriorating
relations between the Obama administration
and Turkish President Tayyip Erdogan,
Washington launched an operation to
create preconditions for the toppling of his
leadership.

It’s noted that this massive propaganda
war against Erdogan cou pled with the
extensive amount of pressure that was put
on German Chancellor Angela Merkel and
other European politicians who are heavily
in flu enced by Wash ing ton to pre vent
Turkey’s accession to the E. U., despite a
string of encouraging promises that have

been fed to An kara for the last three
decades, was but the first step. This push
was followed by the demand of former
U. S. ambassadors who published a prior
appeal to Tayyip Erdogan in the White
House mouthpiece The Washington Post
demanding Erdogan to immediately step
down.
The new phase of confrontation between
Ankara and Washington started last April,

Money didn’t get it
A recent journalistic investigation has
determined that U. S. intelligence services
spent over two billion dollars on preparing
the failed military coup in Turkey. The
mastermind behind that operation, we are
being told, is the former commander of
the International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF) in
Afghanistan, General John
F. Campbell. He was behind
the planning of this effort and
instructing Turkish military
officers at Incirlik military
base. It’s been reported that
this American General acted
under direct supervision of
the CIA and in close contact
with the movement of the
self-exiled cleric Fethullah Gülen, who
resides in Pennsylvania. The two billion
dollars that Washington decided to spend
on the coup was transferred to Campbell
via Nigerian bank UBA. This sum was
used to bribe Turkish officers who decided
to participate in the failed coup attempt.

Local operative
It is believed that Camp bell led the
preparations for this operation in Turkey
for eight and a half months. We are being
told that the CIA established a special team
with the code name of “Safari” to operate
the coup plot process and rehearse all steps
of the operation. According to Turkish
journalists, Henri Bakrey was the CIA’s
“supervisor on the spot” in Turkey. This
for mer CIA agent now oc cu pies the
position of Director of the Middle East
program, Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars.
It’s now known that Henri Bakrey was
holding meetings in Istanbul on July 15
and 16 in the lounge of the Île de Princes
Hotel. Barkey was so confident that the

Henri Barkey

process of the CIA coup would succeed
that he even demanded the administration
of the hotel assist him in making a public
statement on July 16 to Western media
sources like CNN, NBC and the Voice of
America.
Turkish journalists report that the coup
was not simply aimed at toppling the sitting
Turkish leader and replacing him with a
more convenient pro-U. S. candidate, but
to obtain an additional military base within
Turkish territory that would strengthen its
subversive activities against Syria, Iran
and Russia.
So it looks like it’s high time to hold the

During the attempted coup that rocked Turkey
late Friday night, July 15, commercial power lines
were cut to Incirlik Air Base, where some 2,700
Department of Defense employees – and allegedly
about 50 B-61 hydrogen bombs – are stationed.

United States and the CIA accountable for
such ongoing meddling into the sovereign
affairs of other States, which has now led
to the spread of destructive chaos and
destabilizations across a number of regions.
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Washington should comply and extradite Gülen
By Feroz Osman

W

middleeastmonitor.com

hen the USA demanded that the
then-ruling Taliban in Afghanistan should
extradite Osama bin Laden after the 9/11
attacks without providing any evidence of
his guilt, Afghan officials were threatened
with accepting America’s offer of “a carpet
of gold” or being “buried under a carpet of
bombs.” In a remarkable twist, 15 years
down the line offi cials in Wash ing ton
are demanding evidence from Turkey for
the extradition request in the name of the
“terrorist” Fethullah Gülen, who lives in
Pennsylvania, for the failed but nevertheless
deadly coup attempt against President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan.

Sour grapes
Erdogan has faced severe criticism from
Western nations and their media for the
post-coup arrest of thousands of suspected
coup conspirators in Turkey’s military,
media, judiciary and educational institutions.
The foremost of those accused is Gülen
and his Hizmet Movement; there is also a
veiled accusation of U. S. complicity, given
that America controls the Incirlik air base
from which jets bombed parliament, tanks
crushed civilians and soldiers were sent to
assassinate the Turkish leader.
The now-ruling Justice and Development
Party (AK Party) and Hizmet entered into
an informal coalition in 2002 to counter the
secular establishment put in place in Turkey

by Kemal Ataturk. The military failed to
stem the resurgence of the two Islamic
movements following the 1997 coup; one
is regarded by the West as authoritarian –
the AKP – while the Gülenists represent, in
Western eyes, “moderate Islam.”
It was under the AK Party’s rule that
the osten sibly apo litical Gülenists have
been able to infiltrate Turkey’s military,
judiciary, media, academic, intelligence
and commercial sectors, controlling the
levers of power in State and civil society.
This is the “parallel State” that Erdogan
refers to.

Traitors all

The Gülenists have been amenable to
E. U.-U. S.-NATO-Israeli machinations in
the Middle East and Iran. They also favor
pro-Western free market policies and reject
any accommodation with Russia or the
Kurds. The unraveling of their alliance
with the AK Party was mainly over power
and policy.
Furthermore, it was the Gülenists who
or ches trated the ar rest of the Turk ish
intelligence chief Hakan Fidan, a close
confidante of Erdogan, for leading secret
peace talks with the Kurdish Work ers’
Party (PKK) leader Abdullah Ocalan.
Gülen views the PKK as a threat to his
network’s existence, especially in Turkey’s
Kurdish-dominated southeast. Gülenists
also played a key role in the initial efforts
to take down Iranian-Turkish businessman
Reza Zarrab over alleged violations related

to the bypassing of sanctions on Tehran,
leading to three ministers resigning. Both
of these events undermined the credibility
of the AK Party.

Miscalculated his position
Gülen’s self-imposed exile in the U. S. –
from where he oversees his $150 billion
empire – since 1999; his links with American
neocons and the CIA; his massive financial
contributions to the Clintons; and his being
broadly sup port ive of Is rael when its
commandos killed nine Turkish Nationals
on the 2010 Freedom Flotilla’s Mavi
Marmara, have all garnered widespread
domestic support for Erdogan’s purge of
the move ment’s mem bers from key
positions in Turkey.
Despite his re-establishment of ties with
Israel, Erdogan has been widely admired
for his support of the Palestinians in Gaza,
the op pressed Rohingya Mus lims in
Myanmar and the three million Syrians
who have found refuge in his country. He
angrily denounced Western criticism of his
crack down after the botched coup and
accused the West of deserting Turkey in its
hour of need. “Some people give us advice,”
said Erdogan. “They say they are worried.
Mind your own business! Look at your
own deeds.” Indeed.

Look who’s talking
Europe’s targeting and persecution of
Muslims and America’s reaction after 9/11

has included the invasion, destabilization
and bombing of Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
Pakistan, Yemen, Sudan and Syria. Millions
of innocent people have been killed and
maimed; the U. S. has violated civil liberties
and in ter na tional law; “ex traor di nary
rendition” has led to the illegal imprisonment
and torture of thousands in Guantanamo
and other “black holes”; and there is much,
much more to consider. All, however, are
immeasurably worse than Turkey’s reaction
to a murderous failed coup.

So the Zog loses one
The heroic Turkish people who faced
the tanks in their mil lions with such
bravery did not allow their country to be
trans formed into an other Egypt, with
Erdogan languishing in an obscure prison
like the forgotten Mohamed Morsi. Had
the coup succeeded, the West would have
feigned initial shock, mouthed meaningless
condemnations, and then presented the
military takeover as the re-establishment
of democracy.
In stead, we have Pres ident Erdogan
visiting and reestablishing strong ties with
Russia’s president Putin. In this complex
and volatile region, the Turkish leader is
also de mand ing the ex tra di tion of the
“terrorist” Fethullah Gülen, which could
have game-changing consequences.
America should contemplate its own
recent history and comply with Turkey’s
request without delay.
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— Jewish deceit versus the world —

How George Soros created the “refugee” crisis – and why
This man gets first place on the
docket at Nuremberg II.
David Galland and Stephen McBride
garretgalland.com

George Soros is trading again.
The 85-year-old political activist and
philanthropist hit the headlines post-Brexit
say ing the event had “un leashed” a
financial-market crisis.
Well, the crisis hasn’t hit Soros just yet.
He was once again on the right side of
the trade, taking a short position in troubled
Deutsche Bank and betting against the
S&P via a 2.1-million-share put option on
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF.
More interestingly, Soros recently took
out a $264 million position in Barrick
Gold, whose share price has jumped over
14% since Brexit. Along with this trade,
Soros has sold his positions in many of his
traditional holdings.
Soros had recently announced he was
coming out of retirement, again.
First retiring in 2000, the only other
time Soros has publicly re-entered the
Subscribers to this newspaper are
eligible as non-paying members of
the non-voting political movement

American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING

markets was in 2007, when he placed a
number of bearish bets on U. S. housing
and ultimately made a profit of over $1
billion from the trades.
Since the 1980s, Soros has actively been
pursuing a globalist agenda; he advances
this agenda through his Open Society
Foundations (OSF).
What is this globalist agenda, and where
does it come from?

Humble beginnings
The globalist seed was sowed for young
George by his father, Tivadar, a Jewish
lawyer who was a strong proponent of
Esperanto. Esperanto is a language created
in 1887 by L. L. Zamenhof, a Polish eye
doctor, for the purpose of “transcending
National borders” and “overcoming the
natural indifference of mankind.”
Tivadar taught young George Esperanto
and forced him to speak it at home. In
1936, as Hitler was hosting the Olympics
in Berlin, Tivadar changed the family name
from Schwartz to Soros, an Esperanto
word meaning “will soar.”
George Soros, who was born and raised
in Budapest, Hungary, benefitted greatly
from his father’s decision.
Allegedly, in 1944, 14-year-old George
Soros went to work for the invading Nazis.
It is said that until the end of the war in
1945, he worked with a gov ern ment
official, helping him confiscate property
from the local Jewish population.
In a 1998 interview with 60 Minutes,
Soros de scribed that year of Ger man
occupation as “the happiest time in my
life.”

Jumps into finance

When the war ended, Soros moved to
London and in 1947 enrolled in the London
School of Economics where he studied
under Karl Popper, the Austrian-British
phi los o pher who was one of the first
proponents of an “Open Society.”
Soros then worked at several merchant
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Let’s roll!

banks in London before moving to New
York in 1963. In 1970, he founded Soros
Fund Management and in 1973 created the
Quantum Fund in partnership with investor
Jim Rogers.
The fund made annual returns of over
30%, cementing Soros’s reputation and
putting him in a position of power – one he
utilizes to this day to advance the agenda of
his mentors.

Currency speculations throw
Britain and Asia into crisis
In the 1990s, Soros began a string of
large bets against National currencies. The
first was in 1992, when he sold short the
pound sterling and made a $1 billion profit
in a single day.
His next big currency speculation came
in 1997. This time Soros singled out the
Thai baht and, with heavy short-selling
volume, destroyed the baht’s artificial peg
to the U. S dollar, which started the Asian
financial crisis.

Soros funnels the money through a
number of leftist groups, including the
Tides Foundation, Center for American
Progress and the Democracy Alliance in
order to circumvent the campaign finance
laws he helped lobby for.
Why has Soros donated so much capital
and effort to these organizations? For one
simple reason: to buy political power.
Democratic politicians who go against
the pro gressive narrative will see their
fund ing cut and be attacked in media
outlets such as Media Matters, which also
directly con tribute to mainstream sites
such as NBC, Al Jazeera and The New York
Times.
Apart from the $5 bil lion Soros’s
foundation has donated to groups like
those cited above, he has also made huge
contributions to the Democratic Party and
its most prominent members, like Joe

“Humanitarian” efforts
Today, Soros’s net worth stands at $23
billion. Since tak ing a back seat in his
company, Soros Fund Management, in
2000, Soros has been fo cus ing on his
philanthropic efforts, which he carries out
through the Open Society Foundations he
founded in 1993.
So who does he donate to, and what
causes does he support?
During the 1980s and 1990s, Soros used
his extraordinary wealth to bankroll and
fund revolutions in dozens of European
Nations, including Czechoslovakia, Croatia
and Yu go sla via. He achieved this by
funneling money to political opposition
parties, publishing houses and independent
media in these Nations.
If you wonder why Soros meddled in
these Nations’ affairs, part of the answer
may lie in the fact that during and after the
chaos, he invested heavily in assets in each
of the respective countries.
He then used Co lumbia University
econ o mist Jeffrey Sachs to ad vise the
fledg ling gov ern ments to pri vat ize all
public assets immediately, thus allowing
Soros to sell the assets he had acquired
during the turmoil into newly-formed open
markets.
Hav ing suc ceeded in ad vanc ing his

agenda in Europe through regime change –
and profiting in the process – he soon
turned his attention to the big stage, the
U. S.

Big time

In 2004, Soros stated, “I deeply believe
in the values of an open society. For the
past 15 years I have been fo cus ing my
efforts abroad; now I am doing it in the
United States.”
Since then, Soros has been funding
groups such as:
§ The Amer i can In sti tute for So cial
Justice, whose aim is to “transform poor
com mu ni ties through lob by ing for
increased government spending on social
programs”
§ The New America Foundation, whose
aim is to “influence public opinion on such
topics as environmentalism and global
governance”
§ The Migration Policy Institute, whose
aim is to “bring about an illegal immigrant
resettlement policy and increase social
welfare benefits for illegals”
Soros also uses his Open So ci ety
Foun da tions to fun nel money to the
progressive media outlet, Media Matters.

Biden, Barack Obama and, of course, Bill
and Hillary Clinton.

Best friends with Clintons
Soros’s relationship with the Clintons
goes back to 1993, around the time when
OSF was founded. They have become close
friends, and their enduring relationship
goes well beyond donor status.
According to the book, The Shadow
Party, by Horowitz and Poe, at a 2004
“Take Back America” conference where
Soros was speaking, the former first lady
introduced him saying, “[W]e need people
like George Soros, who is fearless and
willing to step up when it counts.”
Soros began supporting Hillary Clinton’s
current presidential run in 2013, taking a
senior role in the “Ready for Hillary”
group. Since then, Soros has donated over
$15 million to pro-Clinton groups and
Super PACs.
More recently, Soros has given over $33
million to the Black Lives Matter group,
which has been involved in outbreaks of
social unrest in Ferguson, Missouri, and
Baltimore, Maryland, in 2015. Both of
these incidents contributed to a worsening
of race relations across America.
The same group heavily crit icized
Democratic contender Bernie Sanders for
his alleged track record of supporting racial
inequality, helping to undercut him as a
competitive threat with one of Hillary
Clinton’s most ardent constituencies.
This, of course, greatly enhances the
clout Soros wields through the groups
mentioned above. It is safe to assume that
he is now able to drive Democratic policy,
especially in an administration headed by
Hillary Clinton.
Simply, what Soros wants, he gets. And
it’s clear from his history that he wants to
smudge away National borders and create
the sort of globalist nightmare represented
by the European Union.
In recent years, Soros has turned his
attention back to Europe. Is it a coincidence
that the continent is currently in economic
and social disarray?

Another home run: the
Ukrainian conflict
There’s no doubt about Soros’s great
influence on U. S. foreign policy. In an
October 1995 PBS interview with Charlie
Rose, he said, “I do now have access [to
U. S. Deputy Secretary of State Strobe
Talbott]. There is no question. We actually
work to gether [on East ern Eu ro pean
pol icy].”
Soros’s meddling reared its ugly head
again in the Russia-Ukraine conflict, which
began in early 2014.

In a May 2014 interview with CNN,
Soros stated he was re spon si ble for
establishing a foundation in the Ukraine
that ultimately led to the overthrow of the
country’s elected leader and the installation
of a junta handpicked by the U. S. State
Department, at the time headed by none
other than Hillary Clinton:
CNN Host: “First on Ukraine, one of the
things that many people recognized about
you was that you during the revolutions of
1989 funded a lot of dissident activities,
civil society groups in Eastern Europe and
Poland, the Czech Republic. Are you doing
similar things in Ukraine?”
Soros: “Well, I set up a foundation in
Ukraine before Ukraine became independent
of Russia. And the foundation has been
func tion ing ever since and played an
important part in events now.”
The war that then ripped through the
Ukrainian region of Donbass
resulted in the deaths of over
10,000 people and displacement
of over 1.4 million people. As
collateral damage, a Malaysia
Airlines passenger jet was shot
down, killing all 298 on board.
But, once again, Soros was
there to profit from the chaos he
had helped create. His prize in
Ukraine was the State-owned en ergy
monopoly Naftogaz.
Soros once again had his U. S. cronies,
Secretary of the Treasury Jack Lew and
U. S. con sulting company McKinsey,
advise the puppet government of Ukraine
to privatize Naftogaz.
Al though Soros’s ex act stake in
Naftogaz has not been disclosed, in a 2014
memo he pledged to invest up to $1 billion
in Ukrainian businesses, but no other
Ukrai nian hold ings have since been
re ported.

His latest crime:
the European refugee crisis
Soros’s agenda is fundamentally about
the destruction of National borders. This
has recently been shown very clearly with

his funding of the European refugee crisis.
The refugee crisis has been blamed on
the civil war currently raging in Syria. But
did you ever wonder how all these people
suddenly knew Europe would open its
gates and let them in?

The “refugee” crisis is not
a nat u ral phe nom enon. It
coincided with OSF donating
money to the U. S.-based
Mi gra tion Pol icy In sti tute
and the Platform for In ter na tional Co op er a tion on
Un doc u mented Mi grants,
both Soros-sponsored groups.
Both organizations advocate
resettlement of third-world
Muslims into Europe.
In 2015, a Sky News reporter found
“Migrant Handbooks” on the Greek island
of Lesbos. It was later revealed that the
handbooks, which are written in Arabic,
had been given to refugees before crossing
the Med i ter ra nean by a group called
“Welcome to the E. U.”
Welcome to the E. U. is funded by – you
guessed it – the Open Society Foundations.
Soros has not only backed groups that
advocate the resettlement of third-world
mi grants into Eu rope, he in fact is the
architect of the “Merkel Plan.”
The Merkel Plan was created by the
European Stability Initiative. Its chairman,

— Jewish deceit versus the world —
Gerald Knaus, is a senior fellow at none
other than the Open Society Foundations.
The plan proposed that Germany should
grant asylum to 500,000 Syrian refugees. It
also stated that Germany, along with other
European Nations, should agree to help
Turkey, a country that’s 98% Muslim, gain
visa-free travel within the E. U. starting in
2016.

Political discourse

The “refugee” crisis raised huge concern
in European countries like Hungary.
In response to 7,000 migrants entering
Hungarian territory per day in 2015, the
Hun gar ian gov ern ment re es tab lished
border control in order to keep the hordes
of “refugees” from entering the country.
Of course this did not go down well with
Soros and his close allies, the Clintons.

Bill Clinton has since come
out and accused both Poland
and Hun gary of thinking
“de moc racy is too much
trouble” and wanting to have
a “Putin-like authoritarian
dictatorship.”
Seeing through Clinton’s comments,
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán

responded by saying, “The remarks made
about Hungary and Poland… have a political
dimension. These are not accidental slips
of the tongue. And these slips or remarks
have been multiplying since we are living
in the era of the migrant crisis. And we
all know that behind the leaders of the
Democratic Party, we have to see George
Soros.”
He went on to say that “although the
mouth be longs to Clinton, the voice
belongs to Soros.”

flood Europe with hordes of third-world
Muslims?

Soros has since said of Orbán’s policy
toward the migrants: “His plan treats the
pro tection of Na tional bor ders as the
objective and the refugees as an obstacle.
Our plan treats the protection of refugees
as the objective and National borders as the
obstacle.”
It’s hard to imagine that he could be any
clearer in his globalist intentions.
So why is Soros going to such lengths to

We can’t be sure, but it has recently
come to light that Soros has taken a large
series of “bearish derivative positions”
against U. S. stocks. Apparently, he thinks
that causing chaos in Europe will spread
the contagion to the United States, thus
sending U. S. markets spiraling downward.
The de struction of Eu rope through
flooding it with millions of unassimilated
Muslims is a direct plan to cause economic
and social chaos on the Continent.
Another example of turmoil equaling
profit for George Soros, who seems to have
his tentacles in most geopolitical events.
We all understand correlation is not
cau sa tion. How ever, given Soros’s
extraordinary wealth, political connections
and his long track record of seeing and
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profiting from chaos, he is almost certainly
a catalyst for much of the geopolitical
turmoil now occurring.

Criminal, not altruist

Presidents Viktor Orbán and Vladimir Putin
aren’t for sale

Profit motive

He is intent on destroying National
borders and creating a global governance
structure with unlimited powers. From his
comments directed toward Viktor Orbán,
we can see he clearly views Na tional
leaders as his juniors, expecting them to
become puppets that sell his narrative to
the ignorant masses.
Soros sees himself as a mission ary
carrying out the globalist agenda taught to
him by his early mentors. He uses his vast
political connections to shape government
policy and create crises, both economic
and social, to further this agenda.
By all appearances, Soros is conspiring
against humanity and is hell-bent on the
destruction of Western democracies.
To any rational thinker, some global
events just don’t make sense. Why, for
example, would Western democracies take
in millions of people whose values are
completely incompatible with their own?
When we look closely at the agenda
being actively promoted by the leading
globalist puppet master, George Soros,
things become a little clearer.

U. S.-backed takeover of Ukraine by oligarchs flounders
The speaker of Russia’s Duma
says cooperation with the Ukrainian
“parliament” can resume after its
members are replaced.
rt.com

T

protesters led by Ukrainian “nationalists”
ousted the legally-elected president of that
State and installed the current pro-Western
regime that spoiled relations with Russia
and started a de-facto civil war with
pro-Russian regions in the southeast of the
country.
Naryshkin also noted that the present

he Russian and Ukrainian parliaments
can re sume co op er a tion af ter rad i cal
“nationalists” in the Verkhovna
Rada are replaced by delegates
of all Ukrainian political forces,
Russian Duma speaker Sergey
Naryshkin has said.
“Cooperation with Ukraine’s
Verkhovna Rada [or parliament]
will definitely be resumed, but I
don’t think that it can happen
when its current members are
still in their places. This Rada
Deputies of Ukraine's Verkhovna Rada in session
was elected under drum rolls and
howling, with mass hopping and radical Ukrainian parliament failed to represent
‘nationalist’ rhetoric,” Naryshkin told RIA all political factions and movements that
Novosti.
existed in this country.
The Russian politician hinted at the
“However, we still maintain contact
events of 2014 when a group of radical with a number of deputies of the Supreme

Rada and I think that the number of such
people will increase in the future. I am
confident that sooner or later we will start
cooperating with a different Rada – we will
hold a parliamentary dialogue worthy of
these two major European States and two
brotherly peoples – the Ukrainians and
Russians.”

In 2015, Naryshkin told
reporters at an international
press conference that in his
view the United States bore a
considerable share of blame
for driving the situation in
Ukraine towards the current
crisis.
He added that, instead of promoting a
peaceful and mutually acceptable resolution
of the situation, Washington and its allies
were imposing sanctions against Russia
“in hope to cover up their own guilt for the
events.”
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Key CIA asset blamed for attempted coup
I suggest TFF readers go back and read
again the February 2016 issue, pages 14-15,
“What started in 1861 rampages today: The
CIA protects this man (Fethullah Gülen)
who heads up one of the world’s ‘most
pow erful and best connected’ Muslim
net works.”

Continuing chaos in Turkey
By John Peeples
firstfreedom.net

I

slamic Turkey President Recep Tayip
Erdogan blamed that recent military coup
attempt on Fethullah Gülen, the exiled
opposition leader. CIA asset Gülen, charged
with criminally plotting to overthrow the
government, was earlier this year placed on
trial in Turkey and convicted in absentia.
The radical Islam cleric, 75, is accused
by Erdogan of having meddled in the past
into Turkish affairs. In 1998, Gülen fled
to the Pocono Mountains of Pennsylvania
where he is protected by the CIA. When
Erdogan became Turkey’s new president
in 2014 he presented a request for Gülen’s
extradition from the U. S. on the grounds
that the controversial preacher was using
his influence to undermine Turkey’s police,
State bureaucracy and the judiciary.
The U. S. Federal Army Government

Turkey’s President Recep Tayip Erdogan

Full story

CIA asset Fethullah Gülen

(U. S. FAG) has refused Turkey’s demands
in 2014 and now again in 2016, as Gülen
denies any involvement.
Upon his arrival in Pennsylvania, with
aid from his CIA advisors, Gülen helped to
create the Justice and Democratic Party
(adalet ve kalkinma), which now controls
the Turkish government. Abdullah Gul, the
first Islamist president of Turkey (to create
a new Islamic World Order) was a Gülen
disciple along with former Prime Minister
Recep Tayip Erdogan and Yusuf Ziya
Ozcan, the head of Turkey’s Council of
Higher Education. Conflict between Prime
Minister Erdogan and Gülen arose over
Erdogan’s use of the Marmara Flotilla to
break up the Gaza blockade in defiance of
Gülen’s wishes. The situation between the
two men worsened when Erdogan became
Turkey’s new president.
The U. S. FAG-controlled media claim
that the elderly reclusive cleric who lives in
exile in the Poconos preaches peace, calls
for a moderate version of Islam as well as a
more secular and democratic government.

I have read several sanitized versions of
Fethullah Gülen and his Gülen Schools in
so-called conservative publications; not one

word about U. S. FAG/CIA involvement,
arms and drug trafficking, money laundry
and its history of long, illegal and covert
operations in Central Asia. Only at TFF
will you find such coverage.
“…and ye shall know the truth and the
truth will make ye free.” (Jn. 8:32)
Tell those neo-cons the game is up
Get involved with the non-voting

American Defense Party

U. S. puppets rule Egypt
The Muslim Brotherhood last
month renewed its support for the
only elected but soon overthrown
Egyptian President Morsi, this on
the third anniversary of the coup’s
having massacred his supporters.

T

middleeastmonitor.com

he Muslim Brotherhood is pointing to
the world’s silence regarding the dispersal
of the Rabaa Al-Adawiya and Nahda
sit-ins on the anniversary of the massacres
and asked the international community to
prosecute the perpetrators.
Egypt’s Muslim Brotherhood said on
August 14 that it will also not compromise
Morsi’s legitimacy, whom they described
in comments published on their official
Facebook page as the president for all
Egyptians.
The group described their revolution as

peaceful, insisting that they would continue
to follow the objective of empowering the
public.
On 14 August 2013, Egypt’s army and
police dispersed two sit-ins of President
Morsi’s supporters resulting in the deaths
of an estimated 632 people, including eight
security personnel, according to the National
Council for Human Rights in Egypt.

Imprisoned Egyptian President Morsi
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Ten reasons why Hitler was one of the good guys
The greatest story NEVER told
By Digger
thegreateststorynevertold.tv

I

nitially I had intended creating a piece
titled “10 Myths about Hitler” but decided
there were so many, that I switched topic
slightly.
I understand like most of my work,
these areas outlined only give a flavor and
are not conclusively resourced. But that’s
OK. It’s a carrot and hopefully just enough
for people (even skeptics) to do their own
research on these controversial areas.

When people find things
out for themselves, this has
much more substance. All
these areas are verifiable and
just take a bit of objective,
independent research.
1. He never wanted to kill any Jews.
Whenever you hear anyone espouse
(repeat) the lies about Hitler-the-nastyJew-killer, please always make a point of
asking this very simple question: “Where
did you get that information from?”
Perhaps all of us at some point have
repeated this fable. Why would we not,
when it’s shoved down our throats 24/7,
year in, year out, for decades? No man on
this planet has been more demonized than
Herr Hitler.
If he had wanted to kill Jews, why, oh
why – throughout all his speeches and
manuscripts and his book Mein Kampf –
did he not mention this? Did he just forget?
No, he didn’t say or write it because he had
no intention of killing the Jews.
No matter what amount of destruction
he had observed done by the Jews to his
people; he had enough self-discipline and
ethical code not to take revenge. Being a
strong character, he was able to rise above
the darkness, the demonic standards of the
Judaic mindset, and show self-restraint and
humility.
That is why he created “containment
work camps” for the Jews and certainly not
death camps.
2. He cared about conditions for the
Jews in the work camps.
Unbeknown to billions of people those
Nazi camps were neither death camps nor
places to carry out human experiments.
They were simply containment camps.
Some thing had to be done with these
destructive, anti-social Jews who were
strangling Germany. Thanks to the Jews,
Germany had lost it’s moral code, become
debased and de-cultured. Does that ring a
bell?
Something had to be done! And Hitler
did do something – he placed all the Jews
in containment camps to allow Germany to
breath again. But – and this is the key point
– he did it in a way which was ethical. The
camps had decent, sufficient food (bearing
in mind it was wartime); they had theaters,

swimming pools, foot ball pitches, post
offices where inmates could communicate
to the outside world, kindergartens, art and
music recreation and even prostitutes.
Quality sanitation within the camps was
paramount, and that is why the inmates’
clothes were reg u larly de-loused with
Zyklon B gas. There were
no human gas chambers…
That is a big fat kosher lie,
which the world has had
to endure for over half a
century.
My the ory is that, had
there been no war effort,
Hitler would not have even
made the Jews work. And I
bet you the con tain ment
camps would have been
luxury rehabilitation centers
in order to slowly de-program the Jews
from their mind-control cult.
3. He had com pas sion for other
sentient beings.
Many historians say he was a vegetarian.
I believe this is true, but, whether it is or
not, the point is, he had a clear connection
and affection for his fellow creatures. I’m
not suggesting just because he may have
been a veggie that therefore he was a good
person; but this was a man of compassion
and that he recognized the importance of
compassion in society. He had affection for
his German shepherds. He banned animal
experimentation, recognizing it to be evil.
Hitler could see the connection between all
life; such was his level of consciousness
and respect for nature, animals and human
life forms.
4. He tried to prevent the destruction
of his fellow Europeans.
On numerous occasions Hitler tried to
warn and assist his fellow brethren about
the Jewish trap they had fallen for and who
was really behind all the warmongering.
He dropped fliers from planes, trying in
vain to prevent Germany and Britain from
fighting each other. He initially wanted to
make alliances with Britain and, on many
occasions, gave opportunities to opposing
European forces where he could as easily
have slaughtered them. It was his internal
spiritual angst to be fighting (defending)
amongst his European brothers and sisters.
He did all possible to avoid war, was never
the warmonger we have been led to believe
him.
5. He cared passionately about his
people and German heritage.
Hitler observed degrading machinations
by the Jews in Austria and Germany. It not
only disgusted and angered, but saddened
him to see how the two Nations
were being destroyed from the
inside out like a cancer – which
his sleepy folksmen could not
see: the exact same angst those
of us who are Jew-conscious
find ourselves in. He was a man
who cared about society, a man
who cared about culture, who
cared about nature, about moral
values and about building and
improving as opposed to all of
the destroying and degrading.

He was a man who had fought for his
country in the trenches and been wounded
and hospitalized for his coun try. How
many of our sellout politicians today can
claim that? He was a true spokesman of the
people, one who had diligently worked his
way up from the grassroots, this by way of
microcosmic pep talks to
fellow workers at building
sites, by lectures in beer
houses, speeches in town
halls and basements as well
as all the behind-the-scenes
work and risks. Hitler got
slung into jail, mocked and
defamed. But such endlessly
tireless work resolved the
destruction of his people.
I would also strongly
suggest he cared about all
peoples. Yes, including Blacks, despite the
kosher myth he was a supremacist racist.
6. He was a humble man, one from a
humble background.
Can any of us name a present Western
politician who might equal that
these days? No, today they’re all
criminals, fed through the kosher
criminal system. The lot of them is
built upon materialistic gain and
kudos. They are content obeying
the beast for their own demonic
and self-serving interests. Such greed and
hubris has no boundaries.
Hitler worked on building sites as a
laborer for crying out loud. How many of
these leeches under the guise of politicians
do you know who have that background?
He was also a humble street artist,
barely scraping a living together.
Some days he had to decide on
whether to spend his small earnings
on a political book or eating – and
opted for the former. Now that is
passion in politics and a drive for
social reform.
7. He corresponded with Mahatma
Gandhi.
This alone doesn’t necessarily suggest
Hitler was a good person, but more that he
and Gandhi were in alignment on many
issues. They both recognized the evil force
they were up against and both were coming
from a humanitarian position. The bottom
line is, Gandhi wouldn’t have corresponded
with a so-called evil, mad dictator hellbent
on wanting to kill all Jews and rule the
world.
8. He was a man of God.
Hitler was not an atheist – despite what
the Jewish propaganda machine wants us
to believe. He often made references to

God and spoke in terms of a Divinity. He
was somebody who could clearly make the
connection between Divine and Natural
law. He was spiritually and morally driven
throughout all his political career. Read his
book Mein Kampf to see his consistent
references to Christian values.
9. He implemented cultural and social
reform.
Throughout Hitler’s political career, his
common theme was about “cleaning up.”
He had seen the filth the Jews had created
and desperately desired for Germany to
reverse those degrading trends. He banned
supermarkets because he wanted the local
small businesses to prosper. He banned
degrading modern art, recognizing it for
what it was. He banned vivisection (animal
experiments) because, in his wisdom, he
could see how futile and unnecessary they
were.
He encouraged healthy youth activities
and social programs to enhance cultural
pride and individual self worth, such as
sports and recreational activities. Hitler
encouraged men to be
men and women to be
feminine. He was ever
interested in developing
beauty, cleanliness and
pride, putting Germany
back on its feet.
10. He trampled usury underfoot.
This alone resonates with most of the
points in my list and what Hitler achieved
as a leader. But I thought it essential to
highlight this topic in isolation, as it was
probably the single most important act of
bravery and compassion offered by
Hitler to his people. Unfortunately
this act alone was exactly what it
took set the Jewish IMF in motion
and therefore create WWII.

Clash of objectives
Usury is the elite Jews’ most
destructive and demonic weapon amongst
that whole armament of deadly arsenals,
more powerful than their poisons and mind
control techniques. It’s precisely their use
of compound interest that enables them to
create a stranglehold on every industry and
therefore level of society. Thus no honest
person can escape usury – all are infected
by it.
That is why Hitler introduced his own,
independent currency as a first move when
coming to power. And, hey, presto! – in no
time Germany was able to get back on its
feet and flourish as every Nation should.
Hitler recognized the Judaic invention of
usury as unlawful, ungodly and unnatural,
this talmudic curse having crippled every
host Nation the Jews have entered into and
ultimately brought to its demise.
Hitler freed his people of this curse.

In Conclusion
Hitler was probably the greatest hero of
the second world war and the 20th century,
a man of ethical courage, one of spiritual
perception and good intent, a soul who
cared – about all life forms, every culture,
about goodness and light and ultimately
truth.

A salient critique of laissez-faire
Econarchy

America’s economic problems are more
W

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

than the Federal Reserve Bank, more than
an expanding government and debt, more
than the loss of American manufacturing,
more than the destruction of small business.

Laissez-faire
The money system we have been taught
to respect as “free enterprise” has been
abused by giant corporations centralizing
and internationalizing America’s economy.
Laissez-faire is as guilty of destroying small
business and domestic employment as the
international bankers and congressional
Keynesian Socialists.
Author Elliott Germain traces the historic

evo lu tion of these eco nomic el ements,
adding new perceptions and revelations.
Econarchy is the one book
that tells the whole story.
Add it to your knowledge
and keep it in your personal
reference library.
The advantage of this
book over many other studies
is that it brings all the pieces
together in a chronological
presentation, allowing you to
trace the re la tion ships of
his tor i cal events as they
unfolded through a continuum
of de lib er ately-de ployed
economic tactics.

This book presents a difficult subject in
common sense language, giving you a real
understanding of the elusive
world of international bankers,
socialistic politicians, Wall
Street, the na tional debt,
gold, a world currency and
the difference between internationalism and globalism.
To receive this 225-page
softcover book that puts all
the pieces together for only
$10 PPD, send cash, check or
money order to:
Liberty Nation
P. O. Box 464
Hanover, VA 23069
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Animal cruelty is kosher in today’s Germany
By Christine Miller

“D

millercbm@gmail.com

o not wish for an eye too sharp. It
would make you see the dead in the graves
underneath the flowers.” – Wilhelm Raabe
I did not wish for it, but I have a sharp
eye, and do see what is
underneath the flowers.
Anytime opening up a
piece of meat from its
cellophane wrapper, I
see the slaugh ter ing
house and the animal
that does not want to
die. But when cooking
for my son and his
friends, I do serve meat. Just like Adolf
Hitler, who did not impose his vegetarian
diet on guests, I don’t wish to impose my
dietary habits on my son and his friends. I
also know that nature is red in tooth and
claw. The lion never lies down with the
lamb. Not consuming grass and wanting to
survive, he must kill that lamb.
What does Goethe have to say?
Edel sei der Mensch, hilfreich und gut!
Denn das allein unterscheidet ihn von
allen Wesen, die wir kennen…
Denn unfühlend ist die Natur: Es
leuchtet die Sonne über Bös’ und Gute und

dem Verbrecher glänzen, wie dem Besten
der Mond und die Sterne.
Men should be different from indifferent
nature. Adolf Hitler and his party could
never impose vegetarianism on the German
public. But one thing they could enforce
and did, namely that animals were treated
humanely even in the slaughtering house.
A month ago I got a small booklet,
Deutschlands erstes Tierschutzgesetz, as
reprinted by the German magazine Umwelt
& Aktiv, which promotes the protection of

kosher butchering (now allowed again in
Germany), the forced feeding of geese and
ducks to make foie de gras (France still
produces and sells this product), frog legs
(the back legs are either torn or cut off the
helpless and living animal which is simply
thrown away) and dancing bears (training
them was done with hot plates). Strict rules
were worked out on how an animal was to
be butchered. Any unnecessary anxiety or
pain to the animal was to be avoided. For
the protection of hunted game, seasons
were worked out around those periods
when the females bore and suckled their
young; if the mother was killed, the young
died of starvation. Strict hunting rules
applied. Traps and slings were outlawed;
so was poison, or hunting from airplanes.

Other lands, other customs

Kosher slaughtering

nature, animals and the homeland. Those
exemplary laws during the Nazi period for
animal protection were suspended after the
Allied victory on May 8, l945. What did
the National Socialists outlaw? Vivisection,

The English nobility had a passion for
the fox hunt. I always thought it unsporting
to chase one fox with a pack of dogs while
riding horseback. At the war’s end when
the Allies had air superiority, they indulged
their lust for the hunt – hunting Germans
from those airplanes. To me, the English
fox hunt is symbolic, the fox standing for
Germany and the dog pack being all of the
Nations that had declared war on Germany

which wanted to get in on the kill and have
some part of the loot as a reward.

Bloody “sport”
Hemingway loved bull fighting. He also
enjoyed killing German soldiers, “Krauts”
who had fallen into his hands, describing
with relish the gory details of their dying.
The Spanish civil war (l936-1939), fought
with utter cruelty, was ferocious. Anytime
a bull gets tortured, with spikes imbedded
in his body before that life ends in pain, a
threshold is transgressed which makes it
easy to torture and kill one’s fellow man.
Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948) wrote:
“One can judge the greatness and moral
prog ress by the way a Nation treats its
animals.”
I agree, and know that animal protection
in present-day Germany hasn’t progressed
but regressed. Kosher butchering is again
allowed. Animals get carted from one end
of Europe to the other, suffering thirst,
hunger and heat, sometimes dying in the
trucks. Hens are confined in small cages,
all for the mighty dollar. An artist in Berlin
was allowed on stage to cut off the heads of
two rabbits. It all goes under the name of
“religious and artistic freedom.” Germany,
how low have you sunk!

Deadly gas projectiles return to West Bank protests
By Clare Maxwell

A

electronicintifada.net

n old weapon ap pears to have
re-emerged in Palestine.
Over the past six months, say activists
in the occupied West Bank, the Israeli
military has resumed the use of Indoor
Bar ri cade Penetrators, a form of high
velocity tear gas 40mm projectile designed
to deliver its payload inside buildings or
homes during raids, demonstrations and
clashes.
The use of such heavy-duty tear gas
projectiles fell by the wayside in 2013 after
a number of high-pro file court cases
demonstrated how easily this particular
form of delivery could kill or maim. But a
modified version is now employed across
the West Bank, say protestors, no matter
what claims the military and manufacturers
may make, and these bar rier-pierc ing
projectiles remain potentially lethal. Israel
has used them to deadly effect before.
In 2009, Bassem Abu Rahmeh was
killed during a weekly protest in the West
Bank of Bilin when struck in the chest with
an Indoor Barricade Penetrator.
A few weeks earlier, Tristan Anderson,
an Amer i can vol un teer with the
International Solidarity Movement,
was hit with a high velocity tear gas
canister in the nearby town of Nilin.
He didn’t die, but was permanently
paralyzed on his left side and suffered
massive brain damage.

of the popular resistance committee in the
village of Kafr Qaddum, there have also
been three moderate injuries from these
projectiles since March alone. Ahmad
Nasser, a medic working in the Ramallah
district, has noted two injuries at clashes
out side Ofer prison in the same time
period. Nasser himself was also struck
with one of the projectiles, but was not
injured since he was wearing a bulletproof
kevlar vest.
Indoor Barricade Penetrators are a more
dangerous means of using tear gas for
several reasons. As the name implies, they
are not intended for use directly against
individuals, rather they are designed to
penetrate doors, windows and interior
drywalls, and release their payload inside a
building.

Unsafe toy

U. S. weapons manufacturer Combined
Systems, a longstanding supplier of tear
gas to the Israeli military, makes special
note that these “less lethal” weapons are
intended for use on doors, windows and
wallboard, and op er a tors should take
caution to avoid firing them in a way that
risks hitting a person.

Recent injuries
An derson and Abu Rahmeh are
among the best known victims of such
attacks: many others have sustained
injuries.
According to Murad Shtaiwi, head

An Israeli soldier fires tear gas towards Palestinian
protesters at Beit El on the outskirts of the West Bank city
of Ramallah in November 2015.

Like other kinds of tear gas, barrier
penetrating pro jectiles are fired from a
grenade launcher; however, some models
used by the Is raeli military also have a
secondary propulsion mechanism, which
takes them further and faster. And, unlike
outdoor short range tear gas, it does not
disperse gas until after impact. This means
that protesters cannot see the trajectory of
the projectiles until they are detonated,
making them much more dangerous.

Harmful fumes
In addition to the dangers posed as a
high velocity projectile, activists from
Ramallah and Nabi Saleh have also reported
that the projectiles are more likely to carry
an oleoresin cap si cum spray (usu ally
known as pep per spray) based gas than
the more common, and less harmful, CS(O-chlorobenzylidene malonitrile) based
tear gas.
Manal Tamimi, an organizer in Nabi
Saleh, cannot find a lab in the West Bank
with the capacity to analyze the different
types of tear gas. She told The Electronic
Intifada that protesters who were exposed
to gas from Indoor Barricade Penetrators
exhibited symptoms consistent with OC
gas, including immediate loss of motor
control.
The re newed use of these tear gas
projectiles has had a significant impact on
demonstrations. In Kafr Qaddum, which
Israeli soldiers raid on a regular basis,
houses near the village’s weekly protest
route have in stalled metal shut ters to
protect their interiors. But this provides
little protection against a projectile that can
move at 122 meters per second.
In Nabi Saleh, where demonstrators try
to walk from the center of the village to a

spring located in a nearby valley which
Israel has confiscated for settlers, there’s
little hope of ever getting close. The military
can keep protesters at bay from a cool 500
meters with these tear gas pro jec tiles,
according to those who have taken part in
the demonstrations.

Restocked
Their renewed use was first noted in
early 2016 by activists in Ramallah and
came after a new wave of protests and
deadly confrontation between Palestinians
and the Is raeli mil i tary that be gan in
October last year.
Activists in Ramallah started to note the
return of these tear gas projectiles during
weekly demonstrations in Kafr Qaddum
and Nabi Saleh and speculate that the army
has chosen to reintroduce them because they
serve a dual purpose: like live ammunition,
it is long range and potentially deadly, thus
keeping pro testers farther away from
soldiers than almost any other weapon.
However, unlike live ammunition, deaths
caused by high velocity tear gas can more
easily be written off as accidents.

Rogue State in denial
The Israeli military declined to comment
for this article.
For dem on stra tors who face these
projectiles, the threat is very tangible.
“Af ter the Oc tober up ris ings, more
Palestinians broke the wall of fear inside
themselves. They began to take more
risks,” said Tamimi. “This prompted the
Is rae lis to find a weapon that will not
directly cause death.
Clare Maxwell is a journalist and human rights
activist working in the Salfit region of the West Bank.

U. S. sets up new military base in Hasaka, Syria
en.farsnews.com

TEHRAN (FNA) – The U. S. has set up a
new military base in Hasaka, Northeastern
Syria, under the pretext of de-mining the
region, Kurdish sources said on Thursday,
August 18.
“The United States has deployed tens of
its marines in Mabrouka village in the

Western parts of Hasaka province under
the pretext of de-mining Ra’s al-Ain city
which is now under the control of Kurdish
forces,” sources told FNA.
According to the Kurdish sources, the
U. S. forces have set up their base in one of
the buildings of Syria’s power department
in Mabrouka named Housh al-Kahroba.
Reports in December said that these U. S.
experts are reconstructing and equipping a
desolate airport having served for carrying
agricultural products in the region under
Kurdish control in Hasaka region to turn it
into a military base.
The Lebanese al-Akhbar newspaper
reported at the time that a number of U. S.
experts have entered the region starting

fifty days ago to develop and prepare the
runways 2,500 meters long and 250 meters
wide for use by fighter jets.
Abu Hajar airport, which has not been
used since 2010, is located in Tal al-Hajar
EDITOR’S NOTE
Since when does the Zog wait for a
good excuse before ordering troops
into foreign wars that are none of our
business? These banksters behind the
big, profitable ones never jump in,
however, until the original sides are
about to sue for peace, then suddenly,
trumpets! The Yanks are coming…

region in the Eastern countryside of Hasaka
un der control of the Kurdish People’s
Defense Units (YPG).
The air base is located Southeast of the
town of Rimelan, which is one of the
YPG’s main strongholds and “largest arms
and ammunition depots.”

The U. S. has not received
or even asked for permission
from Damascus to reoccupy
that air base. Nor does the
United States have any kind
of mandate for intervening
in the Syria war.
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By Elliott Germain
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Transfer of Power

hen the U. S. national government
passed an unconstitutional amendment
or law that proved
destructive of liberty,
it was void and of no
effect. It cancelled that
compact between the
State and na tional
governments. We the
People were not to be
captive to such laws as
proscribed by a majority vote nationally
(or even State) if the preexisting liberties
are not preserved.
Opponents of this “interpretation” will
claim Article 5 of the Constitution states
that when an amendment is passed by the
prescribed method, it “shall be valid… as
part of this Constitution…” In other words,
if there was a constitutional amendment
passed that said every first-born male child
will be sacrificed to Baal, would such an
atrocity become law? It’s the same. Lawful
amendments to the U. S. Constitution must
preserve the liberties of each State. The
Declaration of Independence and every
State Constitution says so.
A third consideration: there are other
documents in addition to the Declaration of
Independence, every State’s Constitution
and the U. S. Constitution which comprise
a lawful part of the national compact. Each
State had to ratify the U. S. Constitution
before it could be law. Those ratifications
are an essential component of the national
compact, without which, there exists no
Constitution. Consider the words of Daniel
Webster spoken in 1851:
“The Union is a Union of States founded
upon compact. How is it to be supposed
that when different parties enter into a
compact for certain purposes, either can
disregard one provision of it and expect
others to observe the rest?”

Tell those neo-cons the game is up
Get involved with the non-voting

op pression” and that “no right, of any
denomination, can be cancelled, abridged,
restrained, or modified.” If the People of
Virginia determine that they have suffered
such violations, they may withdraw from
the federation and resume every power
previously ceded in said compact. That is
the right of secession.

Enduring principles
Re view the fol low ing documental
excerpts from these in a perspective of
confirming a State’s Right of Secession:
“That all men are by nature equally free
and independent, and have certain inherent
rights, of which, when they enter into a
state of society, they cannot, by any compact,
deprive or divest their posterity; namely,
the enjoyment of life and liberty…”
“That no free gov ern ment, or the
blessing of liberty, can be preserved to any
people but by a firm adherence to justice,
moder ation, temperance, frugality and
virtue, and by a frequent recurrence of
fundamental principles.”
“When in the course of human events,
it becomes necessary for one people to
dissolve the political bands which have
connected them with another…”
“We hold these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal, that they are
en dowed by their creator with cer tain
unalienable rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness
….That whenever any form of government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the

American Defense Party
Virginia and another proclaiming itself the
United States, but both fail to provide the
abundance of liberties guaranteed in 1776
or 1789. This unconstitutional body politic,
by its abuse of “emergency powers” and
legislative malfeasance, grossly constrains
our liberties and thus has proven itself to be
a “Pretender to the Throne.”

Monstrous deception
If our loss of liberty came by war, please
name the victor. What, “the United States”
claims to be that conqueror?! If liberty was
defeated by war, then surely there would be
a treaty, the legal and civilized ending of
wars? Where is such a treaty? So, if liberty
was lost at war and yet there was no treaty,
then let history reflect this truth so that “We
the People” may now treat with the victor
for our lawful standing. But, if there is no
“victor” and we’re ruled by a Pretender to
the Throne, it follows that America’s loss
of liberty came not by war but through
“legislation.”
If the loss of liberty came by “law,” then
provide “We the People” with such specific
laws, because both governments, the State
of Virginia and the United States, having
guaranteed and held liberty inviolate and
perpetual, carefully defined themselves
as governments of justice, moderation,
temperance, frugality and virtue. Yet the
absence of these conditions within today’s
governments is self-evident. Therefore,
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Fort Sumter
The treason of 1861
The treason surrounding the War of
1861 can be traced further back in time
than that year, into the hidden chambers of
Newburyport, Charleston, New Orleans,
Britain and even Frankfort, Germany. But
the betrayals originally hatched in those
occult conclaves did not come to fruition
until 1861 when they gained control of the
United States Government.
Should the beginning of “governmental”
treason be considered at the State level in
1860 when those first Southern States
seceded? As Chief Justice Chase declared,
secession is not rebellion, therefore the
technical answer is no. There is no treason
in secession, measured by the Constitution
which qualifies treason as in making war
against the States. Or, can it be claimed that
after secession and upon the first conflict
at Fort Sumter, that South Carolina and
those States comprising the Confederate
Army committed treason by firing upon
the military forces representing the United
States in South Carolina? Since secession
was legal, as explained above, the sovereign
State of South Carolina having voided the
Federation Compact and reasserted total
sovereignty within its territory thus had the
natural right to defend itself against both
invaders and trespassers. Self defense isn’t
treason.

Its definition

States rights
The stipulations written into each
State’s ratification is as binding a part of
the national compact as the Constitution
itself. The ratifications do not impose
restrictions on other States, only between
the national government and each individual
State. These are the conditions that bind the
compact, and without these agreed-upon
stipulations the State would not have joined
the Union. Virginia’s Act of Ratification
to the U. S. Constitution includes these
protections for the People of Virginia:
“We, the delegates of the people of
Virginia, duly elected… in behalf of the
People of Virginia, declare and make
known, that the powers granted under the
Constitution, being derived from the people
of the United States, may be resumed by
them, when so ever the same shall be
perverted to their injury or oppression; and
that ev ery power not granted thereby,
remains with them and at their will: that,
therefore, no right, of any denomination,
can be cancelled, abridged, restrained, or
modified.”
The People of Virginia may resume all
powers yielded in the national compact if
and when the national government perverts
its power to the “injury or oppression” of
the State of Virginia or the Peo ple of
Virginia; thus, no right can be cancelled,
abridged, restrained or modified. Therefore,
Virginia’s ratification refutes the liberal
interpretation of Article 5, that all national
amendments are the law of the land. All
amendments are subject to the proviso that
such are not “perverted to their injury or

defeated in war and no law is allowed to be
placed above our liberty, then we owe it to
our ancestors and posterity to challenge
this pretense of law that has destroyed our
people, liberty and land. Let us make a
stand for liberty now, or forget it forever.

Fort Sumter, South Carolina

right of the people to alter or abolish it, and
to institute a new Government…”
“The powers not delegated to the United
States by the Constitution, nor prohibited
by it to the States, are reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people.”
“We, the delegates of the people of
Virginia, duly elected… in behalf of the
people of Virginia, declare and make
known, that the powers granted under the
Constitution, being derived from the people
of the United States, may be re sumed
by them, whensoever the same shall be
perverted to their injury or oppression…”
How can Americans in States other than
Virginia compare their own State privileges
to the privileges of Virginians? Obtain a
favorable “interpretation” to the U. S.
Constitution’s Article 5, Section 2: “The
citizens of each State shall be entitled to all
privileges and immunities of citizens in the
several States.” And consider the words of
Daniel Webster as spoken in 1833:

“If the Union was formed
by the accession of States then
the Union may be dissolved
by the secession of States.”
Proving the legality of secession does
not undo the treason of 1861. Today the
rights of the posterity of Virginia have
been lost in countless ways. Where are the
sovereign States? Where are the liberties
Virginia was so surely guaranteed? Where
is the original national government? There
is a body politic calling itself the State of

this “Pretender to the Throne” cannot be
the original Virginia or United States. The
loss of liberty cannot have come by “law”
because no law is allowed to place itself
above liberty.
America’s loss of liberty did not come
by “war” and neither did it come by “law”;
therefore, with those two considerations out
of the question, it remains that America’s
loss of liberty came by way of treason. Yes,
treason, ascending in war and calling itself
“law.”

Who are we?

This unfortunate situation calls upon
Americans to invent a new word that will
describe themselves. When a citizen gets
kicked out of his country, he is called an
“expatriate.” But, because the defenders of
constitutional law – previously designated
“rebels” – have not actually been sent into
exile, they cannot rightfully be referred to
as “expatriates.” Yet, as constitutionalists
still living upon the same geography that
our Founding Fathers claimed for us in
perpetuity, we must allow that an evil cabal
of powerful men have by stealth and legal
fictions pulled our Nation from under us
and replaced it with their “New America.”
And they tell us nothing has changed, that
their “New America” is our original and
beloved America.
We haven’t left our Nation. It has been
stolen from us. We are not expatriates but
“dispatriates.” We’ve been dispatriated.
So, if American liberty has not been
subverted and the land of our forefathers is
still beneath our feet and we have not been

Because the intent of those occult forces
operating within the Southern States was to
create a war, then, yes, such persons would
be guilty of treason. If one, some or all of
the Southern States invaded the Northern
States or Washington, D.C., there would be
grounds for charging all those instigating
such an invasion with treason. Technically,
however, treason is a crime against one’s
own government so, if the States in question
have lawfully seceded, it is not treason but
an international war. The same can be said
for the occult forces operating in the North
who instigated that war against the South,
which necessarily began with planning and
pre-war preparations, then instigations. All
such persons, North and South, might have
been charged guilty of treason for activities
undertaken before the secession.
As mentioned earlier, members of the
Ohio-based Knights of the Golden Circle
fired the first shots of the war (General
Beauregard at Fort Sumter) and the last
shot of the war (John Wilkes Booth at
Ford’s Theater). That is a generalization
based closely upon the official dates of the
war. The last battle of the war was fought in
Texas on May 12th and 13th 1865, almost a
month after Booth shot Lincoln. And the
first deliberately-instigated conflict of the
war could be placed at Harpers Ferry on
October 16, 1859.
John Brown was financially supported
by a group called the “Secret Six” in New
England. Brown was raised on a farm
owned by the radical New York millionaire
Garrett Smith. Brown and his men received
training from a British mercenary named
Hugh Forbes – who had served under
Giuseppe Garibaldi, the European military
leader having conquered the Papal States
who declined Lincoln’s invitation to lead
his Union Army. John Brown, a political
ex trem ist trained by as so ci ates of the
European Illuminati, was controlled by
Thomas Higginson of the Newburyport
Massachusetts nest of Templars.

Ideal mercenary
Brown’s wife, six first cousins and two
of his children having been pronounced
medically insane, here was just the man
those Northern instigators wanted. Prior to
Brown’s showdown in Virginia, he already
had massacred innocent farm families in
Kansas. But, Kansas not being a Southern
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State, and the slave-owning Kansas families
he murdered there weren’t a “government,”
those shots cannot be considered the first
shots of the war.
John Brown was a White man who led
thirteen White men and five Negroes to
attack a federal arsenal in Harpers Ferry,
Virginia. The New England warmongers
used him in their attempt to instigate a
slave rebellion in Virginia. Brown’s intent
was to set up his own territory in western
Virginia as a base of operations where all
escaped slaves could go and join in his
rebellion.

Lone cry

Certain American statesmen pondered
the deeper tactical intent of Brown’s actions,
as stated by Senator Andrew Johnson after
Brown’s capture but before any secessions:
“John Brown stands before the country
as a murderer… The time has arrived when
these things ought to be stopped; when
encroachments on the institutions of the
South ought to cease… when the Southern
States… should be let alone… when you
must either preserve the Constitution or
you must destroy this Union.”
John Brown captured the Harpers Ferry
armory to acquire more weapons for his
future army of runaway slaves. The local
militia responded, a fight ensued and men
died on both sides. Among the Virginians
killed by Brown’s insurgents was a free
Negro of Harpers Ferry. Colonel Robert E.
Lee was sent from Washington D.C. on the
17th of October with 100 U. S. Marines to
end the siege. Brown refused to surrender.
Lee’s men broke through the arsenal doors,
en tered into close-quar ter combat and
when the smoke cleared Brown had lost
ten men. John Brown survived and was
tried for treason, found guilty and hanged

on December 2nd, 1859.
Brown’s raid is instructive toward the
clarification of two contentious points that
usually surround the War of 1861.
Point One: The U. S. Constitution, Article
III, Section 3 (clause 1), defines treason:
“Treason against the United States shall
con sist only in levying war against
them…” Notice the plural, “them,” that is,
any State or States. Federal troops from
Washington, D. C., under the command of
Colonel Robert E. Lee put an end to the
insurrection in Virginia. Treason is a crime
against “a Nation.” John Brown was found
guilty of treason against the “Commonwealth of Virginia,” not the United States.
The federal government under President
Buchanan, thus under the Constitution at
Article I, Section 8 (clause 15), admitted
that Virginia was a sovereign Nation, and
called out the militia to sup press a true
in sur rec tion.
Point Two: Certain uninformed persons
may contend that Robert E. Lee committed
treason when he resigned from the U. S.
Army on April 20th, 1861, to eventually

lead an army in defense of his home State
of Virginia. The federal government had,
two years ear lier, admitted that John
Brown committed treason against the
Commonwealth of Virginia by raising
arms against that State. From that, it can
only be concluded that if Lee had remained
in the federal army, and employed in the
raising of arms against the Commonwealth
of Virginia, he, too, would have been guilty
of treason against his Nation. Lee was
forced to abandon his home, which was
confiscated by the Union Army and made
into Arlington National Cemetery. Lee
sacrificed all; the charges against him – by
idiots – will not stand.
As the Southern States started to secede,
beginning on December 20th 1860, they
reclaimed their sovereign rights even before
entering into the Confederacy on February
8, 1861. In reaffirming their sovereignty,
they also reclaimed the “U. S.” Forts that
were located within their respective States.

Radicals North and South
were looking for just such an
excuse to start a war – and
forcing jurisdiction over these
forts could be that excuse.
South Carolina sent a delegation to
Wash ing ton, D. C., to ne go ti ate with
Pres ident Bu chanan for the eq ui ta ble
ex change of fed eral prop erty lo cated
within South Carolina, which included
Fort Sumter. Buchanan refused to see
them, saying that it was up to Con gress.
By January 1st, 1861, all of America was
taking the Southern State secessions very
seriously.
On January 2, the Commanding General
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of United States forces, Winfield Scott,
advised that a non-naval vessel be used to
resupply the troops at Fort Sumter. Scott
went to President Buchanan and persuaded
him to allow a civilian ship, Star of the
West, to secretly carry 200 to 250 troops
and ammu nition to Sumter. How ever,
the South had allies (and ears) within the
U. S. government. The pro-Southern United
States Secretary of War had already made a
secret agreement with the State of South
Carolina to supply them with 10,000 U. S.
Rifles. And, remember, Buchanan did not
believe that the U. S. had any right to use
force against a seceded State. The details
of General Scott’s plan leaked out, but the
plan continued.
The intentions of the Federal Army
seemed ominous. Other Southern States,
also having Union forts in them, struggled
with the same situation. On January 5th the
Sovereign State of Alabama seized Fort
Morgan and Fort Gaines. Florida, having
seceded on December 22nd, soon began
repossessing Union forts within its borders.
On January 6th, Florida seized the Federal
Arsenal at Apalachicola, and on January
7th Fort Marion and St. Augustine, many
of these forts being empty. After all, the
entire U. S. Army in 1860 consisted of only
16,400 men. However, Union troops at
Fort Barrancas did resist the Florida State
troops at Pensacola and, on January 8th,
1861, fired the first shots of the war against
the State of Florida. Remember: at the time
there was no Confederate government,
only seceded sovereign States. The Union
Army fired on the Nation of Florida. There
were no deaths.
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Takfiri terror propped up by Israel, notes Hezbollah
Billions upon billions of our tax
dollars go to that little rogue State
occupying Syria’s Golan Heights
and scheming for the world.

Sheikh Naim Qassem
Hezbollah’s deputy secretary general
presstv.ir

The Lebanese resistance movement of
Hezbollah says the Israeli regime supports
Takfiri terrorists operating in the Middle
East region.
“Takfiri terrorism, which is supported
by Israeli terrorism, is the central crisis in
this region,” Sheikh Naim Qassem, who is

Hezbollah’s deputy secretary general, said
on August 18.

Israel, which continues to
oc cupy Leb a non’s Shebaa
Farms and Syria’s Golan
Heights, is widely known as
supporting terrorists trying
to topple the government of
President Bashar al-Assad of
Syria.
Israel offers medical help to the Takfiri
terrorists who are injured in fighting inside
Syria. According to Israel’s Channel Two
television, the number of militants treated
by Israeli medical staff since 2011 has
reached 2,100.
In December 2015, British newspaper
The Daily Mail said Israel had saved the
lives of more than 2,000 Takfiri militants
since 2013.

In August 2014, Fateh al-Sham Front,
formerly known as Nusra Front, and Daesh
terrorist groups overran eastern Lebanon’s
town of Arsal, killing a number of Lebanese
forces. They took thirty soldiers hostage,
most of whom have been released.
Since then, the army and Hezbollah have
been defending Lebanon on the eastern
frontier, preventing terrorism in neighboring
Syria from spilling over into the country.
Hezbollah fight ers have also been
assisting Syrian government forces in their
fight against Takfiri ter ror ists. Back in
May, Hezbollah said Takfiri terror groups
had killed the movement’s top military
commander, Mustafa Badreddine, in Syria.
In his August 18 remarks, Qassem said,
“We have determined the risks… and found
that we have to count on our selves [to
confront] the two branches of terrorism,”
i.e., Takfiri terrorism and Israeli terrorism.
“We have always said that resistance is
the solution,” he said.

The Hezbollah official also lashed out at
the United States for not engaging Daesh
“in any real confrontation – despite having
the capacity [to do so].”

The true target: all humanity
Since 2014, the U. S. and dozens of its
allies have been pounding what they say
are Daesh targets in Syria and Lebanon
without any evidence on the ground that the
Takfiri terror group has been meaningfully
dislodged.
Qassem said Takfiris “threaten the Islamic
iden tity, hu man ex is tence and fu ture
gen er a tions.”
He said Hezbollah “has been and remains
Lebanon’s pillar for stability, and without
it, Lebanon would have vanished in the
wind of regional crises.”
Hezbollah is credited with driving Israeli
troops out of southern Lebanon in the 2006
war. The resistance movement fought
another war with Israel in 2000.

Millions of Yemenis rally for Supreme Political Council
The N.Y.-D.C. Axis that urged
on and supported Saudi Arabia’s
now failed bombing and invading
of its neighbor Yemen wants out of
the game. Next put-up-or-shut-up:
Syria. In this information age, is
the Zog (again) losing it?
presstv.ir

Millions of people have rallied in
Yemen to voice their strong support for a
political body recently formed to run the
country in the face of a Saudi military
campaign directed at reinstating a former
president.
People took to the streets in the capital in
their millions before converging on a main
square to support the Supreme Political
Council, formed after peace talks with the
Saudi side broke down recently.
They waved national Yemeni flags and
chanted slogans like “We will sacrifice our
souls and blood for the sake of Yemen,” as
patriotic songs played.
They also held placards with messages
reading, “Reforms are the most efficient

Yemenis hold a demonstration to support the
Supreme Political Council in the capital, Sana’a,
August 20, 2016.

popular force in the face of enemies” in
Arabic in an apparent reference to Saudi
Arabia and Abd Rabbuh Mansur Hadi.

West’s puppet leader outed
Hadi resigned as president in January
2015 and then fled to Saudi Arabia which
launched a ferocious military campaign
against Yemen two months later to restore
him to power.
The formation of the Supreme Political
Council prompted Yemen’s parliament to
hold its first session last month since the
outbreak of that conflict. The lawmakers
endorsed their new council and formally

stripped Hadi of any responsibility.
The decision to establish the council
was made by Yemen’s Houthi Ansarullah
movement and ex-President Ali Abdullah
Saleh’s General People’s Congress party
back in late July. It was formally launched
on August 6, when the Houthis and Saleh’s
faction announced that they both had an
equal share in the ten-member body.

Saudi raids continue
The decision prompted Saudi Arabia to
step up its air strikes on Yemen, especially
the capital Sana’a.
On Saturday, August 20, Saudi Arabian

Yemenis walk through the rubble of a house
destroyed by the Saudi Ara bian military in the
capital, Sana’a, August 11, 2016.

warplanes launched separate aerial attacks
on the Baqim, Saqayn and As Safra districts
in the northern Sa’ada province, leaving
several people injured.
An unspecified number of civilians also
lost their lives and sustained injuries when
Saudi military aircraft conducted five air
strikes against one area in the Usaylan
district of Shabwah province.
In the northern Sana’a Province, Saudi
jets attacked the Arhab district, leaving at
least three people dead.
Elsewhere, in the Lawdar district of the
southern Abyan province, pro-Hadi militia
opened fire on an automobile at a security
checkpoint, killing a civilian and injuring
three others.
Two Yemeni civilians were also killed
and three others injured in Saudi strikes
against the Harf Sufyan district of the
northwestern Amran province.
Yemen has seen almost daily military
attacks by Saudi Arabia since late March
2015, with internal sources putting the toll
from the bloody ag gression at about
10,000.
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Jews against humans
By J. B. Campbell
jbcampbellextremismonline.com

I don’t know what Jews are, but I know
what they are not, which is
human. I don’t know where
they come from. For that
matter, I don’t know where
we come from, but it’s not
the same place.
Jews are aliens in every
sense of the word. They even cultivate an
alien ap pear ance. Is there any thing as
strange as an orthodox Jew with his sinister
black clothes and curly earlocks and ugly
fedora? And of course bathing is not the
custom of the orthodox, so they smell very
bad all the time. They do this on purpose,
for effect, for the shock value on us humans.
Thanks to the latest Gaza slaughter,
things are coming into focus for many
more people. Many people are wondering:
what’s wrong with Jews? Why is it so easy
for them to kill people? Why do they enjoy
it so much? Thanks to the internet, millions
are now wondering this online. Before the
internet, there was no place to wonder this
in public. We weren’t allowed to wonder
anything about Jews except how wonderful
they are.

Truth at last

Today the world knows that Jews aren’t
wonderful. The world knows that Jews are
dreadful. And the Jews know this. The
Jews want the world to think of them as
dreadful and to be afraid of them. They
want the world to fear the Jewish nuclear
arsenal which they coyly decline to discuss.
One of their military pro fessors, van
Creveld, was authorized to threaten Europe
with Jewish nuclear attack if Europe
should turn against Israel:
We possess several hun dred atomic
warheads and rockets and can launch them
at targets in all directions, perhaps even at
Rome. Most European capitals are targets
for our air force…. We have the capability
to take the world down with us. And I can
assure you that that will happen before
Israel goes under.
Based on the total FUBAR by Israel of
its part of Operation Cyanide in 1967, we
have to won der if the Jewish ar senal is
re ally a carefully con trived hoax. Pretty
much everything we think we know about
Jews is a Jewish hoax.

Masters of fraud
For ex ample, their Jew ish ness. The
Jewishness of Jews is the number one
Jewish fable. The Jewish writer Arthur
Koestler demolished this fable back in
1976 with his best seller, The Thirteenth
Tribe, the first pop u lar look we got at
the Khazars and their de scen dants, the
Ashkenazim. The Ashkenazim are the
ersatz Hebrews who happen to make up the
entire leadership of Israel. Three years ago
an Israeli named Shlomo Sand ripped off
Koestler with a virtually identical book,
The Invention of the Jewish People. This
book again took the Jews by sur prise,
undercutting the basis of Zionism, the alien
invasion, occupation and mass theft and
mur der of Pal es tine. Like the Koestler
book, it wrecked the “anti-Semitism”
racket. Both authors ex plained to their
Israeli readers that they, the Israeli readers,
were neither Semitic nor Hebrew. Same for
the New York readers and the L. A. readers
and the Miami readers. They’re all fake,
wannabe Jews.
Briefly, the people of Khazaria were,
around 800 AD, ordered by their king to
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The First Freedom is spreading “hate!” whine
those who misapprehend us survivors. It’s really
out of pity that we try so hard to de-program the
brainwashed. Order a boxful of extra copies for
$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

adopt the law of the Hebrews as their own.
We can’t call it a religion. The Talmud and
the Old Testament are actually manuals of
war against humanity based on harsh racial
laws. There is no mercy for their human
enemies in these very unpleasant works.
The name of their god, YHVH, also means
the Jewish people. This allows them to
choose themselves and worship themselves
in what we could call a closed loop of
extreme and violent narcissism.
Their priests insist that non-Jews are on
this planet to serve them. And that it is
kosher that non-Jews can be cheated, lied
to and murdered with impunity. This Jewish
principle is honored on their most sacred
holiday, Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement.
An other hoax, because they atone for
nothing. Instead of atoning for their crimes
against humanity, they declare a new war
three times on this “holy day,” with the
thrice-recited oath, the Kol Nidre. This vile
“prayer” is a personal declaration of war
against the humans. It is a warning that
nothing a Jew says for the next year is true.
The Jewish story is a tale of murderous
insanity, as we have seen over the past in
tiny Gaza. The first time we actually see
this in the modern era is in the Bolshevik
Revo lution of 1917. Shortly after Jews
mas sa cred the en tire family of Tsar
Nikolas in 1918, Trotsky’s Red Army
newspaper announced:
Without mercy, without sparing, we will
kill our enemies by the scores of hundreds,
let them be thousands, let them drown
themselves in their own blood… let there
be floods of blood of the bourgeoisie –
more blood, as much as possible.
“Bourgeoisie” is the Communist word
of contempt for the middle class.

Intimidating the public
Trotsky himself wrote about the murder
of the Tsar’s family:
The decision was not only expedient but
necessary. The severity of this punishment
showed everyone that we would continue
to fight on mercilessly, stopping at nothing.
The execution of the Tsar’s family was
needed not only in order to frighten, horrify,
and instill a sense of hopelessness in the
enemy but also to shake up our own ranks,
to show that there was no turning back,
that ahead lay either total victory or total
doom. This Lenin sensed well.
Trotsky’s real name was Bronstein. Lenin
(Ulyanov) was revealed in declassified
Soviet documents as a Jew. Their Jewish
colleague, Grigori Zinoviev, said this at a
Communist meeting in 1918:
We must carry along with us 90 million
out of the 100 million of Soviet Russia’s
inhabitants. As for the rest, we have nothing
to say to them. They must be annihilated.
The Jews murdered a lot more than ten
million Russians and other peoples by the
time they were done. Hell, they probably
killed that many just in Ukraine, rather
than the ad ver tised three mil lion. The
generally recognized Soviet death toll is
over sixty million souls. Some researchers
insist that the appetite of the GULAG for
seventy years of extermination of normal
people by working them to death would
have ex ceeded even the Commu nist
Chinese death toll.
There are two main branches of Judaism:
Terrorism and Finance Capitalism. Terrorism
is the action arm of Judaism and comes in
two main forms: Communism and Zionism.
Jewish terrorism was first seen in the
French Reign of Terror but not widely
understood as such, since the big Terrorists
were French Freemasons. The author of
the Jewish Protocols explained around
1897 that the Freemasons are tools of the
Jewish syndicate and are not independent.
Finance Capitalism is how the terrorism
gets paid for, because terrorists are very
expensive. Finance Capitalism is the big
Jewish secret of success. It is the lending
of credit to governments which become
hopelessly indebted to the Jewish lenders,
who must be repaid in something valuable

plus in ter est. Sub sti tute pay ments for
unpayable debts were favors, appointments
of Jews to powerful positions in government,
special licenses, etc.
The Jew traditionally has sought to be
the invisible power behind the throne. We
usually didn’t see powerful Jews in the
U. S. government until Louis Brandeis was
appointed by Wilson to the Supreme Court
in 1916. JFK had the Rostow brothers as
advisors and Johnson had Abe Fortas and
Arthur Goldberg working for him. Then all
hell broke loose with Nixon appointing
Henry Kissinger as his national security
advisor and then secretary of state!
That unleashed the Jewish dogs of hell
which erupted in the Reagan administration
with the so-called “neo-conservatives,”
vir tually all Jewish Communists who
switched to the Republican Party and made
it pro-Israel. Communism and Zionism
are virtually identical forms of terrorism
except the former was based in New York
and Moscow and the latter is based in New
York and Tel Aviv. The Com mu nists
pretended to be our enemies and the Zionists
pretend to be our friends.
Peter S. sent an important point which
prompted this essay:
On be half of his spon sors, the
Rothschilds, Na po leon Bonaparte
com mis sioned a fab ricated his tory of
An cient Egypt from Jean Francois
Champollion for the purpose of “validating”
the Torah so the Rothschilds could use it to
back up their claim for Palestine. They did
not want Palestine for the Jews, they
wanted the Jews for Palestine, to be human
shields for Mossad, the private intelligence
and assassination service of the Lombardy
bankers since Babylon.
The same could be said for Cyrus
Schofield and his Zion ist concordance
bible. This ex-convict (for fraud and
forgery) was sponsored by the infamous
Jewish lawyer, Samuel Untermeyer, and
the Jew ish fixer, Ber nard Baruch, to
annotate the Bible to justify Ashkenazi Jews
flooding into Palestine. This Schofield
propaganda is the basis for the Christian
fundamentalists’ fanatical support for
Jewish terrorism and dominance in the
Middle East.

Untermeyer and Baruch in
1917 teamed up to pressure
President Wilson to declare
war on Germany, according
to Benjamin Freedman, who
later accompanied Wilson to
Versailles to lower the boom
on the defeated Germans,
causing incredible suffering,
mass starvation, hyperinflation
and the eventual violent deaths
of millions of Germans and
millions of others due to the
actions of the Jewish monsters.
Then the same Untermeyer and Baruch
pushed America into World War II with
Untermeyer being authorized by the Jewish
syndicate to declare Jewish economic war
on Germany in 1933, when it became clear

that Adolf Hitler was demonstrating to the
world how to achieve prosperity with no
Jewish gold, despite the denial of Jewish
debt-based currency to the starving peoples
of the world by the Jewish Federal Reserve.
This, in the middle of the Great World

Depression, was the German Economic
Miracle that took destitute Germany from
starvation to full employment in a year and
a half, simply by issuing debt-free currency.
For this greatest of all offenses to Jewish
finance capitalism, Germany had to be
fire-bombed into smoking rubble and, again,
subjected to slow death by starvation.
According to James Bacque in Crimes and
Mercies, Dwight Eisenhower’s post-war
starvation orders resulted in the deaths of
from nine to twelve million Germans from
the end of the war to 1948, more than were
killed during the war by Eisenhower’s
gener als.

Their boy Ike

In an in ter view af ter he was out of
office, Eisenhower said the smartest thing
he’d ever done was to ask Bernard Baruch
for ad vice on his career when he was a
lieutenant-colonel going nowhere in 1939.
Soon he was on the fast-track to five stars
and the mass slaughter of the German
people on behalf of Judaism – and the
presidency as his reward.
That’s why I say that the Jews are some
alien life form that is totally hostile to the
Earth’s human population. I don’t pretend
to know whence they came, or claim that
they are reptiles. They act like reptiles and
are certainly as cold-blooded and heartless
as rep tiles and what I do know is that
they have to be wiped out entirely, just as
rattlesnakes under your house have to be
exterminated. The Jewish mayor of New
York has the face of a reptile, so I can see
how this idea got started. This is the guy
who prohibited food given to the hungry
because it might not have his Jewish idea
of nutritional value! If a non-Jew had done
this, the New York papers would have
made him into a laughingstock. A Jew must
not be mocked in New York – or anywhere.

War by deception
Re member one thing: famine is the
favorite Jewish method of extermination.
It costs nothing and produces an agonizing
death. It’s what’s planned for America
when the Jews think the time is right. The
reader must prepare for the famine that is
planned for us by the Jews. Have a look at
Ukraine’s holodomor. It’s the model for
what they, the Jews, plan for us in America.
Precious metals will not be precious in a
famine. Food, water and ammunition will
be precious. These are the things we will
need to survive and destroy Judaism.
While there is no ac tual con nec tion
be tween the Ash ke nazi Jews and the

— Decision time —
legendary characters of the Old Testament,
today’s Jews base their behavior on that of
the legendary Jews. The number one role
model is Joseph, eleventh son of Jacob, as
told in Genesis. Study this story of contrived
shortages and deliberately-caused famine.
It is the story of the Federal Reserve and
Monsanto.
If we continue on our present course of
government borrowing from Jewish lenders,
our monetary system will kill us because
society will collapse. If we con tinue to
eat poisoned food provided by Jewish
Monsanto, we are doomed. The monetary
policy can be fixed virtually overnight but
our genetically modified food may not be
so easily neutralized. One thing is certain:
if we do not remove every aspect of Jewish
control of our lives, the human race will die
out, and rather quickly.

Today’s obligation
Some say, forget about Gaza – concentrate
on America. Well, we can’t forget about
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the U. S. military will stop threatening the
world with extinction.
So our first great task as Amer i can
revolutionaries is to destroy every vestige
of Judaism in America, in government,
banking, the food chain, medicine and
information (mind control). Everywhere
we find Judaism, we must eradicate it.

“COUNTERING OFFICIAL Zionist
historiography, Sand questions whether
the Jew ish Peo ple ever ex isted as a
national group with a common origin in
the Land of Israel/Palestine. He concludes
that the Jews should be seen as a religious
community comprising a mishmash of
in di vid u als and groups that had
converted to the ancient monotheistic
religion but do not have any historical
right to establish an independent Jewish
State in the Holy Land. In short, the
Jewish People, according to Sand, are not
really a “peo ple” in the sense of having
a common ethnic origin and national
heritage. They certainly do not have a
political claim over the territory that
today constitutes Israel and the occupied
Pal es tin ian ter ri to ries, in clud ing
Je ru sa lem.”
– Leon T. Hadar

Boycott, divest and sanction

Get this book anywhere in C. S. A. or
U. S. for $18.79 PPD or FREE with a twoyear NEW $50 subscription. Send check
or money order to:
The First Freedom
P. O. Box 385
Silverhill, Alabama 36576

Gaza because that’s our baby. Gaza and the
rest of Palestine is running in blood again
because of the Jewish American government.
The only thing we Americans can do is kill
this Jewish government that is using Israel
as its agent of sadism, murder and total
destruction.
Israel itself doesn’t do much damage
compared with the American air force and

The First Freedom

army obliterating whole countries such as
Iraq and Afghanistan. Israel can’t do much
because it is run by inept and kill-crazy but
lazy Jews. Yet Jewish finance capitalism is
the quartermaster of the Jewish American
death machine. Without Jewish financing,
Communism and Zionism collapse. The
U. S. military will also collapse without
Jewish funding. Without Jewish direction,

The first step toward anti-Jewish action
is to discuss this with friends and family.
Jewish friends must be dropped and Jews
in general shunned. After all, what has any
Jew whom you know done or said anything
to stop Israel from its plan to nuke Iran? As
Brother Nathanael has warned, every Jew
is politically aware and sees all issues by
one measurement: “Is this good for Jews?”
If your Jewish friends aren’t talking, it’s
because they approve what America and
Israel are doing to the humans.
Put as simply as possible – what the
Jews have done to their human enemies
must be done to them. Everywhere in the
world but mainly in Jewish America. They
have slaughtered millions of Middle Eastern
human enemies in the past two decades, not
even to mention the damage they did, the
blood they spilled in Russia and Germany.
On a one-for-one basis, the Jews owe us
humans just about their entire population,
whatever that is.

Texas State gold depository another step closer to reality
By Michael Maharrey

T

tenthamendmentcenter.com

he creation of a State gold depository
in Texas represents a power shift away
from the federal government to the State,
and it pro vides a blue print that could
ultimately end the Fed. The depository
inched closer to reality in July when Texas
officials formally called for businesses to
submit their plans for building the facility.

Gov er nor Greg Ab bot
signed legislation creating
the State Gold Bullion And
Precious Metal Depository
in June of 2015.
The fa cil ity will not only pro vide a
se cure place for in di vid u als, busi ness,
cities, counties, government agencies and
even other countries to store gold and other

Texas Governor Greg Abbot

precious metals, the law also creates a
mechanism to facilitate the everyday use of
gold and silver in business transactions. In
short, a person will be able to deposit gold
or silver – and pay other people through
electronic means or checks – in sound
money.
The State issued a formal Request for
Proposals in July. Companies interested in
building and running the facility must have
their plans submitted by September 30.
According to a Star-Telegram article,
“State officials want a facility ‘with an
e-commerce component that also provides
for secure physical storage for bullion in
an existing facility or a newly constructed
facility.’ Officials say plans for a depository
should include online services that would
let customers accept, transfer and withdraw

bullion deposits and related fees.
“By making gold and silver available for
regular, daily transactions by the general
public, the new law has the potential for
wide-reaching effect. Professor William
Greene is an expert on constitutional
tender and said in a paper for the Mises
Institute that when people in multiple
States actually start using gold and silver
instead of Federal Reserve notes, it would
effectively nullify the Federal Reserve and
end the federal government’s monopoly on
money.
“Over time, as residents of the State use
both Federal Reserve notes and silver and
gold coins, the fact that the coins hold their
value more than Federal Reserve notes do
will lead to a ‘re verse Gres ham’s Law’
effect, where good money (gold and silver
coins) will drive out bad money (Federal
Reserve notes).
“As this happens, a cascade of events
can begin to occur, including the flow of
real wealth toward the State’s treasury, an
influx of banking business from outside of
the State – as people in other States carry
out their desire to bank with sound money
– and an eventual outcry against the use of
Federal Reserve notes for any transactions.”

It’s moving for ward
A spokesman for Texas Comptroller
Glenn Hegar called the col lec tion of
proposals for building and running the
depository “an important step along the
process.”
“It does show the depository is moving
forward. And it shows that Comptroller
Hegar is committed to ensuring Texans and
Texas businesses have a safe and secure
place to store their gold.”
Tell those neo-cons the game is up
Get involved with the non-voting

American Defense Party

Over the last year, State officials have
developed specific criteria for the new
depository. Officials say more than a dozen
compa nies have offered in put into its
de velop ment.

Lone Star State shows way
University of Houston political science
pro fes sor Brandon Rottinghaus said
development of a State gold depository
was a step toward independence.

“This is another in a long line of ways
to make Texas more self-reliant and less
tethered to the federal government. The
financial impact is small but the political
impact is telling. Many conservatives are
interested in returning to the gold standard
and circumvent the Federal Reserve in
whatever small way they can.”
The Texas gold depository will create
a mechanism to challenge the federal
government’s monopoly on money, and
provides a blueprint for others to follow.
Last spring, the Ten nes see leg is la ture
passed a resolution approving the idea of a
gold depository in Tennessee. Consider the
ramifications if Tennessee follows through
and other States do likewise. If the majority
of States controlled their own supply of
gold, it could conceivably make the Federal
Reserve completely irrelevant.
Here we have the blueprint to literally
end the Fed.
Michael Maharrey is the Communications Director
for the Tenth Amendment Center. He proudly resides
in the orig i nal home of the Prin ci ples of ’98 –
Kentucky. He is the author of the book, Our Last
Hope: Rediscovering the Lost Path to Liberty. You
can visit his personal website at MichaelMaharrey.com
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Time to come aboard the overland railroad
An African-American apologizes
for misattributed perceptions of
White racism against Blacks, as it’s
perpetrated by Jews.
By Dontell Jackson
wethoughttheywerewhite.weebly.com

Hello and welcome to my website, We
Thought They Were
White. My name is
Dontell Jackson, and,
like many Af ri canAmer i cans, I was
brought up in a culture
deeply in fused with
propaganda designed to lay the blame for
all of the Black race’s ills on the White
man. It was not until I began looking into
the actual history of Blacks, Whites, and
other races in America that I came to realize
that many if not most of the resentment that
African-Americans harbor regarding our
long history of abuse and exploitation has
been intentionally misdirected by those
who are most responsible for it, to shift the

blame away from themselves as a people
onto the White race whom they regard as
their enemies.
The reality is that the White race had
little to do with the slave trade that took our
ancestors away from Africa and sold them
into bondage in the New World. That crime
was committed not by White Europeans but
by Jews who were engaged in transatlantic
commerce between the Old World and the
Americas where they hoped to establish a
New Jerusalem from which to rule the
world by way of exploiting all races who
were not members of their tribe of “chosen
people.” In their efforts to accomplish that
goal, the White race has been hoodwinked
and manipulated as unsuspecting pawns
almost as much as the Black race has been.

Anything for a dollar
Blacks have been purposely misled by the
Jewish people who, in previous centuries,
built their fortunes in the transatlantic slave
trade, and who continue to manipulate and
exploit us even today. Because most Black

people make no distinction between Jews
and Whites, it is easy for the Jews to evade
justice and escape blame for the wrongs
that they have inflicted on our people for
centuries by convincing Blacks that it was
the White man who did it. In most cases the
vast majority of the White race had nothing
to do with slavery or other crimes that have
been committed against our people. Whites
were and continue to be exploited and
manip u lated by the Jews, the same as
Blacks, and their race is even more hated
by the Jew, who simply disregards Blacks
with indifference, the same as other races.
We are all pawns to the Jews who have no
other use for us beyond being a source of
profit to them and a weapon that can be
used to help destroy Whites, whom they
see as their sworn enemies, by encouraging
us to breed with them until there are no
longer any Whites left.
I would like to invite all of my Black
brothers and sisters to join me in today’s
un tangling of the lies, deceptions and
half-truths that have been foisted upon us

as a race, and to explore
the true history of what
has been done to us as a
people by those who were more than happy
to encourage us to think these wrongs were
committed against us by Whites, when in
reality those crimes were carried out by
Jews.

Knowledge is power

Please feel free to share the information
that I have presented online at my website
wethoughttheywerewhite.weebly.com
with as many of your friends, relatives and
associates as possible, so that as a people
we can gain greater freedom through
knowledge of the truth which is the only
thing that can set us free from the state of
subjugation, manipulation, and exploitation
at the hands of those who have deceived us
and who continue to do so. Let us educate
ourselves as a people by sharing this
knowledge of the truth among all of our
race so that we can at last break free of the
bondage of lies and superstition that have
enslaved our minds and our spirits.

CNN selectively edits words of shooting victim’s sister
By Kristine Marsh

A

newsbusters.org

ugust 16 – CNN’s
Ana Cabrera issued their
“clarification” on Twitter
for the report having used
deceptive and selective
editing that she described
as… “shorthanded.”

Lügenpresse
In this classic case of
media bias by omission,
CNN took extra care Monday to leave out a
crucial part of their reports on the police
shooting in Milwaukee. A Black police
officer having fatally shot Sylville Smith
the previous Sunday after he refused to put
down his gun, riots and violence ensued
in the city. Smith’s family was eager to talk
to the media and his sister Sherelle had a
message that should have been covered
and condemned by the media. Instead,
CNN decided to air her words but curtail

them before they became controversial.

Manufactured story
In the video posted by user DeeconX on
Twitter, Sherelle Smith can be seen in front
of several reporters, calling for violence to
end… in the city. What she says next is
shocking:
“Burnin’ down s**t ain’t going to help
nothin’! Y’all burnin’ down s**t we need
in our commu nity. Take that s** t to the

sub urbs. Burn that s ** t
down! We need our s**t!
We need our weaves. I
don’t wear it. But we need
it.”
But you wouldn’t guess
Smith had said anything of
the kind based on CNN’s
re port ing. Both on their
website and televised on
CNN Newsroom Monday,
CNN de scribed Sherelle
Smith “calling
for peace.” They conveniently
left out the rest of her words
calling for protesters to burn
down the suburbs.
On CNN.com, under the
sub head, “Res i dents try to
heal,” the article read:
“Smith’s sister Sherelle Smith
con demned the vi o lence,
saying the community needs
the businesses affected. ‘Don’t

bring that violence here,’ Neal, his other
sister, said while sobbing.”
That was all CNN reported. Again, on
CNN Newsroom next day, correspondent
Ana Cabrera reported that Sherelle Smith
was “calling for peace,” before playing just
a few seconds of Smith’s words that left
out the most damning part.
In CNN’s video, Chyron incorrectly
identified Sherelle as Kimberly Neal, yet
another sister of the man shot, who is
standing to Sherelle’s right.

Hands up, don’t shoot those who question BLM’s motives
A South Carolina fire station was
closed, its firefighters terminated,
after a facebook post that criticized
the Black Lives Matter syndicate.
saboteur365.wordpress.com

T

here is a reason why writing under a
pen name is normal for smart White people.
It’s not cowardice, it’s common sense. You
will be de stroyed if you op pose the

pro-Black, pro-criminal, anti-police agenda
in America.

BLM has been associated
with law less ness since its
in cep tion in Fer gu son,
Missouri in 2014.
An example is pictured above. It should
not be above criticism.
A to tal of three Co lumbia firefighters now have been fired over
unprofessional Facebook postings
aimed at Black Lives Matter protesters,
and the city closed one fire station
where the first post originated and
put 31 oth ers on pre cau tion ary
lockdown, fire chief Aubrey Jenkins
said Wednesday.
The Eau Claire fire station closed

about 1 AM Monday after someone
circulated its address on social media
following Sunday’s protest, Jenkins
said. It reopened at 8 PM Wednesday,
he said.
Mean while, Richland County
announced Wednesday it had fired a
se nior para medic and said other
ambulance service workers are under
in ter nal in ves ti ga tion for mak ing
inappropriate comments on social
media. County officials declined to
identify the paramedic or to disclose
the language in the postings or to say
who they were aimed at.
Jenkins said someone also called
the Eau Claire fire station Monday to
complain after now-fired Capt. Jimmy
Morris first posted on Facebook his
threats to run over protesters who had
blocked the I-126 bridge during a
march that started at the State House
and wended its way through the city
center to the interstate.
The call was not a direct threat, but
the release of the station’s address
wor ried Jenkins. “I felt a need to
protect our firefighters,” he said. The
Eau Claire station’s fire truck and
four firefighters who were on duty
Sunday night were moved to a nearby
station, he said.
Fire department spokesman Brick
Lewis said all fire calls to the Eau
Claire station were answered from
the nearby station.
It looks like those peaceful BLM folks
are willing to compromise public safety
because a White man became upset with
them for blocking major highways, which

is unlawful.
Here’s what Jimmy Morris wrote that
resulted in his never being able to find a job
again:
Morris had written on his Facebook
page from the Eau Claire sta tion
about protesters who had blocked the
I-126 access into Columbia. “Better
not be there when I get off work or
there is gonna be some run over
dumb asses,” Morris posted.
A lit tle later, he wrote, “Pub lic
Ser vice An nounce ment: If you
at tempt to shut down in ter state,
highway, etc., on my way home you
best hope I’m not one of the first
vehicles in line because your ass will
get run over!”
No one would take this Facebook post
as anything but blowing off a little steam.
I agree that making a silly threat like this is
not a good thing and that Jimmy Morris
perhaps should have been advised to cool
it.
However, termination is an excessive
punishment for his exercise of free speech
rights as an American.
To put this incident in perspective you
should ask how many BLM protesters who
have threatened police with death have
been fired from their jobs.
Er …
I forgot. They don’t have jobs. They are
for the most part parasites living on the
pub lic dole. And they are never held
accountable for their threats, unlike the
White man.
If #whitejobsmatter is not a hashtag,
it should be.
Let’s close with the usual advice: Shut

down your Facebook account. Share your
pictures and your life with your family and
close friends only.
If you want to write politically incorrect
truths, get a WordPress account and either
start a blog or comment on censorship free
blogs like this one.
The job you save may be your own.
One more thing. That fire chief in
Columbia, one Aubrey Jenkins, sure acted
strongly and quickly. Let’s honor him by
running his photo here, for the mainstream
media won’t:

Aubrey Jenkins, Fire Chief
Surprise, surprise, surprise. He’s Black.
As such, he should have recused himself
from any de cisions re volv ing around
Black Lives Matter. He’s a racist. He voted
for Obama because Obama is Black. He
fired the firefighters because they’re White.
That’s race realism in action.
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Fifteen years of complicit media covering up for the Zog
oper ations, especially false
media” and international banks,
flag terrorist attacks.
etc., desire and benefit from
The King Da vid Ho tel
war, making trillions of dollars
bomb ing was an at tack
in profits by mass genocide,
carried out by that militant
subjugating Nations and anyone
Zionist underground bunch,
opposed to their Jewish vision
the Irgun, on the King David
for the world.
Hotel in Jerusalem
A “Neo-Conservative” think
King David Hotel bombing
Quotes
on 22 July 1946.
tank near the previous century’s
“It is one hundred percent
Irgunists, disguised as Arabs, close came up with its Project for a New
cer tain that 9-11 was a
planted a bomb in the basement American Century (PNAC), founded by
Mossad operation – period.”
of the main building of the hotel and consisting predominantly of Zionist
– Dr. Alan Sabrosky, former
under the wing which housed the Jews – including many dual Israeli-U. S.
director of Strategic Studies
Mandate Secretariat and part of citizens. It planned a war against Iraq as
In sti tute, U. S. Army War
the British military headquarters. early as 2000. Those subversives cited the
College
The ensuing explosion caused need for U. S. Military control of the Gulf
“THE HIJACKERS were
the collapse of the western half region. They also argued for U. S. military
Dr. Alan Sabrosky
instruments of evil who died
of the southern wing of the hotel. domination in the region to the east of Iraq
in vain. Behind them is a cult of evil which As a result of this, 91 people were killed, surrounding and south of the Caspian Sea
seeks to harm the innocent and thrives on most of them civilians: 41 Arabs, 28 British, including modern-day Iran, Afghanistan and
human suffering. Theirs is the worst kind 17 Jews and five others.
Pakistan, noting the “strategic importance”
of cru elty, the cru elty that is fed, not
The Jewish goal was to drive the British of this area.
weakened, by tears. Theirs is the worst out of Palestine and pit the British against
Those PNAC reports were based upon
kind of violence, pure malice, while daring the Palestinian Arabs, if Arabs could be earlier Israeli defense strategy papers as
to claim the authority of God. We cannot successfully framed for the bombing.
fully understand the designs and power of
The Lavon Affair
evil. It is enough to know that evil, like
goodness, exists. And in the terrorists, evil
This re fers to a failed Is raeli co vert
has found a willing servant.”
operation codenamed Operation Susannah
– George W. Bush, October 11, 2002, conducted in Egypt in the Summer of
Richard Perle Douglas Feith David Wurmser
in remarks made at the Pentagon before 1954. As part of the false flag operation, a
the U. S. Department of Defense’s service group of Egyptian Jews were recruited by authored by the future PNAC members
of remembrance
Israeli military intelligence for plans to Richard Perle, Douglas Feith and David
“WE MUST SPEAK the truth about plant bombs inside Egyptian, American Wurmser.
War criminals
terror. Let us never tolerate outrageous and British-owned targets. The attacks were
They acknowledged that some necessary
conspiracy theories concerning the attacks to be blamed on the Muslim Brotherhood,
of September the 11th, malicious lies that Egyptian Communists and “unspecified “crisis” was needed in order to provide a
attempt to shift the blame away from the malcontents” or “local Nationalists” with pretext for the wars they wanted. So their
terrorists themselves, away from the guilty.” the aim of creating a climate of sufficient PNAC document was titled “Rebuilding
– George W. Bush addressing the United violence and instability to cause the British America’s Defenses: Strategy, Forces and
Nations General Assembly, 11/10/2001
government to retain its occupying troops Resources For a New Century.” Published
in September 2000, it brazenly stated that
“THE INDIVIDUAL is handicapped by in Egypt’s Suez Canal zone.
“a catastrophic and catalyzing event – like
coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so
Attack on the USS Liberty
a new Pearl Harbor” – was needed.
monstrous he cannot believe it exists.”
In the midst of the “Six-Day War” of
Western Media and a U. S. Government
– J. Edgar Hoover
1967 between Israel and Arab neighbors, completely controlled by Jewish Zionists
“Official” story crumbles the Israeli navy and air force deliberately went along with the plan.
911falseflagarchive.blogspot.com
at tacked the un armed USS Lib erty, an
Anyone having eyes and ears can clearly
he wildest “conspiracy theory” about intelligence-gathering ship, in the waters discern that Western “mainstream” media
9/11 is the one peddled by our glorious and of the Mediterranean. Prominently flying and Hollywood are completely controlled
trusted government and controlled “news” an American flag at mast, the Liberty was by Jewish interests. With this colossal
media – that 9/11 was per petrated by a attacked for over two hours, leaving 34 power, they easily (initially) deluded the
nebulous Muslim terrorist group called U. S. sailors dead and 173 wounded.
masses into believing their version of the
“al-Qaeda,” masterminded by evil genius
U. S. jets were launched to defend the 9/11 attacks.
Osama bin Laden from a cave, with no stricken vessel, but quickly recalled. The
Jewish interests had gained ownership
apparent motivation other than that “they problem was that the Liberty was not sunk, and control of the “mainstream” press,
hate our freedoms.”
so Egypt couldn’t be blamed to secure the other media and the film industry because
Thankfully, most of the world and even false flag’s planned outcome.
of their immense wealth including Jewish
now over half of the American public does
The State of Israel later claimed they international banking power, a cabal led
not buy this cock and bull story.
had “made a mistake,” thinking the U. S. by the Rothschild dynasty. With virtually
How could cave dwellers who could ship was an Egyptian vessel. The American unlimited money/capital, they buy up and
barely fly a plane pull off
control virtually anything and everything.
such a sophisticated attack?
So this Jewish cabal has gained domination
How did the twin towers
over gigantic industries and spheres of
collapse at free fall speed, as
power, from the oil/gas industries to our
in a controlled demolition?
governments.
Did bin Laden cause the
In 2006, two of the preeminent political
U. S. Air Defense to stand
scholars in America, John Mearsheimer
down on that morn ing?
and Stephen Walt, issued a scholarly report
Given that they lied about
from Harvard entitled “The Israel Lobby
the pretext for the war in
and U. S. Foreign Policy,” documenting
Iraq, could 9/11 be a staged
that the Jewish Israeli lobby has gained a
event as the justification to
“stranglehold on Con gress” and “vast
kick-start all these wars?
government did “damage control,” covering
up the event.
Zionist Israel’s history of
That bun gled plan to sink the Liberty
“false flag” operations
was hatched by Israeli intelligence, carried
After looking deeper than the spoon-fed out with fore know ledge of high-level
fairy tale from the government and media, people in the U. S. Government and part of
and seriously examining all the evidence “Operation Cyanide,” a plan for the U. S.
sur round ing 9/11, the over whelm ing invasion of So viet-backed Egypt and
conclusion is that those 9/11 attacks were a potentially World War III. This astounding
“false flag operation” perpetrated by the event in American history demonstrates
Israeli Mossad, carried out via complicity clearly not only the brazen Israelis’ use of
of the Jewish-controlled U. S. Government treachery but total Jewish-Zionist control
and the Jewish-controlled Western media.
over the U. S. Government. Their plans for
So what really happened and why? First world conflagration and WW3 would have
off, a look back at history is necessary.
to wait, at least until the false flag of 9/11.
What is a “false flag” operation?
September 11th, 2001
A “false flag” operation is a covert plot
designed to deceive the public, where the
War in the Middle East was planned
group carrying out that operation frames years in advance by Jewish “Neo-Cons.”
another person or group for responsibility.
For various reasons, those Jewish elites
One particular assembly of people has a that manipulate governments and shape
Armchair Bombardier G. W. Bush
notorious history of perpetrating false flag our society by controlling the “mainstream

Fifteen years ago this month the
Mossad did 9/11. Suddenly they’re
again cooking the books – blaming
it all on Saudi Arabia, certainly an
ally of Israel’s but whose misdeeds
remain artless by comparison.

T

influence over Republican and Democratic
administrations” – that pro-Israel Jewish
Neo-Conservatives were “the driving force”
behind the Iraq War; and that, through their
control of the media, critics of this Jewish
influence are silenced and smeared with
charges of “anti-Semitism.”

Project for a “New America”
The U. S. was making preparations to
invade Afghanistan for weeks and months
prior to the 9/11 attack.
The Sydney Morning Herald reported
that, four months before the September
11th attacks, a battle plan for Afghanistan
was already being reviewed by the U. S.
Command. The BBC reported that a former
Pakistani diplomat said that the U. S. was
planning military action against Osama
Bin Laden and the Taliban even before the
9/11 attacks.
Mossad agents with explosives got caught
anticipating the WTC attack. Five Israelis
were seen filming and cel e brat ing as
planes crashed into the Twin Tow ers on
Sep tember 11, 2001. At least two of
them were Is raeli in tel li gence agents,
work ing for Mossad. Rid ing in a white
van, they were later de tained by po lice.
The men had maps and other ev i dence
link ing them to a bomb ing plot, $4,700
stuffed in a sock, and bomb-sniffing dogs
reacted as if they had detected explosives
in that van.
Later interviewed on Israeli television,
they claimed they were “merely there to

Three of those “dancing Israelis” appeared later
on TV safely back home in that little rogue State to
which Jewish DHS Chief Michael Chertoff had
hurriedly released them.

document the event.”
Three other Israelis were detained in
New York City on 9/11 riding in a van full
of explosives.
These suspects were quietly deported.

Controlled demolition
WTC #7 was a 47-story building in the
World Trade Center Complex. Collapsing
around 5:30 PM on 9/11, it’s probably the
biggest smoking gun in the entire 9/11

event showing that the “official” story is a
monstrous lie, and that the government and
media are actively involved in a massive
coverup.
The building was a block away from the
twin towers, and not severely damaged by
falling debris from the twin tower collapses.
Yet it collapsed at free fall speed in a
symmetrical fashion, obviously a controlled
demolition. Comments by WTC leaseholder
Larry Silverstein and NYC firefighter and
emergency personnel tapes confirm that
the build ing was de lib er ately brought
down with explosives.
If you watch the collapse footage, the
center of the building collapses just before
the entire building collapses. This is when
the central columns were blown, so that the
building falls inward onto itself. Demolition
charges (or “squibs”) can even be seen in
the collapse footage.
The twin towers were also demolished
with explosives. Based on NYC emergency
personnel testimony and corroborated by
video footage, there is evidence of massive
ground shaking immediately prior to the
collapses of those two. Powerful explosives
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had been placed to destroy the structural
supports of the towers.
Eyewitnesses including NYC emergency
personnel also reported explosives going
off in the buildings just before and during
the twin tower collapses – describ ing
“pop ping sounds” as so ci ated with “red
and orange flashings going around the
building” and “explosions and material
shooting out of the building.” The witnesses
state they be lieved it was a “con trolled
demolition.”

agents lived in the same cities and at very
close proximity to the alleged “Muslim
hijackers.” Of course, we now know that
Israeli agents were the “Muslim hijackers,”
posing as “Arab pilots” in order to frame
Arabs for the 9/11 attacks.

“Arab hijackers” framed by
Israelis using stolen IDs
Many of the named “hijackers” turned up
alive after 9/11 protesting their innocence.
Even FBI di rec tor Rob ert Mueller
acknowledged that the true perpetrators of
9/11 used skillfully-made fake IDs with

Mohammed Atta framed

heavy drinker, user of cocaine and a stylish
dresser who wore expensive jewelry. Does
any of that sound like a “devout fanatical
Muslim” to you?

Osama bin Laden framed

identities stolen from Arab men.
FBI director Mueller publicly admitted
that there is absolutely no evidence linking
the named “hijackers” to 9/11, stating:
“The hijackers also apparently left no
paper trail. In our investigation, we have
not yet uncovered a single piece of paper –
either here in the U. S. or in the treasure
trove of information that has turned up in
Afghanistan and elsewhere – that mentioned
any aspect of the September 11th plot.”
So, who would want to frame Arab men
for the 9/11 at tacks? Other Arabs? No,
that doesn’t make sense. How about the
Israelis/Mossad, who have a long history
of, and are noted for, their abil ity to
impersonate and frame Arabs in “false
flag” attacks?
The real Mohammed Atta, as reported
by his own father, was alive and well after
the 9/11 attacks.
The “Mohammed Atta” who turned up
at a Venice, Florida flight school prior to
the 9/11 attacks was an Israeli/Mossad
agent impersonating Atta. This Jewish Atta
impersonator was noted as a big partyer,

Suppressed Book
“The Races Are Not Equal”
By Prof. W. C. George
- of University of North Carolina
Special Introduction by
Col. Archibald Roosevelt

Archibald Roosevelt
on the battlefields of
France in 1918
Chapters
Racial Gene Pools Differ
Mental Difference Inherited
Study of African Mind
High Negro Crime Rate
Danger of Mixed Breeding
Civilization Threatened
12 photos and charts
$5 per copy - From

Truth At Last Books
P. O. Box 1211
Marietta, GA 30061

Many of the alleged bin Laden video
and audio tapes allegedly showing bin
Laden “taking credit for the 9/11 attacks”
are either outright fakes or they seriously
misrepresented – i.e., depicting bin Laden
speaking but mistranslating – his words.
The December 2001 video tape that
supposedly shows bin Laden “taking credit
for the 9/11 attacks” is a huge smoking
gun, as it clearly uses a man impersonating
bin Laden. He has darker skin, a “fatter”
face and a notably different-shaped nose.
In an authentic interview – conducted
weeks after the 9/11 attacks – bin Laden
denied any involvement in the 9/11 attacks,
and suspected Zionist Jews controlling the
U. S. Government and Western Media were
responsible.

Shortly af ter 9/11, Carl
Cameron of Fox News did a
four-part series investigating
Is raeli spying in America.
Subsequently, Fox pulled its
transcriptions of the reports
off its web site, saying that
“this story no longer exists.”
You can watch the report and
read the transcripts at http://
911falseflagarchive.blogspot
.com/2011/01/fox-news-4-pa
rt-series-on-israeli.html
Other thwarted potential Israeli/Mossad
terrorist attacks are recorded. Here three
examples:
In October 2001 police in the Midwest
detained six suspicious men with Israeli
passports, box cutters and possessing oil
pipeline and nuclear power plant plans.
In May of 2002, in Washington State,
two Israeli Nationals posing as “movers”
were arrested in a truck with explosive
traces near the Whidbey Island Naval Air

Massive Israeli spy ring
Around 200 Israelis arrested after 9/11
on suspected connection to the 9/11 attacks
or other terrorist activity inside the United
States were ordered to be quietly released
shortly thereafter on orders of high-level
officials in the federal government. Notice
any similarities to the 1967 USS Liberty
attack coverup?
Other Israeli Nationals in white vans or
vehicles and with ties to front “moving
companies” were spotted or arrested in
other parts of the country on suspicion of
conducting various terrorist attacks.
It came out that many Israeli spies posed
as “art students,” and were suspected to be
gathering intelligence to carry out terrorist
attacks, mainly on fed eral gov ernment
buildings. Some of these Israeli “student”

Station.
In October 2001, police in Pennsylvania
detained three Israelis who were acting
suspicious and also posing as “movers.”
The Israelis had falsified travel logs and
phony paperwork on them, along with
footage of Chicago including zoomed-in
shots of the Sears Tower.

“War on Terrorism”
Two of the main reasons for “our” war
in Afghanistan are heroin and oil – i.e.,
control of these resources by the Jewish
“powers-that-be” in charge of the U. S.
Government, thereby using the American

people and military as pawns to further their
agenda.

Shoah biz

93% of world opium production comes
from Afghanistan, and in 2000 the Taliban
had banned opium production. In less than
a year, the opium crop in Afghanistan was
virtually wiped out. Following the U. S.
and NATO invasion of that country in
October of 2001, opium production then
soared to and surpassed pre-2000 levels.
U. S. and NATO soldiers are instructed to
“tolerate” the opium production, and even
guard opium fields so the Taliban cannot
destroy them.
In order to access those vast oil and gas
reserves in Central Asia lying to the north
of Afghanistan, a pipeline was needed to
deliver it southward through Afghanistan
to the Pakistan coast. The Taliban stood in
the way, both in regards to its construction
and their share of the profits.

Jewish plan for World War III
Since 9/11, in addition to those wars in
Afghanistan and Iraq, the U. S. military
and NATO have been openly involved in
armed conflicts in Yemen, Pakistan, Libya
– and almost certainly covert participants
in the “revolutions” in Jordan and Egypt.
Jewish interests were behind the war in
Iraq, and are pushing hard for war against
Iran. Practically the entire Muslim world is
currently engulfed in war, “revolution” and
upheaval. Is it all just coincidence?
The reality is that our Jewish would-be
overlords have been relishing and planning
world conflagration. They want to set the
world on fire, having the Christian West
and Muslim East destroy each other while
Jews emerge as the victors and rulers in a
post-WWIII world.
Those 9/11 attacks were yet another
scheme in the larger Jewish design, paving
the way for draconian government power
grabs, erosion of civil liberties, worldwide
wars, huge national debt, mass genocide
and the general subjugation and destruction
of Nations and peoples.

China to bolster military support for Syria
presstv.ir

featured a meeting between the Chinese
official and a Russian general.
Russia and Iran have been assisting
the Syrian government in its fight against
terrorists. Tehran has also been providing
advisory assistance to Damascus.

Media outlets and political analysts
see a recent visit by a top Chinese military
officer to Syria as a show of support for the
Damascus government, which is engaged
in heavy anti-terror battles with the help of
its allies, including Russia and Iran.
China’s official Xinhua news agency
said in a commentary that the recent visit by
Guan Youfei, the Chinese military official
charged with over see ing in ter na tional
cooperation, signaled Beijing’s willingness
to boost military cooperation with the
Damascus government.
This is while the newspaper Global
Times cited the Chinese Defense Ministry
as saying that both sides agreed to expand
personnel training and humanitarian aid to
Syrians via the Chinese military.
The Chinese military “is willing to
strengthen cooperation with its Syrian
counterparts,” it quoted the ministry as
saying.
The visit comes as Beijing has also
warned of the potential threat posed by
Chinese militants returning to the country
after fighting alongside Takfiri terrorist
groups such as Daesh in Syria and Iraq.
The Chinese military is involved in fighting
a foreign-backed militancy in some troubled
regions across China.
Meanwhile, Wang Lian of the School of
International Studies at Peking University
said the visit took place in the wake of

Conser vative approach
Rear Admiral Guan Youfei ©)

recent Turkish efforts to warm relations
with Russia, which is a key supporter of
the Syrian government.
“More likely, the Chinese military wanted
to use Guan’s trip to better understand the
current state of the turmoil in Syria,” Wang
said. “In developing a closer relationship
with Syria, one has to take into account the
changes at hand in Syria and the region,
in clud ing the fast-re cov er ing re la tions
between Turkey and Russia.”
The official, who recently visited Syria
for talks with Syrian Defense Minister
Fahad Jassim al-Freij, has said Beijing was
seeking closer military ties with Damascus.
“The Chinese and Syrian militaries
traditionally have a friendly relationship,
and the Chinese military is willing to keep
strengthening exchanges and cooperation
with the Syrian military,” he stated.
The Chinese official and al-Freij also
discussed the enhancement of training for
Syrian soldiers by the Chinese military.
According to reports, the visit also

The Chi nese of fi cial, mean while,
reminded that his country, a permanent
United Nations Security Council member,
was in sis tently ex plor ing dip lo matic
channels to find a political solution to
Syria’s crisis.
The visit marks a new precedence, given
China’s refusal in the past to proactively
concern itself with the Syrian conflict.
China has, meanwhile, been vocally
backing Russia’s anti-terrorism efforts in
Syria, which has seen Moscow carrying out
large-scale bombings of Takfiri militants
there.
The foreign-backed militancy in Syria,
which enjoys vigorous Western support,
has been plagu ing the Arab coun try for
the past five years, killing hundreds of
thousands and displacing millions.

The First
Freedom
isn’t for everybody. But
you know someone who
needs it.

— Bulletin board —
SALTY SID of Silver Spring sends seven
separate sensational scandal spreadsheets
for eleven dollars. Sure satisfaction! Sid’s
super-sized subscription set includes The
First Freedom, Impact, Citizens Informer,
The Nationalist Times, CofCC Newsletter,
Heritage & Destiny and bonus essays by
patriots. Send check to Sidney Secular, PO
Box 8336, Silver Spring, MD 20907-8336.
JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE! Hear
Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WWCR
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter
with com plete broad cast sched ule:
Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte
CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming
@ www.scripturesforamerica.org
HERITAGE AND DESTINY is a 24 page
bimonthly patriotic magazine printed in
England. To receive a sample copy send
$5, or for a year’s subscription (6 issues)
send $45 to P. O. box 8336, Silver Spring,
MD 20907. Check out the website at
www.efp.org.uk
The NEW ORDER continues the legacy
of George Lincoln Rockwell and fights to
build a better world for future generations
of White children.
Website: www.theneworder.org
Twitter: @NEW_ORDER_1488
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FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS
37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

OUR 64-PAGE catalog lists hundreds of
inexpensive books explaining how Jews
bring all Nations low and what we must do
about that challenge. For your copy send
$1.95 to OMNI Publications, P. O. Box
900566, Palmdale, California 93590-0566.

SICK AND TIRED of the anti-White
mass media? Then why not join us online?
News 4 Whites.blogspot.com
White Information Network

AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the biweekly
newspaper, offers an introductory rate of 8
issues for $15. 16000 Trade Zone Ave,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.

AMERICA AGAIN!
BRINGING CONGRESS HOME
America is NOT lost; after eight years and
25,000 hours of R&D, AmericaAgain! is
the only full-spectrum solution.
AmericaAgain.net
Watch videos, download the free PDF book
and listen to our podcasts to discover how
members in 31,000 small towns will take
Congress out of D.C. and restore America.
Conference call Sunday nights, 8pm CST
(712) 775-7031 passcode 123 277 344
“What World Famous Men Said About
The Jews.” Compiled by Dr. Ed Fields.
100 quotes – from Christ to Cicero, Henry
Ford, Napoleon, Truman, Nixon, Rev.
Billy Graham, many others (our best seller).
$6 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O. Box
1211, Marietta, GA 30061.

RETURN TO the God (Yahweh) of our
Aryan ancestors. The Bible is concerned
with the Chosen White Aryan Race only.
Get free Foundation Booklet by Church of
Jesus Christ Christian/Aryan Nations –
Florida Branch, State Leader Doc DuPree:
Tony (Doc) DuPree 120528, at 253 S.E.
Corrections Way, Lake City, Fla. 32025.
ORDER the 100+ page booklet
CONNECT THE DOTS
Second Edition
Help stop the Zionist NWO
$20 includes postage
DWA Trust – P. O. Box 1947
Payson, Arizona 85547
ADVERTISE on this bulletin board. Just
$10 per insertion, maximum 50 words, 10¢
each additional word. Please indicate any
capitalization or italics desired.

The First Freedom
WHITE VOICE – Official publication of
the Racial Nationalist Party of America – a
bi-monthly tabloid, is $15 per year. Send
check or money order to Karl Hand, P. O.
Box 1281, Dept FF, Lockport, NY 14095.
SCIENTIFIC-minded White Nationalist
prisoner looking to correspond with others
about a platform of self, science, laws of
nature and God, based on the foundations
of knowledge in key areas. Wish to help
other Whites de velop knowledge and
vision for a future and what’s possible.
Test the theory! David Burns #76032,
P. O. Box 311, El Dorado, KS 67042.
FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .
A voice for European people worldwide:
Discussing race, culture, social
engineering, natural wellness and the
Anglo Israel Truth
Watch the videos or search downloads of
past shows, and read current articles.
Listen online or listen by phone.
605-475-1770
Eurofolkradio.com

Your signed letter with phone number and address is welcome, but will be edited as necessary to fit available
space. Send to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576 or email editor@firstfreedom.net

SOLIDARITY
The August 2016, Volume 18, Number 8
issue of The First Freedom is outstanding.
Contribution herewith. Keep up the great
work!
GEORGE BANCROFT
Frederick, MD
Patriots like yourself keep TFF going
all across the land for just $25 a year.
THE BRUCE
While your paper has many fantastically
great and inspiring articles, from many
superb and heroic sources, (Germain’s
standing out especially), the one that really
takes the cake is J. B. Campbell. I’d no idea
who this guy is or where he came from,
even having been in the freedom movement
for some 35 years, until he made a brief
mention (TFF 6-16) that he initiated the
militia movement in the 1990s (is that
true?). His article in your June issue all by
itself is worth the best 20 or 50 books I’ve
read about our plight and so lu tions
through out my en tire life. In just one
concentrated, short article, he seemed to
nail the entire thing. What a refreshing
inspiration! Makes hope come alive again!
Hat’s off to The First Freedom for such
a great paper,
C. FARMER
Boaz, AL
In every issue, TFF asks patriots to not
vote. Now all the third-party constitutional
candidates and their supporters consider
you having jumped ship and become an
enemy of we the sovereigns, the ones who
are reclaiming this White Nation. Myself,
the only time I didn’t vote for a third-party
presidential candidate was the first time I
voted: Barry Goldwater.
Then we have our local, conscience-led
candidates who are fed up with today’s Joo
system, more so in this election than ever
before, who don’t want any deceptive and
undefined “Change.” They prefer getting
back to where our communities and Nation
came from. You’re going to abandon them
too? And, at the State level here, there are
two acceptable candidates challenging that
running dawg for the Jooz, Senator John
McCain. I guess they need abandoning
also.
Methinks the focus of your prayers is
wandering with this no vote and socialism,
any brand of Joo socialism, whereby only
the anti-Christs benefit. No opposition –
full speed ahead!
If TFF’s readers used similar illogic and
dropped their subscriptions (this is not a
veiled threat) as your idea to stop voting,
then the results would’ve come full circle.
Otherwise, yours is a valuable and needed
publication. I agree with J. B. Campbell’s
writings with two notable exceptions: his
disdain for Christ and voting. The water is
getting deep. We don’t have much time left
for tinkering.
ROBERT CLARIDGE
Phoenix, AZ
That’s why we’re no longer tinkering,
but are steeling ourselves, like J. Bruce
Campbell, for whatever it takes.

TEAMWORK?
Having investigated Hillary Clinton for
her emails, FBI Director James Comey’s
report came out politically correct. The fix
was in. Before the “House Oversight and
Government Reform Committee,” as he
stood there betraying the American people
and the U. S. Constitution, his appearance
was appalling.
Hillary Clinton is dishonest, a habitual
and pathological liar. If she wasn’t lying to
the FBI, it was because Comey asked her
softball questions. Clinton lied, committed
perjury, the evidence is overwhelming and
Comey’s not calling for criminal charges
portends big problems in the future.
God help this country if she is elected
President! American sheeple are dumbed
down and brainwashed. RAY DIVELY
Baden, PA
SLOW MULE
I hope this letter is not hastily written.
Others who receive your great paper had
their August issue almost two weeks ago,
but I am waiting for mine. I’m sure you can
tell that I really look forward to TFF every
month, as each of its articles represents my
interest as an Aryan American from the
South.
JESSE JONES
Lewisburg, PA
Many complain that the August issue
arrived late, but we snailed it on July 27.
SEND THEM HOME
Well, another outstanding issue. Best
paper going! Too bad that there is not more
good news.
And so, you stopped 2,000 “Hoo-le-oos”
from moving into your little town. Good
job!
How ever, check this out: 40,000++
Somalis in Minneapolis, and more on the
way! Rag headed niggers from the desert,
living in the cold of the upper U. S.
So you know that they do not work and
are un-assimilable. Everything is provided
at taxpayer expense!
And why Minneapolis? Because that is
where the White people live! Ah-ha....
Have a seat and watch the movie
“Blackhawk Down,” then tell me why we
need 40,000+ Somalis in the U. S.? You
will come away boiling mad.
Unbelievable! Send them all back!
BERNARD DAVIDS
Germanton, NC
RIGHT ON
The American Free Press sold me on
your paper. Adverse conditions, such as
the Southern Poverty Law Center with its
stupid concern about nothing Southern,
and its Communist rantings for years since
Morris Dees climbed that flagpole at the
University of Alabama to show support for
Autherine Lucy explains why we need a
paper like The First Freedom.
HAROLD DOTSON
Bessemer, AL
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
I WELCOME all individuals of courage
to correspond about religion, race and
pol i tics. I prac tice the an cient re li gion
of my Indo-European ancestors called
Asatru/Odinism/Germanic Heathenry. I
feel there is nothing which more clearly
defines a folk’s identity than its natural
religion. Questions and comments, good
or bad: Jason Baker 85747-280, USP
Canaan, P.O. Box 300, Waymart, PA 18472.
THREE TRUTH TRACTS
1) “Interracial Marriage - Right or Wrong?”
Mixed race offspring have lower IQ, goes
against nature and Biblical law.
2) “Martin Luther King Holiday Should
Be Repealed.” FBI files document his
Communist ties.
3) “Kosher Food Tax Raises Food Prices.”
Every food item featuring a “K” or “U”
imprint has paid a tax to a Rabbi.
All three tracts only $1 from:
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061

TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

“FREE TRADE”
The job of a government is to promote
the interests and priorities of the people it
represents, in competition with every other
Nation around this world. So immigration
and offshoring, which undercuts well-paid
employment at home while at the same
time sending manufacturing jobs abroad
places a burden on the economy that it’s
the government’s own job to protect. “Free
trade” infringes upon the well-being of all
others for the benefit of a few immoral and
corrupt individuals. JASON BAKER
Odessa, TX
SHARE IT
I don’t know if I’m the only one that
realizes this but maybe we are missing
something. A while back I started doing
this. Traveling in or out of State, seeing
someone flying a Confederate flag, I would
stop and knock on the door, be polite and
friendly, explaining that I noticed the flag,
and wanted to thank them for flying it and
also wished to share TFF with them. At
first they are suspicious and wary of a
stranger at the door, having out-of-State
plates especially. They usually warm up at
mention of the flag and also seeing the
same pictured on this newspaper. Never
has a rebel flagger run me off and half or
better are happy to get the paper.
I also realize that these flaggers remain
mostly ignorant about what TFF contains,
etc. Sure, they fly the rebel flag, but are we
passing them by assuming that they are as
informed as we?
My take on this is that nine out of ten
flaggers have never even heard of or read
The First Freedom. Which is surprising!
Practically all of them. Not at home when
you call? Leave it in the door.
Olaf suggests sharing this paper. What
are we waiting for? Let’s do it.
GLENN JOHNSON
Indianapolis, IN
FROM THE GULAG
I am about to publish something on what
the FBI calls the largest counterintelligence
operation of at least the past twenty years.
It is targeting White activists among others,
and has been ongoing for at least 12 years.
Essentially, the FBI has teamed up with
a satanic cult aligned with Charles Manson
(I’m not kidding) to entrap various people.
The FBI recruited a former Aryan Nations
member, Joshua Caleb Sutter, whose father
Da vid Sutter is a League of the South
activist. Working with David Sutter, they
bought J. Sutter a compound and introduced
him to some Church of Satan guys in 2004.
In 2006/2007 they added two teams of
LEOs, one in Georgia, one in Florida, to
this. Essentially, these guys pretend to be
various groups. One day they are the Rural
Peoples Party targeting pro-North Korean
activists, next the Aryan Nations targeting
August Kreis.
BILL WHITE
Marion, IL

DECEPTIVE MANEUVER
Surely by now, patriotic Americans are
aware it is only the Whites of Europe, the
United States, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand who are constantly encouraged or
coerced to diversify their race or otherwise
em brace multi cul tur al ism and multiracialism. It is not the North Asians, the
Indonesians or Indians, the varied peoples
of the Middle East or the Blacks of SubSaharan Africa. Only the Whites of the
Western world are entreated and expected
to permit their race to be mixed and diluted
to satisfy the Marxist/financial elites whose
diabolical agenda is a New World Order, in
other words, a One-World Government of
enslavement for everyone else.
For years we were lec tured on the
advantages deriving from the enrichment
of other races and cultures, when, in truth,
it was a deliberate, deceptive maneuver
used to destroy traditional White culture
and civilization. Many of our leaders fell
for this ploy.
Such domestic enemies and traitors to
our race and country should at least be
iden ti fied, se verely rep ri manded and
discredited. Likewise, permit no more
non-White immigration, either legal or
illegal, repeal the Immigration Act of 1965
and all subsequent acts of this genre. Why
has this gone on for so long? Could it also
be to ensure the “ethnic cleansing” of the
White race?
JOHN ALTMAN
Tuscaloosa, AL
DISAPPEARANCES
I was recently thinking about what the
Hillary Rodham Clinton Presidency would
bring. Then I thought back to Bill’s. Holy
cow! Yugoslavia isn’t even there anymore!
The Clintons are the ones who got NAFTA
passed, and it outright destroyed over
21,000,000 good-paying jobs. They all left
the country! That got multiplied by four
support jobs. Things like gas stations, parts
suppliers, cooked food preparation for the
workers’ lunches, auto repair and sales,
maintenance workers…
That has lowered our standard of living
every year for the last 23 years. The average
working-class person is now taking home
35% to 60% less buying power, allowing
for inflation. Today 94,000,000 working
age people are unemployed because there
aren’t any jobs worth having!
They are competing for the same work
and against 60,000,000 illegal aliens that
have invaded over the last 23 years! The
Clintons gave amnesty to 12,000,000 back
around 1990. Criminals that are illegally in
the USA have increased the competition
for those remaining jobs while lowering
the standard of living even farther! Among
the working class right now, one out of
every six Americans lives in poverty!
It’s a wage-slave, Third World Banana
Republic plantation, owned and run by the
Zionist Jews.
DANIEL RENTSCH
Ionia, MI
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— Self-government begins at home —

Reconvening Nuremberg – by whatever means necessary
By Olaf Childress
editor@firstfreedom.net

B

ack in the 1960s, before our enemies
consolidated plans to exterminate us with
“immigration reforms” and other insidious
maneuvers, supporters
of White civilization’s
continuance paid hard
cash for nightly radio
and TV proclamations
opposing the Zionists’
“If it feels good, do it”
dogma. One such spot
asked parents: “It’s ten
o’clock. Do you know
where your children are?” Another urged
the self-governed thinker to remember that
“More things are wrought by prayer than
this world dreams of.”
Mountains of money, not logic, grabbed
people’s attention between the two battling
worldviews – which easily determined the
direction public broadcasting should take.
And that’s where we find ourselves today.

Vigilant difference
Perhaps you won’t appreciate a few, or
even many, of The First Freedom’s ideas
about what caused these United States to
wander from their founding principles, but
surely you’ve seen it’s a fact. With all those
liberal voices touting “diversity” as “our
strength,” let’s challenge why they are then
mocking, attempting to destroy everything
we hold dear. Though most correspondents
published in this paper startle and jar one’s
complacency, isn’t it about time folks paid
more attention even to “radical” solutions
that truly diverge from what’s not working
– just for the sake of open-mindedness, if
nothing else?
The foremost problem we fight against
at every turn wasn’t originally “the Jew,”
as many Whites along with other shabbos
goyim are always ready to help him exploit
our vulnerabilities. It’s the fact that those
delegated to control the coinage of money
handed this constitutional mandate, via the
Federal Reserve Act, over to a corporation
owned by the Warburgs and Rothschilds,
whose cash then forced the major media to
consider such treachery non-news. So let
us recover those two bottlenecks through
which all commerce in goods, services and
ideas must transit. Gird up, for this War on
Misinformation requires getting to better
know both the enemy and ourselves. As
Sun Tzu teaches, thus instructed we shall
never be defeated in battle.

Immensity beckons
Our mobilization should consider what
the better-informed White man knows and
knows that he knows when comparing such
minute awareness with his thereby realized
vast ignorance of phenomena waiting to be
discovered. Hiding for untold eons in plain
sight, the implication is profound.
His only crime was to claim that planet
Earth revolved around the Sun. That was
enough cause for the Catholic Church to
persecute Galileo. The Vatican condemned
him in 1633 for his putatively subversive
views, and threatened the scientist with a
burning at the stake. Galileo took back his
statement, but still lived under house arrest
for the rest of his life.
Yet some readers accuse TFF of heresy
for proclaiming simultaneously our State
The First Freedom
P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576
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of Alabama’s right to display a monument
heralding the Ten Commandments while
arguing what should be obvious: that those
texts – however inspired – were written by
men, not God. Media munchkins, tell the
truth: you don’t really want diversity.
So far beyond our ken as to make every
comparison with anything the brightest of
humans might theorize (which is the alpha
and omega of theocracy), God does exist.
Pray for guidance. Experiencing the results
will sanctify that secret place. And, should
a man feel “called,” he can evangelize his
hypothesis out to others by whatever new
doctrine, as has happened throughout the
ages.

Crucial moment

Many today, both believers and atheists,
opine the biblical Jews foisted Christianity
upon Rome in revenge for the latter having
shut down their occupation of that juncture
connecting three continents: the bottleneck
of commerce between Africa, Europe and
Asia; which, if true, didn’t pay as expected.
For the Roman Empire’s fall resulted more
from growing decadence than its temples
worshiping God under a new doctrine, and
two consecutive millennia thereafter found
the Jews hoist by their own petard.
A fact we can see and presently know is
that method does exist in what a pessimist
deems madness but we optimists consider
the sine qua non of life on earth. Without
this constant challenge – whether from bad
weather, pestilence, mediacracy, invading
Norseman, erupting volcano or the Federal
Reserve’s usury – one exercises no muscle
or wit against what doesn’t threaten, nor
gets better prepared for its possible return.
“Mother Nature” sorts out, eliminates the
inconsequential and elevates survivors to
greater competence. She abhors a vacuum.
Should everyone who calls himself a Jew
suddenly be overcome in a fit of honesty
and abdicate that imposture, others would
immediately leap into the gap. Who in his
right mind can deny the wonderful balance
and symmetry before everyone’s eyes? All
that is needed for the continuance of your
White race is active regeneration, but only
the universe comes with a guarantee.

Change
Seeing was believing. Through millions
of years the sun orbited this world. Came
one Cristoforo Colombo and, unlike later
theorists who had the current of electricity
backwards, he and Copernicus turned at
least a few erroneous ideas around.
Challenges we are equal to beckon, so
why sit around complaining rather than
grabbing onto such chances? Shlomo Sand
and others breaking ranks have researched
all the facts, their writings enlightening the
occupiers of today’s establishment media,
Palestine and the mandate stolen from our
Founders who originally created debt-free
money – that they aren’t the biblical Jews.
As a subscriber you may not appreciate
The First Freedom’s constantly doubting
any likelihood of “voting” our way out of
this quandary the country is in, but you’ll
stay informed regarding other options the
liberal establishment won’t mention except
when calling Nationalists names.

Stacked deck of cards
Although the mediacracy confuses truth
with hate, says morality is “homophobia,”
hails the New York-District of Corruption
axis’s Wars on Poverty (taxed producers),
Racism (freedom of association), Drugs
(one’s responsibility) and Non-Rothschild
Banking (State sovereignty), this one of a
kind tabloid calls a spade a spade while
looking beyond today’s gloom and doom
merchants who keep digging themselves
deeper into servitude. The First Freedom
sees a bright future for however many or
few alert Whites will assert themselves.
Ah! The word “White” shocks, does it?
Yet all those “diverse” entities supported
by the establishment, which is collecting
and redistributing your tax dollars, passing
them on to La Raza, LGBT parades, Black

Lives Matter, the Black Con gressional
Caucus and still hundreds of others whose
names roll off the leftist media munchkin’s
tongue adoringly, have lately become no
less familiar than the rising sun and for the
same reason: daily repetition. Those foxes
“guarding” every major media henhouse
keep advocating the acceptance of what’s
morally unacceptable – while condemning
our healthier, happier, more honest and
courageous virtues. You’ve perhaps heard
mention of this problem psychologists call
cognitive dissonance, where a person will
refuse to even consider any argument that
questions something he “knows” because
“everybody agrees” (at least according to
The Daily Foxtrot) “it’s a fact.” But why
not consider certain positions against such
brainwashing, in-your-face and ubiquitous
imagery, thereby reassuring yourself that
you’re not into cognitive dissonance?

Everybody a partisan
Gone are the days of unbiased research
and reporting, if indeed ever there existed
anyone totally unencumbered by baggage.
Do you not stand for something? Chicago
saw its Daily Tribune fighting tooth and
nail to stop the federal government’s plans
for jumping into both world wars, but that
once-conservative newspaper then fell into
a Jewish billionaire’s hands. Almost every
large American city at one time had no
fewer than two competing daily papers, but
today’s assembly-line, harnessed remnants
are celebrating holocaustic solidarity, only
the internet and tabloids like the one you’re
reading giving them any kind of a run for
their mountains of money.
James Thomas Laffrey informs readers
at his whiteswillwinparty.org who might
wish to review The First Freedom online
that “the site looks lamely old-style, but
there are good articles linked to authors’
names near the top… Also, at the bottom of
the homepage there are links to recent pdf
files of their newspaper that they actually
pub lish in Al a bama and dis trib ute. I
have downloaded and read many issues.
Problem: This handsome publication offers
a contradictory variety of original articles,
historical articles (example: excerpts from
Henry Ford’s The International Jew)…
websites such as Incogman.net and photos.
Mostly right against jews, good on race,
good on Adolf Hitler and more. But pacifism
rears its suicidal head, likely as a result of
the mind-poison of Christianity espoused
there. In mid 2014 I sent an email to Mr.
Olaf Childress, editor. I offered free use of
articles from this website, and I asked why
he espouses pacifism. His single, awfully
brief reply was to ignore my one question
and to only say he would have a look at
this site… Meanwhile, his newspaper has
pub lished more gar bage from news
corporations and pacifists.”

In rebuttal
Contradictory articles? Since when does
learning from variously-informed Whites
– or occasionally the awakened Black who
offers something worth considering – not
qualify for our attention? Real journalism
is open, allows the possibility that another
and totally surprising orbit may yet await
discovery, whereby Jews killing us or we
them genocides neither into a total eclipse.
Somebody please tell Mr. Laffrey that,
at Nuremberg II, we needn’t bring charges
against, convict and hang every individual
worldwide who calls himself a Jew. Those
having given nothing more than consent to
the Irgun gangsters and Neo-Cons pushing
“our” presidents and troops into bombing
Israel’s victims, seeing their leaders dangle
from scaffolds, will quieten down. Peace is
the short interlude in which a White society
as contemplated by Laffrey and ourselves
rediscovers that golden mean between too
much and not enough. First come the trials
and hangings, then our regrouping.
Does this recalling of precedent law – if
it involves White Americans in a National
Socialist movement overthrowing today’s

Zionist occupation of the U. S. government
– suggest an evolving Police State? What
do you think we’ve got now? It kicked into
high gear in 1945 at Nuremberg!
Thus our Dog-controlled public schools
confuse students’ thinking, twisting words
into obtuse new meanings where deviance
from what’s normal becomes “gaiety” and
European-founded America is “welcome
center for everyone in the Third World
who can’t find happiness at home.” Let’s
reopen a pre-peecee dictionary at
nation (Na¢chen), n. [<Ofer. < L.
nation < pp. of NASI, to be born], 1. a
sta ble, his tor i cally de vel oped
community of people with a territory,
economic life, culture and language in
common. 2. the people of a territory
united under a single government:
country. 3. a people or tribe.
where we plainly see there’s not a single
mention for tribal “diversity” within such a
stable, historically developed community
sharing a common territory, economic life,
culture and language. Yet diverse Nations
do make up this world, and let’s keep it that
way.
Ebony appeals to Blacks and Haaretz is
for Jews, while The First Freedom (dare
we say it?) prayerfully advocates a White
Nation’s sovereign existence. Once we’ve
convicted and hanged Eisenhower’s New
World Disorder, let us revive such a stable,
historically-developed community and, by
example, demonstrate certain benefits to
other peoples for noninterference into our
internal affairs when staying out of theirs.

Natural selection
It’s a White thing; Western civilization
always was. We’re not expecting the other
races to share in this understanding of the
immense task before us, but a true diversity
of Nations will be good for their survivors
too, eventually.
Competence, when bound by civilized
rules, isn’t just the spice of life but its very
essence. To attain true diversity, let today’s
forcefully “integrated” races peacefully go
apart, even if some non-Whites don’t care
for dismounting Whitey’s back. In contrast
to The Chicago Tribune’s unipolar world, a
Bantu or Aryan will then face solely his
own kind anytime vying for whatever, no
more packaging apples and oranges in a
common crate labeled “Fruit.”
Our final answer to The Jewish Problem
can never exist. In 1290 King Edward I of
England issued an edict expelling all Jews,
but then Oliver Cromwell later carried out
the orders of his Amsterdam financiers in
1656 when beheading King Charles II and
letting them back in.
A Genghis Khan (1162-1227), aided by
databases, drone craft and might-is-right
warriors, could today kill every person on
earth who thinks he’s a Jew and tomorrow
we would have a Khan Problem. You don’t
defeat the enemy by becoming him. But, if
it were possible to revive a King Edward I
for another temporary reprieve by hanging
all of our war criminals and sending their
lieutenants back to Amsterdam, something
like that would be momentarily welcome.

Cleaning, not razing, house
Zio-Khan organized mobsters, like bad
weather, pestilence, mediacracy, invading
Norseman, erupting volcano or the Federal
Reserve’s usury, are there to challenge our
wits and survival skill, without which tests
we shall never increase in virtue, morality,
integrity, numbers or separate territories.
Here true success lies not in “fighting
fire with fire,” as that raging inferno facing
us is all illusion; it has no real heat. We
must stop replying to its “WTF” language
in kind. The enemy has no other recruiting
device, so why not stare him down? Expect
his temporary diminution: boycott, divest
and sanction this wandering Jew until he
goes bluffing for a while elsewhere, during
which time our White Nation’s remnants
might live again perhaps harmoniously for
centuries unmolested by him.

